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PREFACE 

Brazil has produced some of the most outstanding pieces of 

literature in Latin America but has been almost universally ignored 

by scholars who believe that Portuguese-speaking America has little of 

literary value to contribute. Admittedly, Brazil and the rest of Latin 

America lack the lengthy traditions of their European parents. 

Nevertheless, repeated visits and residence in these nations have 

convinced me that the Americas, and especially Brazil, have a youthful 

vigor and vitality in their body of literature which cannot be ignored 

by serious scholars except at the risk of a great loss to international 

letters. In the area of drama Brazil has, until recent years, shown 

little promise although her prose and poetry have enjoyed a respectable 

degree of recognition. The last two decades have witnessed a revival 

of the Brazilian theater particularly in two important areas: socially 

aware theater and children's theater. This work studies the former in 

an effort to gain insight into the Brazilian character and, ultimately, 

the Brazilian culture. In turn, this should help shed light on the 

approach necessary to an understanding of the literature of Brazil. 

Although a specialist in Spain's Golden Age, I became 

interested in Brazilian letters in the mid-Sixties while attending 

classes of Brazilian literature at the University of Oregon. This led 

to a Summer's stay in Brazil in 1968 where I became aware of the 

dynamic protest movement in the theater. Another trip to Brazil in 

iv 



1971 for research culminated my study of Brazilian literature at The 

University of Arizona. To the best of my knowledge very little research 

has been done in the Brazilian theater critical of social problems. 

Much investigation remains not only in this field but in all aspects of 

the contemporary Brazilian theater. 

I wish to acknowledge the generous co-operation of Plinio 

Marcos, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, Fernando Melo, Barbara Heliodora, and 

numerous other playwrights, actors, directors, and critics whose 

assistance was invaluable. This dissertation was made possible by a 

University of Arizona Pre-doctoral Fellowship. 

October, 1971 
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ABSTRACT 

There exist specific, definable characteristics common to most 

all Brazilians which promote a sense of oneness. In its totality this 

unity, capable of overstepping political and social barriers, produces 

a composite picture of "brasilidade" or, "Brazilianess." Politicians, 

artists, and literary people of Brazil have recognized these common, 

unifying elements and have exploited, them, from time to time, to rally 

the people and gain their support. Playwrights of dramas critical of 

social, political, economic, and religious problems have presented 

strong messages which have been surprisingly well accepted principally 

because of the authors' utilization of these very Brazilian elements. 

The decade of the Sixties witnessed a great explosion of social 

protest theater in Brazil against a background of the Revolution of 

196U and the Fifth Institutional Act of 1968. The events of these two 

years gave playwrights much of which to be critical in addition to the 

national problems of poverty, land, inaction, lack of education, etc. 

Numerous plays from that decade can be examined for the Brazilian 

elements used to "sweeten" the authors' strong messages and make them 

palatable to the Brazilian public. Among the most popular elements 

exploited are the Brazilians' keen love of humor, their intense sense 

of devotion, and their very unique taste in music—the basic samba 

rhythm and its ultimate manifestation, Carnaval. The most truly 

Brazilian area of the country, the Northeast, forms the background for 

vii 
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many protest plays which also use the area's history, traditions, 

customs, costumes, and language to arouse the audience's sense of 

"brasilidade." Deep-rooted national characteristics and institutions 

abound in the protest theater—the Brazilians' unique .jeito, their keen 

interest in women, their ostentation, the abundant use of cachaga, the 

intense love of futebol and the ,jogo, the fei.jao and cafezinho, their 

desire for lazer and bate-papo, the very recognizable Brazilian 

saudades, and their antipathy towards civil and religious authority. 

An examination of several plays by Pllnio Marcos, the 

"patriarch" of the young, critical playwrights, reveals that he uses 

most of the above mentioned elements, especially in his latest plays. 

He recognizes that his strong, bitter message would have little appeal 

if presented straight. His theater could take a different direction if 

his latest play Balbina de Iansa succeeds. This drama uses the 

Brazilian elements in great profusion together with a message that is 

not so forceful as in previous plays. 

Brazilian protest dramas of recent years help reveal the 

Brazilian as a distinct character whose values, personality, and 

institutions contribute to the Brazilian mystique. Recognizing this, 

playwrights have applied the formula of Machado de Assis, the dean of 

Brazilian letters, who spoke of his style or form as the cup which 

contained the bitter liquid of his life. The cup of the socially 

critical playwrights, their dramas, has been made pleasingly ornate for 

the Brazilian people but contains a very bitter liquid. The sweetened 

message can be made palatable because Brazil is a yet developing 
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culture of very human emotions and values rather than abstract ideas 

which would have little appeal to the people. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The contemporary Brazilian protest theater has an unusually 

popular appeal with the masses. This phenomenon, observed by the 

author during two stays in Brazil, has its roots in certain facets of 

the Brazilian character which the playwrights of that country know 

well. The Brazilian, a complex individual, shares with his countrymen 

traits that are distinctive and sometimes easy for a foreign resident 

to recognize. It is the recognition of these elements which permits 

the authors of that country to produce plays which have a unifying 

effect on the people. 

Perhaps Americans can better understand something of the 

Brazilian character by drawing a comparison between the effect of the 

comparable theater in this country, and Brazil. Two successes in 

recent years in this country are the dramatic play Hair and the musical 

Jesus Christ: Superstar. Both plays represent a sharp departure from 

what the average American would call "ordinary" theater or familiar 

norms recognized by the "establishment" minded masses. The success of 

these two dramas depended largely on a more liberal public than the 

American people in general represent. One can hardly envision the 

average American man or woman, politically moderate, reasonably 

religious, and quite family oriented, making up the bulk of the 

1 
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audience in either play. It was the same man and woman who made Gone 

with the Wind and Sound of Music the largest money-making films in the 

history of motion pictures. Hair and Jesus Christ: Superstar owe their 

success principally to the searching youth (but not their parents) and 

the more politically and morally liberal adults. Their success, then, 

can possibly be considered as evidence of a measurable polarization 

which ultimately serves as more of a divisive than unifying influence. 

Perhaps one can refer to a "generation gap" which the plays not only 

demonstrate but in a sense foster because of their limited appeal even 

though oftentimes the author's intentions are the opposite. 

In the Brazilian theater the very rough equivalents to the two 

American plays above are Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come 

(1966) and Opiniao (196^). The former is a morally liberal dramatic 

work with a very pronounced sense of madness and often confusion while 

the latter is a musical with spoken passages. Both plays enjoyed great 

success wherever they went in the nation drawing audiences comprised of 

Brazilians representing every conceivable moral, social, or political 

value in unusual numbers, regardless of age. These dramas, repre

sentative of the more protest oriented theater in that country, offer 

criticism of superficial circumstances including politics, economics, 

and the Church, to name a few. Yet they positively exploit certain 

deep-rooted Brazilian qualities very characteristic of the people. The 

ultimate effect is a unique unifying influence momentarily bringing the 

audiences together on a subject no matter what their differences in 

other areas may have been before seeing the production. Such an effect 

sharply contrasts to corresponding situations in the United States. 
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To the student of Spanish letters a comparison of the American 

situation with the Generation of *98 may not be inappropriate. Spain 

experienced a period in the latter part of the 19th century and the 

first part of the 20th century in which questions were raised 

concerning established axiological systems. Honor, God, country, 

traditional values, and other standards were included in the re-

evaluation. Much the same situation exists today in this country where 

old values are being questioned and often negated. The results of the 

"Pueblo" incident in North Korea contrast sharply to the heroism and 

patriotism characteristic of World War II or even the Korean conflict. 

Our systems of morality are being tested and changed as literary 

freedom probes the limits of pornography, and marital and family ties 

are re-defined in communal living. Religious systems cannot escape 

either. New, more personal religions have been born and more orthodox 

churches have experimented with radical concepts in an attempt to make 

religion more "meaningful." God, country, and honor are literally 

being questioned, examined, changed, probed, and often negated. 

Brazil cannot evade some of the same problems because of the 

powerful influence the United States exerts in Latin America, but the 

degree of questioning and change is much less for numerous reasons. 

Part of the difference must be attributed to the firmly established 

Brazilian qualities mentioned above which can be used as a unifying 

phenomena. In the area of popular music inroads have been made by the 

"now" sound of the English-speaking countries especially among the 

youth. But even the younger Brazilians eventually turn to Jair 

Rodrigues, Elsa Soares, and other very popular national entertainers 
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when they tire of the rock sound. J. Ramos Tinhorao states it very 

well in the program notes to Balbina de Iansa when he says in an 

article entitled, "Fora do povo nao ha salvagSo": "Na musica popular a 

verdade n§Co e o 'som livre de exportagao,1 mas as modas de viola, os 

baiSes, os xaxados, os chotis, os sambas-enredo das Escolas de Samba, a 

musica de carnaval, os frevos, as batucadas e o samba em geral. It 

is the rhythm of the samba in its infinite variations which has the 

greatest lasting appeal to the masses. In 1971 I lived with a family 

of three teen-age daughters in Sao Paulo whose tastes in music I would 

consider typically Brazilian. Their collection of nearly 200 records 

was divided roughly into proportions of twenty-five per cent "now" 

sound music and seventy-five per cent Brazilian artists. The girls 

were the principal record buyers in the family and they, as much as 

their parents, played the Brazilian music most often. The lyrics to 

these samba inspired songs were often critical of current Brazilian 

problems, but the music, not the words, was the common denominator which 

helped to unify musical tastes. 

In the United States we are familiar with the music popular with 

the youth which sometimes speaks of sex, violence, drugs, and other 

problems facing our society. Few adults can enjoy more than five or ten 

minutes of such music while the younger set strains to catch the often 

unintelligible message against a noisy background of electrically 

amplified musical instruments. Nevertheless, oftentimes the 

1. Program notes from Plinio Marcos, Balbina de Iansa, n.p., 
n.d., p. 13. (I obtained the program notes at the Feb. 19, 1971 
performance of Balbina de Iansa at the Teatro S&o Pedro in Sao Paulo.) 
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"establishment" type adult fails to realize that his musical tastes may 

also contribute to the divisive influence. "Oakie from Muscoghee" 

belittles values held in esteem by most of the younger generation as 

does also "Welfare Cadillac." The first is concerned with the "hippy" 

type appearance repugnant to many adults and the second runs down a 

system which many of the more liberal-minded feel is necessary. 

Movies such as Easy Rider and Joe cannot help but contribute to the 

divisive influence with their limited appeal which assists to 

polarize the American public. In contrast Brazilian movies such as 

Os paqueras or Dois perdidos numa noite su.ja, the latter having won 

the best picture of the year award in March, 1971, contain socially 

important messages but have drawn socially and politically different 

audiences in significant numbers. 

The above examples demonstrate the existence of a certain 

something in the Brazilian character which more easily -unifies him 

with his countrymen. These unifying values can be recognized and 

defined to a certain extent by the student of Brazilian civilization 

desiring to live among the people and savoring their unique spirit. 

The article cited above, entitled interestingly enough, "Fora do povo 

nao ha salvagSo," establishes definite qualities characteristic to the 

povo, the people. The author talks of but a few, futebol (soccer), 

religion, music, and literature, without going into detail but 

concludes that there are values common to the masses which we believe 

contribute to a sense of "brasilidade" (also seen spelled brasiliadade 

and brasiliedade) meaning "Brazilianess." Lance Belville, an 

American-born producer residing permanently in Rio de Janeiro, 
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observed that Brazilians being a people rich in traditions and customs 

provide plenty of themes which can be used to arouse a sense of 

2 
"brasilidade." Playwright Fernando Melo and director Luis Mendoga 

agree that Brazil abounds with tradition and folklore of the povo and 

continued to name several off the top of their heads; samba, Carnaval, 

3 the Northeast, religion, and macumba, the Afro-Brazilian voodoo cult. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate a number of 

the values which contribute to the feeling of "brasilidade," one by 

one, particularly as they are employed in the protest dramas. These 

dramas, sometimes containing quite strong messages against social, 

political, economic, and religious values, have consistently appealed 

to the broader spectrum of Brazilian society because of their 

qualities of brasilidade. By thus forming a constellation of certain 

qualities we hope to establish, in a sense, the existence of 

brasilidade which, artistically exploited by the playwrights, serves to 

unify the masses behind their messages of protest. The exploitation of 

brasilidade is by no means limited to the theater, but finds its 

expression in other areas also. The novels of Jorge Amado, the poetry 

of Jo&o Cabral de Melo Neto, the architecture of Brazilia, the music of 

the escolas de samba, etc., all contain elements the totality of which 

help define brasilidade but which are outside the scope of this work. 

2. Lance Belville, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 3, 1971. 

3. Fernando Melo, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 10, 1971, and Luis Mendoga, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 5, 1971-
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Sabato Magaldi, one of the great theater critics of Brazil, 

recognized the existence of definable Brazilian values when he 

outlined the history of the very important Teatro de Arena (Sao Paulo) 

in his book Panorama do teatro brasileiro (Sao Paulo: DifusSo 

Europeia do Livro, 1962), pp. 199-200. Aware of the important role the 

Arena has played in fostering a Brazilian-oriented theater conscious of 

unique Brazilian qualities, he states: 

0 baluarte do movimento nacionalista foi o Teatro de Arena, 
en Sao Paulo, depois que a pega Eles nao usam black-tie, de 
Gianfrancesco Guarnieri (nascido na Italia mas vindo para o 
Brasil com urn ano de idade), permaneceu doze meses em cartaz, 
embora numa sala de 150 lugares. Acreditou-se que os 
espectadores quisessem ouvir seus problemas em linguagem 
brasileira. Como plataforma radical, o elenco passou a 
oferecer pegas nacionais, a maioria delas escrita pelos 
proprios atores a saidas do Seminario de Dramaturgia, que se 
organizou como departamento do Teatro de Arena. . . . Com 
esse ardor nacionalista, trouxe numerosas contribuiffSes, e a 
mais positiva foi sem duvida a de quebrar o tabu que cercava 
o autor brasileiro. 

Guarnieri's Eles nSo usam black-tie which opened at the Teatro de 

Arena in 1958 was perhaps the first important, genuine, protest drama 

popular with the masses to use a large number of these Brazilian 

values. The drama, set in the favelas and using the favela language, 

brought to the national stage the social problems of industrialization 

and the fight for better wages. The struggle against foreign 

influences in the theater and foreign productions themselves still 

continues in Brazil, but since the opening of Guarnieri's work and 

through the continued efforts of the Arena and other groups the 

socially-oriented theater of that country is blossoming. 

The socially critical theater in Brazil may have its origins as 

far back as the Nineteenth Century with Martins Pena, according to 



Barbara Heliodora, theater critic and professor at the Escola de 

k 
Teatro in Rio. His plays are principally known as theater of manners 

with excellent pictures of Nineteenth Century Brazil but not without 

some mild criticism, she stated. Nevertheless, Nelson Rodrigues 

(b.1912) took the strongest steps in this century toward a very 

Brazilian theater (A mulher sem pecado, Vestido de noiva, Album de 

famxlia). His most significant contribution has been the revision of 

the artificial language of the previous theater in his country. He 

writes as the Cariocas talk, thus freeing subsequent authors to whom 

language has become very important in the protest theater. Barbara 

Heliodora believes that the real grit of the socially-critical 

movement in drama started in the Teatro de Arena in Sao Paulo about 

1955-56 with Augusto Boal, the Arena's principal director. As much as 

any, Boal, who studied drama in the United States, is responsible for 

the Arena's change to national pieces. The Arena is responsible for 

the beginnings of the musical protest dramas which we will include for 

detailed study. The protest theater increased in momentum until 196^ 

when the revolution and subsequent events made it increasingly 

difficult for all the arts. Barbara Heliodora believes that since that 

date the Brazilian theater has become less committed and taken an exit 

toward the existential anguish. As we shall see in this study, there 

are numerous socially critical dramas since 196U which exploit in great 

abundance the Brazilian values of brasilidade. In recent years Sao 

Paulo, and not Rio de Janeiro, has become the city in which the theater 

U. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971. 
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has prospered, although at the expense of Rio. Rio has been able to do 

well in the past because of federal grants to the theater, but when 

these were greatly reduced the balance swung to SSo Paulo where there 

is more money and a far greater population. 

Brief mention must be made of the political background against 

which the protest theater in recent years has been written in order to 

better understand the problems playwrights faced and often 

criticized.^ Prior to the 196k revolution artists enjoyed a great 

measure of freedom. Students were permitted, for example, to produce 

plays in the favelas telling the inhabitants of their subhuman 

conditions. The country had made a definite move to the left by 

recognizing Cuba and even making an award to Che Guevara. In 1963 

numerous strikes beset this bankrupt country in which inflation had 

reached levels of more than ninety per cent per annum. By March, 196U, 

the military began to take action being agitated by demonstrations such 

as the "Mother's March for Freedom" and the hundreds of thousands of 

labor members and students who took to the streets. On March 31, 196b, 

the military acted under the direction of two generals, Castelo Branco 

and Costa e Silva who started immediately to purge Communists and 

corruption causing many to flee Brazil. The moderate and reasonably 

democratic Castelo Branco became the president but desired to stay only 

long enough to bring things under control and then return the power to 

5. Kay Huff, Time correspondent, personal interviews, Time-
Life office, Rio de Janeiro, Mar. 3, 1971* Numerous other 
historical texts were examined to understand recent Brazilian 
history. 
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the civilians. The takeover of the military and the subsequent purges 

were justified in the First Institutional Act of 19&b decreed by the 

new government. The later Second Institutional Act intensified the 

purges and abolished all political parties setting up an artificial 

two-party system, the government party and the opposition. At this 

time actors, artists, and intellectuals in general became suspect and 

measures were taken to control them. 

Being a weak figurehead for the military, Costa e Silva was 

forced to pass the Fifth Institutional Act on December 13, 1968 which 

demonstrated their concern with the re-birth of a moral Brazil. 

Claiming they desired to protect the family which they championed as 

the basis of a moral society, they began to limit the artist, whom they 

saw as a threat to the youth who looked to them as idols. The 

government believed that artists (in general) were communist dupes who 

would treat lightly the importance of families, traditions, and moral 

ties, and as such, needed to be controlled in order to control the 

national morals. The artists, having enjoyed a degree of freedom before 

the Fifth Institutional Act, were not going to be allowed to lead 

people astray. 

The problem of censorship in Brazil has tied the writer's hands 

in recent times so that he cannot produce works whose themes the public 

wishes to see mostj lack of liberty, social injustice, and the United 

6 States domination of Brazil, according to critic Barbara Heliodora. 

Other theatrical people agree that censorship is the single biggest 

6. Heliodora, Mar. 6, 1971* 



problem facing the protest drama today in the country and that the very 

future of a socially-critical theater there is dependent on how long it 

will last and how strict it will yet become. Because of government 

control, the authors practice auto-censorship, unwilling to discuss 

national problems with the sure knowledge that they will get nowhere 

with the censors. Sabato Magaldi states that in the past censorship 

"n&o se toleravam as colocagSes politicas expressas, mas se permitiu a 

liberdade moral. Um espetaculo que transfredisse os codigos da etica 

vigente, com palavrSes ou ousadias equlvocas, recebia o qualificativo 

de pornogrSfico," but that "a nova legislag&o da censura tornou-se 

mais severa ainda, inspirada no temor de que os excessos de natureza 

moral solapam a famllia, o solapamento da famllia leva a destruig&o da 
•7 

sociedade, e se pode chegar assim a irremediavel fraqueza do regime." 

Juca de Oliveira, President of the Sindicato de Artistas e Tecnicos em 

Espetaculos de DiversSo, believes that censorship, auto-censorship, and 

Q 
"o temor da vespera . . . o medo do depois" are factors which have 

caused Brazil to become "poor" in authors of high caliber who wish to 

exploit the Brazilian potential. Probably the most difficult thing to 

understand about Brazilian censorship is how it works and by what 

standard they censor a work. Foreign movies and plays, which were 

successes outside Brazil but which supposedly could undermine the moral 

fiber of the country because of sex and violence, are allowed in Brazil 

7« "A fertilidade do caos," VisSo, XXXVIII, No. 3 (l97l)5 
p. 200. 

8. Hello Gandara, "Os atores nSo s§,o bonecos," Ve.ja, 
Mar. 17, 1971, p. 5-



possibly because it would put the government in poor light to reject an 

international success. Hair, a smash hit in Rio and SSo Paulo, is but 

one of the numerous foreign works which contain nudity and sex. 

Barbara Heliodora believes that almost anything can get past the 

censors now as long as it does not touch on a political problem or 

endanger the national security (as defined by the government) in which 

case an author runs the risk of going to jail. The excuse of 

9 ^ protecting the morality of the family is a front, she says. Plinio 

Marcos, a man who probably has more trouble with the censors than any 

other playwright, agrees that morality is a fagade to protect 

capricious censors who, in essence, are out to prohibit thinkers in 

10 
Brazil. Luis Mendoga, a director, explained that censors not only 

check the play in manuscript form but also see the actual performance 

before it is publicly presented. One play he directed was approved in 

written form and in the performance before opening night but closed 

after the first public performance as if by whim."'""'" Currently one of 

the most politically sensitive areas in Brazil is the question of 

torture which has stirred international opinion against the government 

(see "Brazil: Government by Torture," Look, July 1^, 1970, p. 70-71, 

and "Brazil: From the Parrot's Perch," Time, July 27, 1970, p. 20). 

Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, the son of one of Brazil's famous men of 

letters and an excellent dramatist in his own right, recently wrote a 

9. Heliodora, Mar. 6, 1971• 

10. Plinio Marcos, personal interview, Sao Paulo, 
Feb. 27, 1971. 

11. Mendoga, Mar. 5, 1971. 
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play, Papa Higuirte, about torture in a mythical Latin-American banana 

republic. The play won first prize in a nationally sponsored contest 

and was subsequently published by the government as a condition of the 

success, but then the federal police seized and impounded all the 

copies because of the delicate nature of the theme. When asked if the 

play was really set in Brazil in disguise, Vianna Filho only smiled and 

12 shrugged his shoulders. 

Further confusion exists because the commander of the First 

Army in Rio differs from the commander of the Second Army in Sao Paulo 

both of whom hold the keys to censorship in their respective areas. 

Usually the Second Army commander is more lenient, but often both let 

anticlerical material pass because they as much as any Brazilian enjoy 

13 a laugh at the members of the clergy. 

Although the protest theater did not use a profusion of very 

Brazilian elements until 1958 when Guarnieri's Eles nao usam black-tie 

opened at the Teatro de Arena in S&o Paulo, the protest element has 

been present in the Brazilian theater before. For the purposes of 

this study the author has selected dramas from the Sixties (with the 

exceptions from 1959 and 1970) because of the events of those years: 

the Revolution and First Institutional Act of 1964 and the even more 

severe Fifth Institutional Act of 1968. The dramas examined are not 

just a random selection but represent the best and most successful 

pieces of the decade. 

12. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 18, 1971. 

13. Huff, Mar. 3, 1971. 



CHAPTER 2 

HUMOR 

Brazilians love humor. Their love of humor and easy-going 

nature is intimately connected with the ability to always manage or get 

along (.jeito). The .jeito of the Brazilian, his love of life (Carnaval, 

soccer, his cafezinho or any other aspect of brasilidade), and humor 

can be profitably exploited by the playwright in order to draw the 

average Brazilian into his sphere of influence. The use of humor in 

the protest theater becomes especially effective, not only because of 

its appeal to the masses, but because of the very psychology of 

laughter and humor. Horace M. Kallen states that "experiments have 

persuasively confirmed that the laughter which consummates the venting 

of humor is inward liberation and victory."''" The relationship to the 

Brazilian protest theater becomes evident in the theater's attempt to 

point out, often through the use of humor, the problems that beset the 

country and its society. Although the average man can do little to 

solve the problems the playwright presents, he can inwardly sense 

certain liberation and victory over the problems through the humor of 

the drama. Kallen points out the power that humor can have: "To 

laugh at any power is to make obscenely free with it, to take a hated 

1. Liberty, Laughter and Tears (DeKalb, 111.: Northern 
Illinois University Press, 1968), p. 8U. 

Ik 



liberty, to deflate and empty it of rule; and this is within the 

ability of the most helpless and powerless. Thus the spread of 

liberty is advanced as the spread of laughter." 

In the United States uses of humor and laughter in a political 

or social context can perhaps best be seen in the television media. 

"Laugh-In" often uses political or social jokes which for the most part 

are not too biting but elicit laughter because they deal with pertinent 

issues important to the masses. Not long ago the Smothers Brothers 

program ran into trouble with their network because of the nature of 

their jokes against public figures and public issues. Although the 

humor was well received and brought lots of laughter, C.B.S. felt it 

was perhaps too controversial and dropped the program from the air. 

Dick Gregory uses humor as a device to expose the social problems that 

still face the blacks in America, but presented in such a way that we 

understand the problem and can have empathy. Even in his 1970 

Christmas tour overseas Bob Hope introduced jokes that were not too 

kind towards the Viet Nam war policies and also humor concerning the 

problem of servicemen and drugs. Reportedly, these were the best 

received jokes in his repertoire. 

The contemporary Brazilian drama Forro no Engenho Cananeia 

portrays a small Northeast community's fight to save the only thing 

they own, their cemetery. Most of the humor in the play is a very 

morbid humor based on the sense of death hovering over the community. 

2. Ibid., p. 353. 

3. "The Bob Hope Christmas Special," N.B.C. telecast, 
Jan. 1^, 1971-



In the first scene one of the characters, Gaspar, complains that even 

though older he does not yet have a bed because his thrifty parents 

preferred to buy him a coffin in which to sleep knowing he would 

eventually need one anyway. The greatest concern of Seu Roque, the 

head of the local mortuary, is that everyone have a coffin. His pre

occupation with death becomes humorous especially when we learn that he 

sold two coffins to Joca, the recently deceased leader of the 

community. The community speculates on how Joca will be buried in two 

coffins but finally decides to put him in one and attach the empty one 

by rope during the procession. The same problem becomes the subject of 

a musical desafio in the play in which Joca's conquests are related 

because of his reputation as "Raimundo o acaba-novenas.They know 

that he will go to heaven because once Saint Peter finds out that Joca 

worked for Colonel FuSo, "o Joca ja cumpriu pena / numa filial do 

inferno" (p. 1+6). After Joca's burial the Colonel learns that the 

newspapers have made a martyr out of Joca and have also accused the 

Colonel of burying cadavers for fertilizer on his cane plantation. The 

Colonel's reply reveals his depraved inhumanity: "E pode, e? Pode 

fazer fertilizante? VIGIA. Nao custa experimentar, Coronel Fuao. 

CORONEL. Quem e que pode fazer experiencias, hoje em dia, com essa 

imprensa a ladrar nos calcanhares da gente?" (p. 78)• Seu Roque's 

sense of propriety cannot be much different for he has invented a 

coffin for a married couple. At this announcement the Ermitao, who 

Ik AntSnio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cahaneia (Rio de 
Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 196*0, p. 44. All subsequent 
citations from Forro are from this edition. 



opposes this excessive concern with death, wonders when Seu Roque will 

build a coffin complete with built-in worms. Seu Roque suggests that 

instead of buying a bed, which only serves in life, they can buy a 

double coffin cheaper than two singles which the couple can use "como 

talamo, leito permanente, e nele, mais tarde, depois de tantas noites 

agradaveis e tantos sonos reparadores, dorme o profundo sono eterno, no 

maior conforto, ate as trompetas do juizo final" (p. 90). But his 

prospective client asks what if one member of the couple should die 

first leaving half the coffin unoccupied. Seu Roque responds that in 

such an event the deceased is immediately buried and when the second 

member dies the two coffins are united or, "restabelece-se o caixSo da 

lua de mel" (p. 91)• Seu Roque, becoming upset with his client who 

thought the coffin would be larger than it is, asks if the client 

thought it had a bathroom and a kitchen also. 

The Ermitao, the only one who dislikes the community's pre

occupation with death, is happy to hear that the cemetery will become a 

dam for irrigation purposes. He states that all the dead will become 

little red fish, or perhaps that without a cemetery no one else will 

need to die. The biting humor in this piece borders on black humor 

because of its concern for death. The problem of death is real but the 

symbolic death preoccupation of Brazil is just as real. The author sees 

nothing short of an armed revolt as the solution to the economic and 

political problems which an apathetic nation faces. The humor shows 

the Brazilians a picture of themselves and attempts to arouse them to 

action by making them laugh at a very grotesque situation. 
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The "show" OpinigLo has its serious moments although they have a 

very lighthearted quality to them. OpiniSo, a delightful collection of 

music and gags at political and social problems, starts in a very light 

vein with a song about a well peppered armadillo eaten by guests who 

complain of the strong taste. Entitled "Peba na pimenta," it brings 

laughter and sets the tone of the entire play.^ The drama has a 

certain "horseplay" or slapstick quality which seems to invite the 

audience to participate. The story, in song, of Tiradentes toward the 

end of the drama, although rather serious and important to Brazilian 

history, brings a few laughs just by the speed with which the actors 

repeat a line, or the expression on their faces. Shortly after the 

song of Peba the armadillo, Nara, Ze, and Joao, the actors, enjoy a 

partido alto, a musical event where verses are improvised on any 

subject. Ze Keti involves some prominent political names in his 

monologue in which he explains the origin of his name. Ze's mother, a 

maid, left her son with friends while she worked. He says: 

Eu ficava na janela vendo os outros garotos brincar. Ficava 
empinando papagaio da janela. Parece filme italiano, nao e? 
Ai, minha mae voltava e eles diziam pra ela, -o Ze ficou 
quietinho. Ih, como o Ze e quietinho. Olha o Ze Quieto. 
Ze Quietinho, Ze Quieto, acabou Ze Keti. Ai eu comecei a 
escrever com K, que esta va dando sorte. . . Kubitschek, 
Kruchev, Kennedy. Mas agora, meus camaradinhas, acho que a 
sorte michou. Michou. (p. 30) 

Joao do Vale and Nara LeSo later engage in a musical desafio in 

which the two contestants alternate singing difficult verses that the 

other must repeat and change. Many are tongue twisters and the person 

5. Armando Costa, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, and Paulo Pontes, 
Opiniao (Rio de Janeiro: EdiffSes do Val, 1965), PP« 15-16. All 
subsequent citations from Opiriifto .are from this edition. 



who fouls, loses. The humor comes as the difficult passages are sung 

building the suspense until someone slips. Nara's verse, "quem a paca 

cara compra / Cara a paca pagara" (p. 36) offers difficulty for Joao 

who asks that it be repeated. He finally loses when he renders it as, 

"quem a caca caca compra ... I Caca . . . caca . . . ca . . . 

ca . . . ra . . ." (p. 37)• The audience loved this not only because 

it entertained and was something they knew well being so Brazilian, but 

also because the word he fouled on, "caca" (shit), is humorous. 

Another problem, drugs, which in recent years has plagued Brazil, is 

treated humorously as Ze relates how he was introduced to hard 

conditions at age thirteen. He knew marijuana but preferred not to 

smoke it replying to those who would offer it, "dizia que ja tinha 

fumado" (p. k2). Nara enters smoking and after a humorous exchange 

puts the cigarette in his mouth causing him to complain, "to doidao" 

(p. k3). She, to see how high he is, examines his eyes remarking that 

they are not red. His reply has a meaning which the audience caught 

quickly: "Nao fica falando em vermelho, nao, que vermelho ta fora de 

moda. Fora de moda" (p. b3). The obvious reference to the crack down 

on the political left, which the zealots link to the Communist 

movement, caused the audience to laugh loudly. Crack downs on the 

political left, common in Latin America, are numerous in Brazil where 

the average Brazilian takes an active interest in the politics of his 

country. Ze then sings a samba about the woes of the man whose woman 

curses him because he has not given her enough money for her expenses 

and has even taken his name to the macumba rites, the Afro-pagan 

voodoo cult. Ze complains: 
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Ela pens a que a minha vida e uma beleza 
Eu dou duro no trabalho pra poder viver. 
A minha vida nao I mole, n&o 
Entro em cana toda a hora sem apelagao 
Eu ja ando assustado e sem paradeiro 
SOU UM MARGINAL BRASILEIRO! (p. U5) 

The audience enjoyed the picture of the marginal Braziliein who lives on 

the fringes of society. Part of the traditional, picturesque Brazil, 

their problems are nevertheless serious ones. The attitude of Ze may 

be a fagade but a necessary one in a country where their emotional 

outlets are confined to a few "harmless" expressions—sambas, 

Carnaval, futebol, etc. The authors' criticism of contemporary 

Brazilian music which seeks to copy foreign music, American music in 

particular, begins as the actors read a statement critical of outside 

influences, then humorously mock Brazilian songs which copied other 

music. The audience laughed when Nara sung the lines, "drink rum and 

Coca-Cola" (p. 56) after which all three join together to imitate the 

"Platters" style: 

E boi 
S rogado bSo 
0 melhor do meu sertao 
Do sertSo do Biriguir 
Igual eu nunca vi. (p. 56) 

0 boi, of course, is a typically Brazilian theme familiar especially at 

Christmas and during the Sao Joao festival. 

The problem of censorship in Brazil, an important factor in any 

of the arts, affects the public most directly through the film 

industry. Ze relates a personal experience about trouble encountered 

in filming Rio ^0 Graus. The chief of police declared that Rio had 
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never seen forty degree weather, the maximum was 39*7 degrees and that 

the film would ruin Rio's reputation. 

The largest share of themes, about which humorous statements or 

songs are made in Opiniao, are very Brazilian. Through the use of 

humor the material becomes palatable to the masses which is the express 

intention of Opiniao: "A musica popular e tanto mais expressiva quanto 

mais tem uma opiniao, quando se alia ao povo na captagao de novos 

sentimentos e valores necessarios para a evolug&o social; quando mantem 

vivas as tradigoes de unidade e integragao nacionais" (p. 7). 

The "show" Liberdade, liberdade followed in the successful 

footsteps of the "show" Opiniao to become an even greater success than 

its predecessor. The theater critic for 0 Jornal do Brasil, Yan 

Michalski, explained that the piece succeeded "inclusive, em 

pequenas cidades inteiramente virgens em materia de teatro."^ In an 

attempt to further find out why Liberdade, liberdade was such a 

success I interviewed Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, one of its three 

original actors and also a well known playwright (he co-authored the 

"show" Opiniao, among others). He explained that the era in which 

Opiniao, the parent "show" was produced, was a time of great 

popularity for "shows" especially musicals. He, Armando Costa and 

Paulo Pontes capitalized on this popularity to write a piece with a 

political message included in the musical selections. The result, 

6. "Teatro carioca em 1966 ou um elefante que resiste ao 
caos," Revista Civilizagab Brasileira, No. 11/12 (Dec., 1966/Mar., 
1967), p. 185. 

7. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 18, 1971. 



OpiniSo, enjoyed the greatest success of any "show" at the time and 

helped prepare an audience for Liberdade, liberdade. Other than the 

fact that "shows" were in style at the time (they still enjoy great 

popularity although the nature of the "show" has changed; they no 

longer have a message nor are they political but rather musical or 

humorous), Opiniao had whetted the public's appetite for entertainment 

with a message. Problems arose when the political atmosphere became 

tense between the opening of Opiniao in 196k and Liberdade, liberdade 

in 1965* The censors refused to allow another "show" similar to 

Opiniao. Of necessity, then, the authors attacked national problems 

indirectly by using foreign, non-Brazilian material. The censors 

could do little with famous works from Socrates, Shakespeare, Lincoln, 

and Brecht to name but a few. The authors used the material to focus 

on Brazilian problems but without the direct acidity of Opiniao. 

Vianna Filho stated that the people knew well the disguised Brazilian 

problems which the play attacked and could easily relate the foreign 

material to them. Another factor contributing to the success of 

Liberdade, liberdade was what Vianna Filho called the ostentation of 

the Brazilian people. Not only had they seen national problems 

criticized but had been treated to good literature and the philosophy 

of important world figures thus satisfying their sense of cultural 

ostentation. 

The structure of the piece, a loose arrangement of speeches, 

plays, songs and other material relating to a central theme, has 

given rise to questions as to whether the play is drama or not. An 

article in the Revista de Teatro, the official organ of the 
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Sociedade Brasileira de Autores Teatrais, calls Liberdade, liberdade 

g 
and others like it, "experiencias validas" which have provoked debates 

as to their classification as theater. The article answers that "a 

9 resposta definitiva cabe ao publico." It further concedes that these 

plays and others that take directions different from the ordinary 

cannot be ignored because of their influences and popularity. Indeed, 

the movements and experiments may be the spring board for a new 

historical cycle in the Brazilian theater, the article says.1̂  

In Liberdade, liberdade the first bit of unexpected humor 

plays on the political spectrum to establish rapport with the 

audience. Vianna Filho asks the audience to take a definite position 

at the outset. It makes no difference whether it be on the left, 

right, or a neutral position, but once taken, it is imperative that 

all keep the position "senao, companheiros, as cadeiras do teatro 

rangem muito e ninguem ouve nada.""^ When the actors introduce the 

theme of freedom to choose one's profession they recite a poem: 

Entra pra dentro, Chiquinha! 
Entra pra dentro, Chiquinha! 
No caminho que voce vai 
Voce acaba prostituta! 
E ela: 

8. Daniel Rocha, "Os novos rumos do teatro," Revista de 
Teatro, No. 360 (Sept.-Dec., 19&7)> P* 39. 

9. Ibid., p. 39. 

10. Ibid., p. 39* 

11. Flavio Rangel and Millor. Fernandes, Liberdade, liberdade 
(Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, I965), p7l4.All 
subsequent citations from Liberdade, liberdade are from this 
edition. 
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. . . Deus te ouga, minha mae . . . 
Deus te ouga .... (p. 16-17) 

The poem also serves as a tongue-in-cheek commentary on the 

aspirations of youth versus the moral codes of the preceding 

generation. It also serves to expose the very real problem of the 

generation gap, the sometimes unhealthy interest in sex, and the 

problem of prostitution which abound in Brazil. 

One of the rights or freedoms sought in Liberdade, liberdade 

is "o direto ao lazer": 

Hora de comer . . . comer! 
Hora de dormir . . . dormir! 
Hora de vadiar . . . vadiar! 
Hora de Trabalhar? 
. . . Pernas pro ar que ninguem e de ferro! (p. 18) 

Few Brazilians would dispute this philosophy. The authors have 

chosen a popular vehicle, humor, to talk to the people about the 

concept of liberty in specific issues so that they can better 

understand it in general terms. In the play they declare that liberty 

does exist: "Nao so existe, como e feita de concreto e cobre e tem cem 

metros de altura. A liberdade foi doada aos americanos pelos 

franceses era 1866 porque naquela epoca os franceses estavem cheios de 

liberdades e os americanos nao tinham nenhuma" (p. hi). Then taking a 

stab at American materialism they say: "Ate agora a liberdade n§Co 

penetrou no territorio americano. Quando Bernard Shaw esteve nos 

Estados Unidos foi convidado a visitar a liberdade, mas recusou-se 

afirmando que seu gosto pela ironia nao ia tao longe" (pp. h l - k 2 ) .  

Discussing the pointed barbs which protrude from the head of Liberty 

he continues: "Coroa de louros certamente nSo e. Antigamente era 
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costume coroar-se heroeis e deuses com coroas de louros. Mas quando a 

liberdade foi doada aos Estados Unidos, nos os brasileiros ja tinhamos 

desmoralizado o louro, usando-o para dar gosto no feijao" (p. 42). 

They strip the gods and heroes to add spice to their fei.joada, the 

national dish of Brazil. The Americans then built a pedestal for 

Liberty at a cost greater than the statue. Now when one says that the 

price of liberty is eternal vigilance, "nao e. Como acabamos de 

demonstrar, o prego da liberdade e de setecentos e cinqiienta mil 

dolares. Isso ha quase urn seculo atras. Porque atualmente o Fundo 

Monetario Internacional calcula o prego da nossa liberdade em tres 

portos e dezessete jazidas de minerais estrategicos" (pp. 42-1+3). 

Materialism and liberty are closely linked so that both liberty and 

freedom can now be calculated in dollars. Brazilians see the 

American as a moneybags with economic influence controlling Brazil. 

General Motors, Ford, and Coca-Cola„ are but a few of the common words 

in the Brazilian vocabulary. 

Tereza introduces a short section entirely on humor: "A 

liberdade de um povo se mede pela sua capacidade de rir" (p. 111*). 

Nara states that "voces agora devem rir bastante, que e para 

parecerem bem livres" (p. 115). The world of fantasy will be made to 

appear as reality through humor—they will appear to be free by 

acting as if they were. "Cada vez sobra mais mes.no fim do dinheiro" 

(p. 115)» Tereza says in a twist on the regular idiom. Paulo 

expresses a desire to move to the United States because "vou viver na 

matriz" (p. 115)» a pun on the economic dominion of Brazil by the 

United States. And in America it is a crime for a woman to go 
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through her husband's pockets while in Brazil "e apenas perda de 

tempo" (p. 115)* Vianna Filho complains that since the price of feed 

for cattle has risen, so has the price of beef, and rather than buying 

meat he will eat the feed directly. And, in a stab at the rocketing 

rate of inflation in Brazil, Paulo says, "voces ja repararam como em 

cada nota de mil a expressao do Cabral esta mais preocupada?" to 

which Tereza replies, "isso nao e nada. Dizem que na nova emissao da 

nota de cinco mil Tiradentes ja vem com a corda no pescogo" (p. 116). 

In the author's experience some of the most often repeated jokes among 

Brazilians include stabs at the monetary problems and steep inflation. 

To all of this humor Oscar says he believes "que o pais esta muito 

melhor" to which all reply, "melhor como?!" (p. 117)* "Melhor do que 

no ano que vem!" (p. 117)• The drama ends with a section of credits 

for material used. In a last moment jab at the stiff censorship they 

say: "Os livros consultados se encontram na Biblioteca Nacional, com 

excegao de tres especialmente subversivos, que foram imediatamente 

pulverizados no fim do trabalho" (p. 155)• The subject of Liberdade, 

liberdade is serious but freely laced with humor and made palatable 

for the average Brazilian who would show little interest if presented 

as dry material. Humor, then, reduces the cold, abstract concept of 

liberty to very human, Brazilian realities. 

My first impression of Arena conta Zumbi came from a 

recording which caused me to believe that music provided the dramatic 

power, the unifying element, and strong flavor of brasilidade of the 

play. When I saw the play in Sao Paulo I realized that humor 

contributed as much or more to the success of the play. Arena conta 



Zumbi narrates an account of the Brazilian slave revolt in the late 

Seventeenth Century led by Zambi (in the play "Zumbi" is an African 

title). The ex-slaves established the city of Palmares in the jungle 

which prospered through commerce with the whites under the sanction of 

a lax Portuguese governor. Acting on a complaint of the whites, 

Portugal sent an ironhanded replacement who crushed the black 

community and destroyed any hope for freedom. Arena conta Zumbi is 

indeed "uma fabula 'universal', uma historia de heroismo e luta pela 

12 liberdade" authenticated by newspaper articles of the time. The 

drama gives us a picture of Brazilian culture in embryo where the 

values of the future nation are yet in formation. One can recognize 

many of the modern Brazilian values in the black ancestors of Arena 

conta Zumbi. 

(Such a very Brazilian drama could be expected from the two 

authors, Gianfrancesco Guarnieri and Augusto Boal, both of whom are 

important in the development of the Arena theater in SSo Paulo. The 

Arena has been important in the movement toward a more Brazilian 

theater which really started with the presentation of Guarnieri's 

13 
files nao usam black-tie in 1958. Since that time Guarnieri has 

been one of the principle figures in the Arena and its attempt to 

bring forth a Brazilian theater. Augusto Boal, who affiliated 

12. "0 Teatro de Arena de Sao Paulo, um elenco internacional 
e uma experiencia," Revista de Teatro, No. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
p. 29. 

13. For a detailed history of the Arena see Sabato Magaldi, 
Panorama do teatro brasileiro (Sao Paulo: DifusSo Europeia do Livro, 
1962), pp. 199-200. 
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himself with the Arena after studying drama in the United States, also 

figures as one of the main people responsible for the Arena's change to 

national pieces. In fact, his first drama, Revoluggo na America do Sul 

(i960) opened at the Arena in Sao Paulo. As proof of their concern for 

national themes, after Arena conta Zumbi Guarnieri and Boal co-authored 

Arena conta Tiradentes presenting the important period of history when 

the national hero Tiradentes died for the freedom of Brazil. Although 

not of the same quality as Arena conta Zumbi, it continued the 

ill-
dedication of the Arena to Brazilian pieces. ) 

Arena conta Zumbi is one of the dramas mentioned, together with 

Liberdade, liberdade, when the question is asked in the Revista de 

Teatro: "isso e teatro?"^"^ Although it has a definite plot, which 

Liberdade, liberdade does not, Arena conta Zumbi is nevertheless 

somewhat disjointed in its construction and presentation. It consists 

of numerous scenes which switch back and forth from the Portuguese to 

the blacks, from individuals to the group, from music to chanting, from 

speech to poetry, etc. The manner in which the Arena presents the play 

makes it even more difficult to understand. The Arena has adopted a 

method of acting known as the "sistema coringa" in which the role of 

each character rotates from actor to actor as the scenes change. In 

the course of the play all the actors represent all the characters 

which, in theory, leaves us with the character, in the total impression, 

rather than a particular actor's manner of representing that particular 

lU. For a complete account of Arena conta Tiradentes, see 
Sabato Magaldi, "Arena conta Tiradentes,"' Suplemerito ' Literario: 0_ 
Estado de Sao Paulo, July 1, 1967» p. 3. 

15. Rocha, p. 39* 
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part. Or as the Arena explains it: "Se um ator interpreta urn 

determinado personagem, a plateia jamais vera o personagem objetiva-

mente: vera o ator que o interpreta." When I saw the 

presentation of the drama at the Arena in SSo Paulo I could not help 

but be somewhat confused at first but soon became used to the 

construction of the play and the manner of its presentation. 

Arena conta Zumbi is humorous. Indeed, the greater part of 

the play is either humorous or very light in spirit with only but a 

handful of serious moments. The Portuguese, always humorously 

portrayed even in moments when they attempt to be sober, are made to 

look like clowns. In contrast, the blacks joke and play in a healthy 

way but are never made to look comic. The Portuguese governor, Dom 

Pedro, is a drunk who cannot deliver a speech without being held up by 

an assistant. When he first enters, the stage directions (given 

separate from the text) read: "Os que o apoiavam deixara. D. Pedro 

A ^ .-17 
quase cair. Ele e velho e asmatico. Figura caricatural. Later 

the directions read: 

Entra Dom Pedro, amparado por Tim ajudante que o sustenta com 
os bragos enfiados atraves dos seus socavos, e cruzando as 
m&os na cabega do governador. As pernas deste estao 
dobradas, o ajudante com os pes faz Dom Pedro ficar de 
pernas esticadas. Vez por outra, Dom Pedro esquece o que ia 
dizer, o ajudante fala-lhe baixinho no ouvido. Quando D. 
Pedro dorme, o ajudante o acorda. (p. 57) 

16. "Arena: 0 coringa, como e," Programa em Revista, I, Wo. 11 
(1971), PP. 28-29. 

17. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, 
"Arena conta Zumbi," Revista de Teatro, No. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
p. 56. All subsequent citations from Arena conta Zumbi are from 
this publication. 
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In addition to these directions, the actual performance included many-

obscene gestures which delighted the audience. Dom Pedro is constantly 

corrected since in his condition he can say little that comes out 

correct the first time. For example, "ha algo melhor que a liberdade? 

N&o ha. A liberdade e a gloria de uma coroa, a gloria dos recem 

nascidos" (p. h2) is immediately corrected to "bem nascidos" by his 

assistant (p. k 2 ) .  The good-natured humor of the blacks sharply 

contrasts with the whites. Palmares continues to grow and grow 

especially when one black in Palmares accidentally encounters his 

friend making love to a black girl and asks if he had not already 

married a different girl. The surprised friend says that he is 

getting married again like he did with Milena, Micoti, Rainha, and 

Turiada: "Ei, Palmares crescendo" (p. 39)• The whites continue to 

look ridiculous as Capitao Jo&o Blaer relates the diary of his journey 

to Palmares, to some of the very proper Portuguese colonists who 

constantly interrupt: 

Partimos no dia 1.°. (Oh Captain, my Captain.) No dia 2 
topamos com um monte chamado Elinga. (J'adore les 
tropiques.) . . .Wo dia 3 topamos com o monte chamado 
Tamala onde pernoitamos. (Foi la que se deu o crime da 
mala?) No dia b topamos com um antigo engenho por nome Sao 
Miguel. (Pour nous les frangais, c'est Saint Michel.) 
Caminhamos uma milha pequena quando topamos com alguns 
mundeus, (Q'est que c'est bundeus? -Eu disse mundeus, com 
M de . . . -Mon Dieu!) isto e, armadilhas de pegar caga, 
as quais porem estavam vazias. (pp. llO-kL) 

It continues with interruption after interruption until the Captain 

cannot be heard for all the conversation in English, French, and 

Portuguese. Even when he restores order, the interruptions 

humorously continue. Whenever the Portuguese attempt to speak 
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Seventeenth Century Portuguese, the audience could hardly control their 

laughter: 

Menina fermosa 
que nos meus olhos andais: 
dizei, porque mos quebrais. 
-Criei-me com meus cuidados 
j*agora nSo saberia 
andar noutra companhia. (p. k2) 

In another scene a Portuguese gentleman warns his overly protected 

daughter of the dangers of the black males. He says they are vicious 

because when they capture a white girl they abuse her, scandalize her, 

brutalize her, and ravish her. The daughter, dreamy eyed, says, "Deus 

te ouga, papai" (p. U3), proving the father is out of touch with his 

daughter's desires as a woman. At the insistence of the whites a new 

governor arrives from Portugal who promises to put the blacks in their 

place. His arrogant, threatening speech delivered upon arrival 

contains political double talk making him appear as another humorous 

clown: 

Senhores, da discussao nasce a sabedoria. Opinioes 
diversas devem ser proclamadas, defendidas, protestadas. 
0 dever do Governador dessa Capitania e a todos ouvir, 
porem devemagir exclusivamente segundo lhe ordena sua. 
propria consciencia individual. Sejamos magnanimos na 
discussao, mas duros na agao. Plurais na opiniSo, 
singulares na obediencia de minha ordem. Descontentes 
havera, e sempre. Um governo energico toma medidas 
impopulares de protegao a coroa, nao aos insatisfeitos. (p. ̂ 5) 

Perhaps one of the most humorous scenes takes place between the Bishop 

of Pernambuco, the new governor Dom Ayres, and Captain Domingos Jorge 

Velho, the person selected to destroy Palmares. Before the Captain 

enters, the Bishop voices his approval of such a bloodthirsty man 

leading the offensive against Palmares. The Captain is an 
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obnoxious, filthy, obscene person on a level with the animals of the 

jungle. The Bishop can hardly stand to have his hand kissed by the 

Captain, but when the Captain savors the taste on the hands of the 

Bishop he immediately knows that his sex life must be an active one. 

The Captain, who cannot pronounce even the simplest phrases 

correctly, continues to slobber on his clothing as he speaks. He has 

no respect for the clergy, the public, or the blacks. Throughout the 

scene he constantly picks his nose, eats the pickings, scratches his 

anus and smells his hand. His other hand is always in his pocket busy 

masturbating, but when he climaxes he removes the hand to lick the 

moisture from it. 

As one can see, Arena conta Zumbi pokes fun at the 

Portuguese by picturing them as clowns. The Portuguese do not have any 

allegiance to this new country but owe their support to the Crown in 

Portugal. The blacks, on the other hand, are in love with Brazil 

being the true seed from which the contemporary Brazilians would 

spring. Their humor, genuine and healthy, is the humor from which the 

Brazilians of today draw their love of laughter. The theme of human 

dignity and desire for freedom becomes more truly Brazilian through 

the humor which favors the blacks. We champion the blacks against 

their masters in part because the humor shows them to be the most 

sincere with the greatest depth of spirit. 

Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bieho come by Oduvaldo 

Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar is a political answer to the 

situation in which the Brazilians live. It attempts to satirize 

every element of society. Being a comedy, most of the play is 
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amorality of the characters through a certain madness, there are parts 

which seem especially humorous to the Brazilian audience. The play 

begins with Roque and Bras das Flores discussing Bras' diarrhea in a 

matter-of-fact manner. The Colonel in the drama receives a shipment of 

goods from abroad including a bidet for his daughter, but their home 

does not have a bathroom in which to install it. After a humorous 

discussion concerning the purpose of a bidet and its use, the Colonel 

decides that it is much too pretty to put in the chicken coop so 

decides to place it in a conspicuous place in the living room. Roque 

and Mocinha, the Colonel's daughter, sparked by the Colonel's remark 

that the bull is a pervert, engage in a conversation in which she 

suggests that the bull, as well as the boar pig, are very graceful when 

making love. She and Roque talk about the love-making techniques among 

the animals and insects which fans Roque's desires for her. Later that 

night he waits for her at the outhouse where he knows she comes to 

urinate at a specific hour. When she arrives he humorously suggests 

the reason for her visit to the outhouse causing her to call for her 

father: "ROQUE. Veio pra fazer xixi? (Semi-sorrisos.) MOCINHA. Mas 

•j Q 
o que e isso?" The three of them stand talking in the night about 

their bathroom habits. After the Colonel's exit Roque kisses 

Mocinha, asks the man in charge of the lights to please turn them off, 

then says to the audience: "Se sem luz nao e melhor, / e pelo menos 

18. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizasao 
Brasileira, I966), p. 37. All subsequent citations from Bicho are 
from this edition. 
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mais fino" (p. ̂ 3). This scatological humor falls into the broad 

category of sacanagem, the immoral and the perverse, often bordering on 

the gross slapstick comedy common to vaudeville and the burlesque 

houses. 

Roque and his friend Bras, now fugitives from the Colonel, 

begging alms disguised as blind men, both leap for a lost wallet each 

one claiming that he "saw" it first thus giving themselves away. Much 

of Brazilian humor finds its base in the cunning simplicity of the 

characters from the interior. Many times characters like Roque and 

Bras get caught in the web of their own cunning, but, simplistic logic. 

Their stoic acceptance of everything that happens to them adds human 

depth to the humor. The Colonel's hired assassin, recognizing Roque, 

prepares to shoot, but Roque plays on his sense of fairness stating 

that he is not armed. The assassin replies that he_ is the killer and 

that Roque is, after all, the victim which prompts Roque to remark: "A 

razao esta com ele" (pp. 67-68). Before the killing can take place a 

priest enters to tell them that today, being Christmas, is a day of 

universal peace in which no one will die, not even in Viet Nam. If you 

want to kill your friend you have the rest of the year, he says. After 

sitting down and wishing each other well, Roque kills the assassin who, 

just before he dies, asks for a nickel to see if he can buy salvation 

in heaven. Brazilians love to make fun of sacred things, things above 

them and things that they do not understand. This type of humor serves 

as a democratic leveler and cuts all the high and mighty things down to 

the size of the common Brazilian. 
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Returning to the Colonel, we find little love lost between him 

and his political rival. In response to the Colonel's flowery speech, 

the opponent, Nei Requiao, asks if he has been invited to join the 

Brazilian Academy of Letters: 

CORONEL. Onde e esse lugar? 
Vou la, mijo nas gavetas. 

DESEMBARGADOR. Mas na Academia? 
E uma heresia. (pp. 85-86) 

In a country where sixty per cent of the population cannot read or 

write nothing is more logical than making fun of the rather stilted and 

reactionary Academy of Letters. Nevertheless, this slap at the Academy 

may well reflect the antipathy some of the young writers feel towards 

the old guard, the forty-four who have it made and care little for, 

even scorn, any attempts or innovations for a revitilization of 

Brazilian letters. 

In one scene, the Colonel, caught with Joca's wife, swiftly 

dresses before Joca enters only to find that he has put his trousers on 

backwards. He tells Joca that the trousers represent the latest style 

in men's clothing, but Joca, not easily fooled, gets even by telling 

the Colonel about Roque's seduction of Mocinha giving a sensual 

description: "Que tinha o vazio das cosas / na cova de sua mao" 

(p. 50). The Colonel, who has not yet caught on, asks, "aquele 

catingoseiro / fez de Mocinha mulher?" to which Joca teasingly replies, 

"nao sei," then continues with the description (p. 50). The humor 

continues its turn toward madness when Roque, entering the inn, is 

recognized by the Colonel as the one who defiled his daughter. People 

begin chasing each other singing as they go until Roque jumps into a 
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chair and shouts to the mad crowd: 

Ei! Olha o trem! Olha o trem! 
Hora do trem, minha gente! 
So pega lugar bom quem 
chegar primeiro na frente 
e rente que nem pSo quente. (p. 89) 

They all stop, grab their luggage and run for a train only to return 

and comment, puzzled: 

Mas que trem? Nao vou de trem? 
Por aqui nSo passa trem. 
Cheguei nao faz uma hora, 
como e que eu ja vou embora? 
E eu que moro aqui mesmo, 
para que vou tomar trem? (pp. 89-90) 

The train trick is used again in the second act by Bras who explains, 

"vi o comego do ato, / conhego o truque tambem" (p. 110). This 

slapstick humor depends on people doing things in a rather mechanical 

way and of people being of one mind and one direction. (This, of 

course, parallels Henri Bergson's mechanical theory of humor.) The 

Brazilian often attributes this type of one mind, one direction humor 

to the Portuguese, and the countless jokes about him all follow this 

pattern. Joao Guimaraes Rosa cites one such joke in the introduction 

of his profound study of humor, Tutameia (Rio de Janeiro: Jose 

Olympio, 1968), p. U: 

Siga-se, para ver, o conhecidissimo figuarante, que anda 
pela rua, empurrando sua carrocinha de pao, quando alguem 
lhe grita: -"Manuel, corre a Niteroi, tua mulher esta 
feito louca, tua casa esta pegando fogo!" Larga o heroi a 
carrocinha, corre, voa, toma a barca, atravessa a Baia 
quase . . . e exclama: "Que diabo! eu nao me chamo 
Manuel, nao moro em Niteroi, nao sou casado e nao tenho 
casa. ..." 

The slapstick in Bicho continues when later that night Nei Requiao 

goes to Vespertina's door and hoping to see her through the keyhole 
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stooped over singing, "mas que dor, que dor, / ai que dor nos rins" 

(p. 93). Complete madness follows as both RequiSo, the Colonel, and 

the Desembargador all try to enter the room to make love to 

Vespertina while Furtado and Roque try to make love to Mocinha. As it 

ends up, Roque goes to bed with Zulmirinha again asking the light man 

to kindly turn out the lights. 

Roque promises both the Colonel and Requiao his support after 

a hectic scene of people coming and going in which the confusion 

reaches such a point that Roque states that he would not be surprised 

if Napoleon were to enter, wherein Napoleon does enter asking 

directions to Waterloo: "Perguntei na portaria / me indicaram o 

water-close. / Eu pergunto Waterloo. / Ce_ n'est pas la meme chose" 

(p. llj-8). This device, funny in a childish sort of way, seems popular 

19 with Brazilian playwrights. Both candidates, having won Roque's 

support, wait for Roque not knowing that he has made the promise to the 

other. Looking out the window, the Colonel and RequiSp see a rally 

led, surprisingly enough, by Roque. With joy the Colonel waves out the 

window and says, "olha, ele esta dando adeus" (p. 151)* but Requiao 

19. For their success, such devices depend heavily on the 
general slapstick mood of the play. Maria Clara Machado uses this 
technique in a delightful, little comedy called Cada primavera. The 
gallant and fastidious young man listens to a letter from a beautiful 
young maiden who admires him. He wonders out loud, "sera que me 
segue os passos?" Sure enough, the next line of the letter reads, 
"que lhe segue os passos." The success of these lines, measured by 
the applause they receive, attests to the Brazilian's complex and 
often sophisticated love of simplicity. 
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corrects him, "nao e adeus. E banana" (p. 152). The "banana" sign, 

the Brazilian equivalent to the "bird" in the United States, is easily 

recognized by Brazilians. There the three characters stand 

hilariously giving each other the "banana" while cursing in a loud 

voice. At the end of the drama the audience has a choice of three 

endings, the last of which we are told is the most Brazilian. Bras 

comes out in medieval warrior costume announcing: 

Venho da parte de sua 
Majestade, Sua Alteza 
Dom Requiao, 0 Gentil 
dizer que foi restaurada 
a monarquia no Brasil. (p. 180) 

Thus the play ends with a humorous stab at the politics of Brazil. 

The humor of Bicho includes all types: slapstick, straight 

jokes, complete madness, etc. Humor serves to level the social 

classes to a common moral (or amoral) plane, thus showing that those 

who govern and those who are in power are not superior to the people 

over whom they exercise dominion. The authors, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho 

and Ferreira Gullar, feel that the government operates a political 

caste system believing that some, the povo, do not have the 

capabilities to govern themselves. The humor serves the purpose well 

for we see all classes, politicians, wealthy land owners, workers, and 

others, in a common light made equal in terms of our judgement by the 

humor. The play becomes a vote of confidence in the common people. 

Morte e vida severina is a more serious play based on the 

hardships of those who live and flee the Caatinga to ultimately face 

death as the only sure reality. Humor, rare in the play, has its 

place. In one scene two rather light-minded gravediggers talk about 
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their profession. They mention the different bairros, or areas of the 

city, where their business prospers most and about the people that live 

there. In their humorous dialogue they degrade people from every 

profession. For example, one gravedigger says of a particular bairro: 

fisse e o bairro dos funcion&rios, 
inclusive extranumerarios, 
contratados e mensalistas 
(menos os tarefeiros e diaristas). 
Para la vao os jornalistas, 
os escritores, os artistas; 
ali vao tambem os bancarios, 
as altas patentes dos comerciarios, 
os lojistas, os boticarios, 
os localizados aeroviarios 
e os de profissSes liberais ^ 
que nao se liberaram jamais. 

This section of the drama is the only one which brings laughter from 

the audience. The primary basis for the humor is death. Perhaps the 

laughter in this case is inward liberation and victory over the enemy, 

death. Since death is a universal problem about which all people 

worry, its appeal as a theme about which humorous stabs can be made is 

widespread in Brazilian drama. The scene offers a certain sense of 

relief laughing at death. 

In 1968 Chico Buarque de Hollanda presented Brazil with 

Roda-Viva, a biting commentary on the contemporary values of 

Brazilian society. The author, one of the nation's most popular 

musicians, has enjoyed success in the dramatic world with Carolina 

and Bom tempo which, like Roda-Viva, use a great deal of music. When 

this piece opened in January, 1968 in the Teatro Princesa Isabel in 

20. Joao Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte e vida severina (Rio 
de Janeiro: Sabia, 1967), p. 26. 



Rio, the Fifth Institutional Act of 1968 had not yet come into 

existence, "but it was clear that things were heading in that 

direction. During a performance in Rio, a para-military group broke up 

the play when it reached the "offensive" point at the end of the first 

act where the sex act is simulated. This was a clear demonstration 

that the morals of the nation were of concern to a number of citizens 

21 
who believed in public censorship as a way to protect morals. 

The drama, satirizing numerous elements of contemporary 

Brazilian society, considers very few things sacred. The play 

complains that Brazil's heroes originally came from outside Brazil, 

but Benedito's guardian angel, desiring to make a Brazilian hero, does 

so using an Americanized name, Ben Silver, and copying American 

traits. Television is satirized as an all powerful, new religion to 

the young national idol, and the press as a corrupt media being 

bought to fabricate public opinion out of nothing. The press, an 

opponent with whom one does not tangle, can destroy a person at whim 

through lies to sway the public, the play says. The drama also 

stands as a sad commentary on the likes and dislikes of the 

Brazilian public who are easily swayed by a clever press or other 

communication media. 

The play, a musical comedy, is full of humor. It treats the 

commercial concerns of television humorously in the first scene when 

Benedito's initial speech is interrupted by a commercial whose only 

21. Kay Huff, Time correspondent, personal interview at the 
Time-Life office, Rio de Janeiro, Mar. 3, 1971* 



22 message consists of shouts of "Comprem! Comprem!" Benedito, remade 

as a star, is dressed in a silver suit of clothes in the military style 

"que hoje esta muito falado" (p. IT). The joke pokes fun at the 

military government that ruled Brazil at the time. Speaking of 

Benedito's success, the angel knows that "quando voce virar piada de 

mictoria publico" (p. 18) he will be very successful. To become a 

public idol Benedito must dress young, have a yo-yo, deodorant toilet 

soap, lots of propaganda, and possess some very American qualities. 

Indeed, Benedito becomes a Brazilian idol by incorporating American 

touches such as acting gallant like Valentino, brave like Tom Mix, 

possessing a touch of Gary Cooper and a pinch of Cary Grant. To 

appeal to the youth he must also recognize that they suffer from 

neurosis and fear atomic war. During this remaking, Juliana, having 

trouble with the angel who likes to pinch her, reports him to her 

husband Benedito whose only comment is, "anjo nao tem sexo" (p. 2 k )  

hence, she should not be upset. In a search for a new name for the 

idol, the angel settles on "Ben Silver" then shouts "Eureka" 

explaining to a puzzled Benedito that "Eureka" was the expression 

Colombus used when he discovered America. Far from being Brazilian, 

the name is in keeping with the Americanization of Benedito as the 

angel attempts to make him very Brazilian. The angel then explains 

the role of television as his new religion reciting a creed which 

smacks of anti-religious sentiment being a reworking, in the angel's 

terms, of the Christian creeds: 

22. Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Boda-Viva (Rio de Janeiro: 
Sabia, 1968), p. 16. 
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Creia na televisao 
E em sua luzinha vermelha 
Creia na televis&o 
Como seu anjo aeonselha 
Pois ela e quem vai julga-lo 
Por todos os cantos, angulos e lados 

Essa e onipotente 
A ela voce deve culto 
Eternamente 
Mas cuidado, que a camera nao e uma 
Sao muitas e mais traigoeiras 
Que as proprias serpentes 

Creia na televisao 
Adore-a sobre todas as coisas 
Para sua redengao. (pp. 29-31) 

Benedito must have faith in television and its little red light which 

will judge, condemn, and reward him; which is omnipotent, eternal, and 

his redemption. Once rich and famous Benedito will buy numerous 

objects among which are a still for his drinking friend Mane, and a 

much needed item, contraceptive pills for his wife. Later, to get an 

intimate look at the private life of the new idol, the television 

cameras suddenly invade his home just as he embraces his wife. They 

humorously question him about his mother, that is, the King's mother, 

why, even the Queen Mother since she is, after all, his mother. The 

press, now aware of his marital status, can be silenced only when the 

angel hands Capeta, the newsman, money at the same time claiming that 

the woman with Benedito was his sister. Capeta, becoming more and 

more convinced that she is Benedito's sister with every cruzeiro he 

receives, enters the streets shouting, "Extra! Extra! Sua mulher era 

sua irmS" (pp. UU-U5)• Mane, always ready to toast anything as an 

excuse for more booze, toasts Benedito but gets carried away when he 

also toasts the actors, the author, the audience, the authorities, the 
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government and, if they will permit it, the censors. Benedito, not 

satisfied with his life as an idol, worries that his public has come to 

regard him as a god to the extent that "eles pensam que a gente nao vai 

ao banheiro" (p. U8). The press finds out that Benedito drinks, 

something no national idol should do, and to hail him out of trouble 

the angel progressively promises, before the public, 100 per cent of 

his salary to charity realizing too late that twenty per cent, his 

commission, of nothing leaves him with very little. Humorously, 

Benedito offers him twenty per cent of his hang-over. Junking "Ben 

Silver," the angel remakes him as a singing idol blessing the nation 

with very Brazilian music, but Brazilian music as Time magazine, a 

magazine which is always right, says Brazilian music should be. Now a 

successful singer, Benedito will go to the "Matriz," the United 

States, where all Brazilian products go. One need not be reminded of 

the numerous Brazilian musicians who have come to the United States. 

Some, like Sergio Mendez, have made their fortunes here sacrificing a 

great deal of their brasilidade. (At this time the Matriz jokes 

referring to the United States and the American Embassy were very 

popular in Brazil.) The angel claims that even God, a Brazilian, 

once tried to be naturalized. Benedito's success in the United 

States angers the Brazilian press who, to destroy him seek sensational 

headlines fabricated from nothing. They denounce him as "bebado, 

casado, entreguista e . . . e . . . homosexual!" (p. 6j) who in 

addition sold Brazil's authentic music to the imperialistic yankees. 

The play ends when Benedito's widow, now dressed in the very latest 
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mod ("hippy") style, rides in on the people's shoulders giving every 

indication that she will enjoy her new life as the widow of a rich, 

famous hero. 

Aimed both directly and indirectly at Brazilians and their 

problems, the humor often concerns itself with the influence of the 

United States in Brazil whether it be economic, in the arts, or 

whatever. Brazilians, well aware of the American interests in their 

country, laugh at this humor as people who knowing the problem can do 

little or nothing about it. But the intent is to stimulate 

Brazilians to a realization of the problems their nation faces. 

Humor, a palatable way of accomplishing this goal, is but one of the 

means the author uses. The drama, although a comedy, represents a 

very sharp comment on Brazilian problems which if presented in any 

other form may not have been of equal interest to the Brazilian 

public. The story of a young man becoming a national hero and the 

problems that he encounters in so doing makes for an interesting plot 

by which the author may communicate his criticism of contemporary 

Brazil. 

Dias Gomes and Ferreira Gullar wrote Dr. Getulio, sua vida 

e sua gloria as a play within a play, that is, the story of Vargas is 

an enredo of a samba school which they practice for presentation at 

Carnaval. When the author of the enredo enters he is introduced by 

Simpatia, the head of the samba school and the actor who portrays 

Vargas, in a manner which speaks humorously, but not well, of the 

reading and theater going habits of the Brazilian public: 
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E o nosso dramaturgo 
e o nosso Chakispir, 
e nisso nao vai deboche, 
se nao tern nome em letreiro 
tem mais publico decerto ^ 
que muito autor brasileiro. 

The authors direct most of their humor against the United States, 

American foreign policies, and the American militaristic approach to 

•world problems. A brief mention of Varga's reading habits leads them 

into a series of critical jokes about the United States: "Hoje ele 

fala em trabalhismo, em socialismo, coisas de que nao entende, porque 

o Sr. Getulio Vargas, em todo o tempo que passou em Itu so leu 

SelegSes" (p. 26). Selesoes as an only source of information is very 

questionable but also being an American publication raises more 

questions as to its acceptability. Humor at the expense of the United 

States is always a favorite with authors and audiences in Brazil. 

(Lance Belville, a producer in Rio, confirmed this stating that a sure 

way to get a laugh from a Brazilian audience is to use Coca-Cola or 

2 k  
some other well known American company's name in a play. He states 

that the laughter is not against America itself, but the audience 

loves to have fun at the expense of United States' firms in Brazil. 

Belville's statement agrees with my own experiences in Brazil and 

those of my colleagues. Brazilians direct a lot of their jokes at 

American businesses and American foreign policy. This does not mean, 

23. Dias Gomes and Ferreira Gullar, Dr. Getulio, sua vida e 
sua gloria (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 1968), p. 9. 
All subsequent citations from Dr. Getulio are from this edition. 

2 k .  Lance Belville, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 3, 1971. 
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however, that Brazilians do not tell a lot of jokes, some rather 

crude, about Americans as individuals. The young novelist and critic 

Renard Perez has several favorite jokes he tells to his American 

friends. One is about a young American doing push-ups in the early 

morning at Copacabana beach. A drunk Brazilian arrives, watches for a 

moment, then taps the young man on the shoulder saying, "You can stop 

now. Your woman's gone." Naturally this joke falls under the simple, 

mechanical theory of humor, an American dedicated to being a "jock" 

and a Brazilian dedicated to other matters.) 

In Dr. Getulio the American Ambassador arrives to talk with 

Vargas about the problem of oil shipments out of Brazil and the rumors 

of a possible nationalization of petroleum. Vargas, worried about 

American military intervention, receives assurance from the Ambassador 

that the United States government never interferes, respecting the 

principle of self-determination. In the humorous speeches that 

follow, time sequences become mixed up: 

A A 

GETULIO. E um principio bacana. 
Mas me explique o caso da 
Republica Dominicana. 

EMBAIXADOR. Republica Dominicana? 
Nao estou entendendo nao. 

A 

GETULIO. Essa voces invadiram 
sem qualquer contemplagao. 

EMBAIXADOR. Ora, Sr. Presidente, 
esse fato ainda nao houve. 
So aconteceu depois. 
Vai ser em 65 
e estamos em 52. 
0 senhor inda nSo morreu, 
E justo que nao se fale 
do que ainda nSo se deu. 
Esse argumento n&o vale. (p. 39) 
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As the Ambassador leaves he collides with a black slave and with an air 

of arrogance says: 

Sai dai, crioulo burro, 
com esa demagogia! 

ESCRAVO. (Avangando para o Embaixador) 
Burro e a vovozinha! 

EMBAIXADOR. (Fugindo, apavorado) 
Aqui del Rei! A Marinha! (p. 40) 

Obviously, the American hands-off-policy is considered a joke by the 

authors. In one scene three American sailors enter dressed as many 

foreigners often picture us. They wear large cowboy hats, are armed to 

the hilt, and twirl their revolvers on their fingers as they chew gum. 

In this drama as in Roda-Viva and others, the humor is directed 

against the United States, but here it is very political in nature. 

America appears as a genuine threat to the best interests of Brazil in 

the play, but the authors cannot resist satirizing the image of 

Americans in Brazil which helps to capture the audience while showing 

the problems America presents to their country. 

The Brazilian, like the current "hippy" and the wandering 

vagabonds of Pio Baroja, seems to have a certain awareness of his own 

"hangups." What is more, he seems to glory in them, to find a certain 

satisfaction and a certain life-giving vitality in knowing these 

"hangups" are his. For a young country and a young culture that takes 

itself very seriously, Brazilians seem awfully willing to make fun of 

themselves. Evidence of this is the often heard statement, "ame-o ou 

deixe-o e o ultimo a sair apaga a luz." Brazilians seem to love and 

to understand a great many types of humor. Although these types of 
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humor may have their basis and their modus operandi in more universal 

concepts of humor (Brazilian humor shares many elements of the humor 

that is characteristic of nations with a tradition of machismo), the 

Brazilian has made them his own. Some of the most important types we 

have studied are: first, humor against the sacred, the high and the 

mighty. National heroes as well as religious dogma and saints are 

fair game for humor as we have witnessed. The Portuguese in Arena 

conta Zumbi are portrayed as clowns, drunks, and perverts who enjoy 

their power and authority over the "black slaves. Second, humor 

directed against foreign involvement in Brazil. Brazil is a 

developing nation dependent, until now, on foreign capital which it 

does not need, according to these playwrights. Third, the sexual 

humor, or humor based on man's "basic" instincts. Benedito of Roda-

Viva complains that his public thinks he never goes to the bathroom. 

Roque, in Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come makes love to 

women while joking with the audience. These are but two of the 

numerous examples we have seen. Fourth, jokes about drinking belong 

to the largest fraternity in the world. Yet, in the experience of 

the author and friends acquainted with Brazil, the Brazilian imbibes 

with moderation. Nevertheless, he stands behind the right to drink 

and would never condemn anyone for excess. Benedito, in Roda-Viva 

enjoys indulging with Mane his drinking partner. Fifth, 

axiological humor, that is, humor founded on the assumption that 

every man has his price for which he will abandon his axiological 

system. Benedito, an excellent example, even commits suicide for 

fame and wealth. Sixth, the simple, slapstick humor as seen, for 
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example, in Se corre o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come; the madhouse 

that results from Roque crying "train" requires little sophistication. 

It seems that the dramatists have used so much humor for one 

basic reason—it is very popular and very Brazilian. Its use tends to 

give unity to the plays and to weld the audience into one body. 

Certainly it provides one of the easiest ways to achieve audience 

participation, making everyone, in an instant, an insider, since he 

catches on. This explanation seems simple enough, but many 

philosophers and writers see humor as something more profound, 

something capable of providing philosophical and poetical insights into 

man's universal nature or into the nature of a particular people. Jo&o 

Guimaraes Rosa states in his introduction to Tutameia, (Rio de 

Janeiro: Jose Olympio, 1968), p. 3: 

A anedota, pela etimologia e para a finalidade, requer fechado 
ineditismo. Uma anedota e como urn fosforo: riscado, 
deflagrada, foi-se a serventia. Mas sirva talvez ainda a 
outro emprego a ja usada, qual mao de indugSo ou por exemplo 
instrumento de analise, nos tratos da poesia e da trans-
cendencia. Nem sera sem raz§,o que a palavra "graga" guarde os 
sentidos de grace.jo, de dom sobrenatural, e de atrativo. Wo 
terreno do humour, imenso em confins varios, pressentem-se mui 
habeis pontos e caminhos. E que, na pratica de arte, 
comicidade e humorismo atuem como catalisadores ou 
sensibilizantes ao alegorico espiritual e ao neio-prosaico, e 
verdade que se confere de modo grande. Risada e meia? 
Acerte-se nisso em Chaplin e em Cervantes. Nao e o chiste 
rasa coisa ordinaria; tanto seja porque escancha os pianos da 
logica, propondo-nos realidade superior e dimensoes para 
magicos novos sistemas de pensamento. 

Humor welds the audience to the protest author's message by 

unifying them around common Brazilian values. The exploitation of 

these values is such that few dramas, critical of social and 



political problems, exclude it. Only when we study Plinio Marcos in 

the last chapter will we find successful protest theater which 

virtually excludes humor. 



CHAPTER 3 

DEVOTION 

Brazilians share the intense Latin-American sense of devotion 

and faith. This trait is one of the most noticeable and strongest of 

those discussed in this work. Obvious external manifestations of this 

devotion may be witnessed by the religious names for things: the 

theater in Sao Paulo (Saint Paul) where Plinio Marcos' most recent 

play Balbina de IansS (iansS is a macumba goddess) opened, is named 

the Teatro S&o Pedro (Saint Peter Theater); Nossa Senhora de 

Copacabana (Our Lady of Copacabana), the main street of the famous 

Copacabana area of Rio, is not far from the Morro de Stto Jo&o (Saint 

John Hill) from which the famous statue of Christ the Redeemer on 

Corcovado can be seen. S!£o CristovSo (Saint Christopher) is a famous 

section of Rio, and Espirito Santo (Holy Spirit) a coastal state 

north of Rio de Janeiro. 

In 1969 Oratorio e vitral de SSo Cristovgo, a play by Dom 

Marcos Barbosa 0. S. B., was presented almost in defiance to the 

Pope's action removing Saint Christopher from the list of saints. The 

author would like to have a celebration to the Saint but asks, "como, 

entao, celebra-lo? . . . Sao Cristov&o, como tantos outros, deixava 

de ter uma festa liturgica obrigatoria para toda a Igreja, mas nada 

impediria que fosse celebrado expontaneamente pelos seus inumeros 

51 
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devotos e ate introduzido nos calendarios diocesanos.""'" A typical 

Brazilian, he will cling to the veneration of Saint Christopher to the 

last. 

The sense of devotion the Brazilians feel is not the type that 

can be measured in attendance at worship services, if it were, 

Brazilians would have to be considered nominal Christians. Recent 

figures show that church attendance has decreased, while macumba, an 

Afro-pagan voodoo cult, has expanded. The playwright Plinio Marcos 

2 states that there are 16,000 macumba centers in Sao Paulo alone. 

True Brazilian and Latin-American devotion comes from deep within the 

individual who strongly believes in a supreme being, reward and 

punishment after this life, and a spiritual communication with the 

unknown. Indeed, secularism has not made strong inroads in Brazil as 

it has in the United States because, in part, of the faith of the 

people. Even atheistic, leftist playwrights cannot ignore nor play 

down the Brazilian sense of devotion nor preach atheism if they seek 

the support of the masses in the theater. Plinio Marcos, with strong 

atheistic leanings, writes plays which have little to do with 

religious and spiritual devotion, but in January, 1971 he introduced 

Balbina de IansS, a play entirely about the Brazilian sense of 

devotion. Another evidence of their interest in spiritual things is a 

1. Oratorio e vitral de Sao CristovSo (Petropolis, Brazil: 
Vozes, 1969)s p. 15• 

2. Program notes from Plinio Marcos, Balbina de Iansa, n.p., 
n.d., p. 28. (I received the program notes when I attended the 
February 19, 1971 performance of Balbina de Iarisa in S&o Paulo.) 
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religious spectacle in Pernambuco where 30,000 people attend. There 

the theatrical groups in the state present 0 drama do Calvario. 

During its presentation the masses participate making it a spectacle 

3 of the people. 

The success of 0 pagador de promessas can in part be 

attributed to the extensive use of devotion and simple faith. The 

critics, not well pleased with Dias Gomes' play, felt that it was too 

simple. Dias Gomes writes for the soap operas (T.V. novelas) at T.V. 

GL0B0 in Jardim Botanico in Rio. Barbara Heliodora felt that he 

included much of the soap opera effect in the drama as witnessed by 

the scene when Rosa, with only a few hours in Salvador, runs off to 

bed with a slick pimp. Perhaps because of the popularity of 

sentimental programs and the incorporation of twenty years experience 

into 0 Pagador de promessas, one should expect the play to be a 

success among the people regardless of the opinion of the critics. 

The play represents Gomes' criticism of the "system," of the 

oppressive nature of society: Bonitao exploits Ze's simple sense of 

affection to rob him of his wife; the Galego uses Ze's presence and 

the publicity it creates to bring more profit for his business; the 

newspaper reporter sees the opportunity for a sensational story; 

commercial interests donate materials in exchange for publicity; the 

police detective is motivated to expel Ze by Bonitao's money; and so 

3. Luiz Mendoga, "Como fazer o teatro popular," Guanabara, 
No. 9 (Aug., 1967), PP. 5^-56. 

U. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971. 



it goes as man exploits man. Anyone seeing or reading the drama will 

understand that the bulk of the criticism is leveled at the 

intolerance of the clergy and society's desire for material gain 

regardless of the means of obtaining it. 

The basic plot of the play utilizes the devotion, the deep 

sense of worship, and the simple faith of the Brazilian Northeast. Ze 

made his promise in simple faith, and once the miracle occurred he 

fulfilled it to the letter, even to his death. Because of this basic 

sense of devotion he never yields to the flattery of those who exploit 

his honor. His devotion, close to fanaticism, is completely sincere 

and never in question. The thirty-mile trip with the heavy cross 

bruised his shoulders, but he never used pillows to cushion the weight 

because that was not included in the promise. He insists that all 

promises to saints should be kept so that a saint will not be deaf to 

the next request. Perhaps in contrast to his quiet, deep sense of 

devotion is the fanatical intolerance of the Beata, who becomes 

impatient with other's mistakes and whose false piety leads her to be 

shocked at even uttering the name of Iansan. Ze only wanted to have 

his donkey healed after a tree had fallen on its head and finding no 

cure from traditional sources, turned to macumba which, in his 

simplicity, he saw as harmless. To him, no difference exists between 

Iansan, the macumba goddess to whom he directed his prayers and Saint 

Barbara to whom he pays his promise. Indeed, neither the simple 

people in the play nor many Brazilians today see any difference: 

Minha Tia, Dede, and others freely use and confuse the names of 

Iansan and Saint Barbara. Ze has always trusted God implicitly but 



never learned to beware of trust in man. A Brazilian audience can 

easily identify and sympathize with Ze for, like their devotion and 

faith, his is quiet and simple coming from deep within and not 

interested in the "hurrah" of the crowds. It is no surprise that the 

play succeeded because it captured the simple devotion of the 

Brazilian people. 

In Forro no Engenho Cananeia the Northeastern community's 

sense of devotion, evident in numerous scenes, starts with their 

concern for the welfare of a dead leader whom they have left in the 

city hall between four candles. But their greatest worry involves the 

sacrilege and destruction of their loved one's resting place, the 

cemetery. They do not seek large tracts of rich land for farming, but 

rather a small piece used for religious reasons. The entire play, 

then, centers around their deeply ingrained sense of devotion and 

concern with religion. 

In a musical desafio, two singers speak of Joca, the dead 

leader, going to heaven. These people can address Saint Peter as 

"Pedrinho" as if he were a close friend. The Ermitao predicts the 

restoration of Brazil in religious terms as the restoration of the 

Kingdom of God in Brazil. He says this restoration will occur 

through fighting, because with God war and love are not far apart. As 

proof, he cites the incident of Jacob wrestling the angel. He tells 

them that only when they flee from captivity, as did the Hebrews, will 

they taste manna from heaven. To the Ermitao, who turns out to be the 

true prophet, their fight for freedom and their eventual liberation is 

all equated in religious terms. The author, through the Ermitao, 
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plays on the audience's sense of devotion so as to create empathy for 

his message. This all seems quite simple, but the success of the play 

may well depend on a strong note of brasilidade which stands in direct 

contrast to the message or the solution imposed by the author. The 

play captures the Northeastern man's intimate, human, superstitious, 

humorous, and always constant relation to and preoccupation with 

death. It shows how closely he lives to death, how inseparable it is 

from life. The play proposes to teach him to leave all this, to 

forget death, and fight for a better life. The message seems facile, 

but the Northeasterner's unswaying devotion, his cult of the dead, 

seems profound and immovable. This cult of death probably left a more 

lasting impression on the audience than the easy political answer. 

The same sense of devotion, although brief, is included in the 

"show" Op initio. In a mixture of devotion and criticism the actors 

sing part of "Missa agraria": "Gloria a Deus Senhor na alturas / E 

5 ^ 
viva eu de amarguras / Has terras do meu senhor." Later Ze Keti 

sings about the favelado whose wife takes his name to macumba because 

he left her no money. Nara sings asking the Virgin to remember them: 

Mae dos mortais 
Nuvem do brilho 
Orai por nos 
Por nossos filhos 

A 

Diz um ME- mSe dos mortais 
Diz urn NE- nuvem do brilho 
Diz um 0- orai por nos 
E um P- por nossos filhos. (p. U6) 

5. Armando Costa, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, and Paulo Pontes, 
Opiniao (Rio de Janeiro: EdigSes do Val, 1965), p. 39- All 
subsequent citations from Opiniao are from this edition. 



She sings a popular macumba song to the god Ogun and later another in 

which the subject petitions the macumba high priest and gods for more 

jobs. Opiniao, like 0 •pagador de promessas and other plays, mixes 

Christianity and the Afro-pagan cult. 

The Northeastern play A derradeira ceia by Luiz Marinho, a 

very religious piece, has heavy Catholic overtones. LampiSo, 

reported to have seen Padre Cicero in a vision, lives a riotous life 

of plunder and murder. At first Saturnino defends LampiSo as a 

saintly man because of Lampi&o's vision of the Padre. The bandit had 

been wounded when the vision occurred, but the fact that he was in a 

state of delirium at the time does not sway the faith of Saturnino who, 

with his simple sense of devotion, anxiously believes. Saturnino and 

his wife are called on to repent and rely on the saving grace of the 

Church for forgiveness once they realize their mistake. Among the 

things for which Padre Cicero supposedly reprimanded LampiSo in the 

vision was his neglect for the Padre's city of Joazeiro. Some of his 

outlaw gang, especially his wife Maria Bonita, also display a certain 

sense of devotion. Maria tells her husband that if he will but pray 

to the Saints perhaps he will go to purgatory rather than to hell for 

his crimes. But the common people, not the outlaws, show the 

greatest sense of devotion. Roque's young daughter, Edwiges, having 

faith that LampiSo will not hurt them, lights a candle to Padre 

Cicero and prays, with the rosary, for protection. Also, Roque's son 

tells his father, who has not yet prayed, to think of prayer rather 

than revenge. When dawn comes they have not been harmed, and we feel 

that their faith and the intervention of the Saints have saved them 
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from Lampi&o's attack. In actuality, LampiSo and his men encountered 

federal troops on the way to Rogue's home. Meanwhile, a federal 

officer explains to Saturnino that he suffers misery because he has 

sheltered outlaws, but that hope exists for his soul if he will repent 

and confess to a priest. Whether the officer's words brought the 

change or whether they awoke latent feelings of devotion, Saturnino and 

his wife respond relying upon the grace of God. His wife shows an 

increased sense of devotion as she mournfully lights a candle and prays 

for LampiSo's brother whom Lampiao has killed. A derradeira ceia 

reveals that even the criminal element of Brazilian society has a spark 

of religious faith. No one can convince Rogue's children that they 

have not witnessed a miracle which saved their lives wrought by their 

trust in the divine protection of the Saints. The sense of devotion in 

all the characters is simple, without complication, and real to them. 

The black in Arena conta Zumbi demonstrates the most sincere 

and most intense sense of devotion. The slaves offer a fervent prayer 

to Mary mixing it with their deeply ingrained African religion: 

Ave Maria cheia de graga. Olorum e convosco 
Bendito e o fruto de vosso ventre. 
Bendita e a terra que plantamos 
Bendito e o fruto que se colhe. 
Ave Maria, bendito seja g 
Ave Maria cheia de graga, Olorum. 

The prayer continues mixing the name of Mary with Olorum, one of the 

powerful dieties in modern macumba. The intensity of the prayer 

6. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, 
"Arena conta Zumbi," Revista de Teatro, Wo. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
pp. 35-36. All subsequent citations from Arena conta Zumbi are from 
this publication. 
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builds as they continue with a sincerity that electrifies the 

audience: 

Perdoai, a morte que matamos 
0 assalto, o roubo, 
Perdoai, perdoai Ave Maria 

Perdoai o nosso orgullo. 
Perdoai, Ave Maria. 
Perdoai a nossa rebeldia 

Perdoai a nossa coragem 
•  • • • • • • • • • • •  
Perdoai a fuga do cativeiro 

Perdoai as nossas dividas 

Perdoai, Ave Maria. 
Ave Maria cheia de graga 
Olorum, Amem, Amem, Amem. (p. 36) 

At the February l6, 1971 performance of Arena conta Zumbi which I 

attended at the Teatro de Arena in Sao Paulo, this section was of such 

intensity that it brought spontaneous applause from the mixed black and 

white audience. It had touched the deepest sense of devotion of the 

spectators. Later in the drama the blacks offer a common prayer in 

which all participate asking God to hear them: 

Por amor andei 
Tanto chao e mar, senhor, 
ja nem sei. 
Se o amor n§o e mais 
bastante pra veneer, 
eu ja sei o que vou fazer: 
meu senhor uma oragao 
vou cantar pra ver se vai valer. (p. h2) 

In contrast to the blacks, the arrogant Portuguese cannot be 

true ancestors of future Brazilians because their faith and devotion 

are based on external display and do not come from the heart. They are 

hypocrites who sing: 
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Nos os brancos comerciantes 
nos guiamos pela biblia, 
o livro santo diz ser pecado 
matar o negro trabalhador. (p. Uo) 

This finally becomes: 

Wos os brancos comerciantes, 
nos guiamos pela biblia 
o livro santo preve este caso 
no Evangelho de Ezequiel: 
Com a rebeldia nao ha concordia 
Punir com firmeza e uma forma 
de demonstrar misericordia. 

Resolvemos sem santa uniao 
dar fim ao povo rebelde 
exterminar a subversao. 
0 negro destruiremos(bis). (p. 40) 

The whites, shallow in their faith, distort the scriptures, are 

intolerant, bloodthirsty, in a sophisticated way, and as unChristlike 

as possible all the while professing to be devout. The genuine faith 

of the blacks radically differs from the hollow pomp of the Bishop of 

Pernambuco for whom religion is but an honorable profession which 

grants him power and position. The religious zeal of the whites for 

the punishment and destruction of the blacks, which they justify by 

Biblical teachings, reminds one of some of the infamous crusades 

carried out in the name of Christianity. 

be seen in the tenderness they express to the family unit and each 

individual member. Ganga Zumbi shows tender filial devotion as he 

plays with his little son who is learning to walk: 

An extension of the black's devotion to spiritual things may 

Upa negrinho, upa! 
Upa pra la e pra ca 
Virge, que coisa mais linda 
Upa, negrinho comesando a anda (P. MO 
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In one scene of the live performance, a black boy and his girl friend 

play a tender game of chase and elusion until the man feigns 

indifference and the girl friend comes willingly for his tender 

affection. In yet another scene Gongoba, Ganga Zona's woman, tries to 

elevate his spirits but breaks into sobs for which he very tenderly 

comforts her. After Zambi's suicide his followers render a song of 

intense devotion to their dead leader as a last show of love: "Zambi 
* 

meu pai, Zambi meu rei, / Ultima prece que rezou / Foi da beleza de 

viver, Olorum dide" (p. 50). Arena conta Zumbi depicts the origins of 

Brazilian devotion as being profound and unshakable, and in great 

contrast to the superficial faith of those who do not mix with the 

country. The blacks' devotion crosses the lines of dogma which would 

only tend to formalize and classify its simplicity. Where A 

derradeira ceia portrays the Brazilian sense of devotion in a Catholic 

mold, Arena conta Zumbi shows it as a primeval force knowing no sect 

or dogma, but coining from deep within the individual. Without a 

doubt, this is an important reason the Brazilian public has made 

Arena conta Zumbi such an overwhelming success. 

In Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come the sense of 

devotion becomes even more important than sex in one scene. The 

opposition candidate's wife, Zulmirinha, has shared her bed through 

the night with Roque who, even though it is morning, still wants to 

make love. But at six a.m. she insists that he leave because "ja 

comegaram a rezar. / Tenho que ir pra capela / que vamos 
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•7 
inaugurar." Wot even this "cena de fornicagao," as Roque calls it, 

can dampen her sense of devotion. 

Also from the Northeast comes Joao Cabral de Melo Neto's 

Morte e vida severina, winner of the International Theater Festival in 

Nancy, France in 1966. A critic calls it "o mais belo poema 

8 
dramatico de nossa literatura contemporanea," which it could well be, 

having been written by one of Brazil's great modern poets. The work 

is "um hino a vida," as one critic has called it. The piece, whose 

subtitle is Auto de Natal pernembucano, reveals the fact that it is 

essentially a religious piece. As we have seen in other works, 

Pernambuco and the Northeast have a strong sense of devotion. This 

Northeastern sense of devotion is evident in A construgao, 0 pagador 

de promessas, and A derradeira ceia all from the Northeast. To give 

Morte e vida severina the most authentic Northeastern flavor possible, 

TUCA, Teatro da Universidade Catolica de Sao Paulo, the group who 

presented it in Nancy, France, spent months of research in the 

Northeast examining the sociological, economic, linguistic, and 

7. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: CivilizagSo 
Brasileira, 1966), p. 100. 

8. Roberto Freire, "TUCA, Tucanos e Severinos," (record 
jacket of Jo&o Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte e vida severina 
Cn.p.: Companhia Brasileira de Discos, n.d.D). 

9. "TUCA volta correndo para prova de julho," VisSo, 
XXVIII, No. 25 (1966), p. 39» (An excellent and very complete 
analysis of Morte e vida severina as a theatrical production can 
be found by Lucrecia D'Alessio Ferrara, "Entre o Teatro e a Posia," 
Suplemento Literario: 0 Estado de SSo Paulo, Aug. l6, 1969» P> 



costuming aspects. Death, a dominant theme in the play, will most 

often evoke a strong sense of devotion since it is a time when man's 

thoughts turn to eternal things. 

The retirante (one who flees the arid interior), Severino, 

equates his journey to the coast to the rosary for convenience in 

remembering the route. Each town along the road represents a bead, 

and the road, the link between them. He refers to it as, "a ladainha / 

das vilas que vou passar / na minha longa descida.But it is not 

easy "seguir essa ladainha; / entre uma conta e outra conta, / entre 

uma e outra ave-Maria" (p. 12) owing to the desolate landscape. 

Severino arrives at a house to hear funeral music enumerate the 

goodness of the deceased in religious terms: 

Finado Severino 
quando passares em Jordao 
e os demonios te atalharem 
perguntando o que e que levas. 

Dize que levas cera 
capuz e cordao 
mais a Virgem da Conceigao. (p. 13) 

The only jobs available in the region through which he passes involve 

death—saying litany, praying, or singing. Arriving at the coast 

Severino witnesses an entire community of retirarites, now dwelling in 

the filth of the river bogs, gather to sing praises to a newborn child 

and present him their small gifts. The child's newness and innocence 

10. "Autran encena Severino," Visao_, XXXV, No. ̂  
(1969), p. 86. 

11. J0E0 Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte e vida severina (Rio de 
Janeiro: Sabia, I967), p. 12. All subsequent citations from Morte 
e vida severina are from this edition. 
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give them fresh hope and life, and momentarily his birth transforms 

their miserable existence into something beautiful: 

E tao belo como as ondas 
em sua adigSo infinita. 
Belo porque tem do novo 
a surpresa e a alegria. 
Belo como a coisa nova 
na prateleira ate entSo vazia. 
Como qualquer coisa nova 
inaugurando o seu dia. 

E belo porque com. o novo 
todo o velho contagia. 
Belo porque corrompe 
com sangue novo a anemia. 
Infecciona a miseria 
com vida nova e sadia. (p. 38) 

The obvious analogy to the birth of Christ is confirmed by the 

father's name, Jose, Joseph. The play transforms the birth of the 

Christ child into a folk setting in Recife and re-interprets it in 

terms of the reality of the Northeast. Anatol Rosenfeld says that the 

poem indeed is an auto de natal: 

Semelhante evocagSo, com o nascimento da crianga, o anuncio 
da grande nova, a adoragSo dos pastores e a oferta de 
presentes, assim como a introdugao do mestre carpina, Jose 
de Nazare da Mata, e uma afirmagao de fe, quaisquer que 
sejam os termos em que se manifesta. 

In Morte e vida severina the birth of the child and the new-

hope he brings represents the culmination of the Northeastern sense 

of devotion translating familiar religious events -into simple folk 

terms. No play studied in this work is so intensely religious, in 

12. "Morte e vida severina," Suplemento Literario: 0_ 
Estado de SSo Paulo, Feb. 12, 1966, p. 5. For a study of the 
religious symbols in Morte e vida severina see Juan Guerrero 
Zamora, Historia del teatro contemporaneo vols.; Barcelona: 
Juan Flores, 1967), IV, 508. 
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the most basic sense of the word, as Morte e vida severina. In the 

play death and life are welded together, made to be one and the same 

thing. In a sense the theme parallels La dama del alba by Alejandro 

Casona. 

In Roda-Viva by Chico Buarque de Hollanda, one thing a 

13 national idol must do is "compre . . . um santo de devogSo" so that 

his Brazilian public will regard him as a devout man. Yet Benedito, 

whose name (Blessed) is religious, is led by a very pagan guardian 

angel who, against a background of organ music, instructs Benedito 

thus: "Antes de tudo, siga os mandamentos / Da toda poderosa 

televisao / Creia na televis&o" (p. 29). The angel then humorously, 

but irreligiously, recites the creed to television as a burlesque 

imitation of the Christian creed. 

Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o sol da manha by 

Antonio Bivar, uses many themes of devotion. The play contains 

several criticisms of contemporary society and humanity. The male 

jailor, convinced of the impending destruction of humanity, preaches 

revolution as the only solution to the problems facing Latin 

America. He claims that nation rises up against nation for 

insignificant reasons citing Costa Rica and Nicaragua as examples. 

Perhaps Heloneida expresses the solution to the hate in the outside 

world best: "0 que importa e que a gente tem uma missao a cumprir. 

Acho mesmo que cada pessoa tem uma missao especxfica a cumprir aqui 

13. Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Roda-Viva (Rio de Janeiro: 
Sabia, 1968), p. 17- All subsequent citations from Roda-Viva are 
from this edition. 
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na Terra. Umas mais importantes, outras menos importantes. Cada 

pessoa tern por obrigagao dar a sua contribui£&o para a melhoria do 

l4 
mundo e da condig&o humana." The world's constant desire for 

material goods, rather than spiritual things, causes much unhappiness, 

she says. Referring to Geni's desire for food after ten days of 

hunger, Heloneida says: "E por isso que a humanidade e tao infeliz. 

So pensa em comer, comer, comer . . . isso nao acaba nunca" (p. 3̂ ). 

In the introduction, Jose Vicente de Paula explains that the piece has 

no message nor moral but also says: 

Toda significagSo da vida foi abandonada: seus personagens 
nSo procuram nenhuma finalidade especxfica alem do fato certo 
de estarem vivos, nao importa como. S&o absolutamente 
anarquicos. Do mundo la fora esta o sinal mais certo; a 
necessidade inexoravel de sangue que governa a vida humana 
que a grande mentira social que condiciona contamina todas as 
pesoas. (p. 13) 

The drama portrays a fight to exist for the sake of existance, but for 

what—to feed tributes to the dead in the outside world? The 

criticism, written into the work, exists whether the author meant it to 

or not. 

Even in this lonely cell, the profound sense of devotion and 

spiritual longing exist. Among Geni's fondest memories are those of 

her protestant family and her favorite hymn, "Rocha Eterna," "Rock of 

Ages," which she sings for Heloneida. This display of devotion 

awakens the memories of religious sentiment in Heloneida who had a 

Catholic background and who also had a favorite hymn: "0 meu 

ill-. Antonio Bivar, "Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e 
o sol da manha," Revista de Teatro, Mo. 367 (Jan.-Feb., 1969)» p. 25» 
All subsequent citations from Abre a .janela are from this 
publication. 
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coragao / e so de Jesus / A minha alegria / e a santa cruz" (p. 23). 

Later, -when food has not come for two days, Heloneida tries to 

convince Geni that fasting is an excellent spiritual exercise. She 

explains that when attending church she would fast once a month for 

her spiritual health. Comparing their state of hunger to 

Ecclesiastes, Heloneida tells Geni that there is a time of fat and a 

time of lean. Much of what Heloneida finds in life has a spiritual 

significance: 

Cada vez que eu perco uma coisa que eu gosto muito eu fico 
ate feliz, pois tenho a impressao de que ganhei outra e ate 
dou gramas, mas gramas mesmo, ao nosso pai eterno por isso. 
Cada vez eu compreendo mais o verdadeiro sentido da vida. 
Eu acho ate que se eu morresse agora, ia direta pro Ceu. (p. 3^) 

Concerned about the spiritual education of her brother, Heloneida made 

him read the writings of Saint Francis in an attempt to have him 

understand spiritual things. Heloneida and Geni also discuss their 

beliefs in the existence of a God but do not reach a conclusion. 

Their sense of devotion is important in the small world of the prison 

cell. Perhaps their devotion represents a more sophisticated one than 

in other plays, but being real to the two inmates, it is a source of 

comfort in their situation. 

A construgao by Altimar Pimentel, a Northeastern drama, 

recounts some of the mystique of Padre Cicero. During the first 

part of the Twentieth Century, Padre Cicero Romao became a very 

popular figure because of the miracles he supposedly performed. His 

numerous followers began making pilgrimages to Juazeiro, his city. 

Because Juazeiro is a Northeastern city and most of the pilgrims are 
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Northeasterners, there has always been a touch of the fanatical 

present in the cult of Padre Cicero."̂  

Beata Batista of A construgao carries out a fraudulent scheme 

whereby he will use the fanaticism of the mentally unstable Beata 

Fidelis to extract money from the romeiros. The romeiros follow the 

deceased Padre Cicero who promised to build a church in return for 

salvation from the drought. There exists a message against religious 

fanaticism and against those who deceive the people as a means of 

getting rich by playing on their faith and sense of devotion. The 

people's strong sense of devotion is the single most prominent 

Brazilian element in the play. The drama contains several examples of 

zealots who have become mentally disturbed because of religious 

fanaticism. When Padre Cicero returns, the "Principe" will claim his 

throne and will build airplane factories, he states. The "Beata," 

another mental case, quickly condemns to hell all wayward people. The 

"Penitente" constantly flogs himself while preaching the destruction 

of the world. And "Jesus" believes he is the reincarnated Christ 

looking for Mary Magdalene, his bride, who also happens to be the 

reincarnated Mary, Mother of Christ. Mixed in with these mental cases 

are the devout romeiros of simple faith, who search for spectacular 

miracles. They quickly support B. Batista and B. Fidelis because of 

their overly zealous devotion to Padre Cicero, and eagerly welcome 

15. For a complete discussion of both Padre Cicero and 
Lampiao see Djacir Menezes, "Ainda o cangajo e o fanaticismo do 
Nordeste," 0 outro Uordeste (Rio de Janeiro: Artenova, 1970), 
pp. 97-109, and Aglae Lima de Oliveira, Lampiao, cangago e 
Nordeste (Rio de Janeiro: 0 Cruzeiro, 1970). 



the messenger, B. Fidelis, who has been in communication with Padre 

Cicero. Their anxiety gives B. Batista the opportunity to rob them, 

but never are we given reason to doubt their basic, simple faith and 

sense of devotion. The romeiros buy religious medals and prayers 

fully desiring the blessings that will come. The money, jewelry, 

cherished heirlooms, etc., given B. Batista for the construction of 

the church represent great sacrifice, but the romeiros give them 

cheerfully. By so giving they expect no blessing other than an 

eternal one. They are even willing to die in defense of the cause 

they espouse should the authorities attempt to stop the construction. 

In simple faith they ask B. Fidelis for unselfish miracles: the curing 

of a daughter, the blessing of having a child, etc. Their genuine, 

simple sense of devotion, not based on any great miracle they have 

seen, represents an essential part of them as Brazilians. 

Raimundo, of Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo by Fernando Melo, 

may not be a very religious person, but he respects his Carioca 

friends who are. Acting as if he were a lawyer, a profession he would 

like to have followed, Raimundo pretends to defend a friend whom he 

declares is innocent because of his devotion and saintliness. After 

all, he attends mass every Sunday, Raimundo says. The mother of one of 

his girl friends was once a heavy drinker, but her sense of devotion 

and desire for something more spiritual led her to the Salvation Army. 

She eventually left that to become the "mae-de-sahto" or high 

priestess for a macumba cult. Raimundo has little to do with devotion 

but being written by a Brazilian, about Rio, for a Brazilian audience, 



the author cannot escape the use, if only a mention, of the sense of 

devotion. 

The Brazilian sense of devotion reveals an unusual simplicity 

and familiarity often lacking in our country. The Brazilians are 

"buddies" with the saints, rewarding them if they help and punishing 

them if they do not. Such familiarity even permits them to translate 

the birth of Christ into a Northeastern folk setting as seen in Morte 

e vida severina. This phenomena runs through all segments of society 

in Brazil: the robber Lampi&o, the high society of Heloneida, the 

circus wrestler Geni, they all share a deep sense of devotion. A 

sincere, simple faith, it does not necessarily conform to dogma nor can 

it be catalogued by creeds as is very evident in Arena conta Zumbi. 

The Brazilian devotion also has roots in the Afro-pagan macumba cult 

which lends a noticeable degree of African religious attitude. The 

strong link between devotion and death may be the most profound single 

element of the simple faith. The authors of our dramas use the 

element of devotion in the social criticism theater more often than any 

other element. Whatever else a Brazilian may or may not be, he is 

devout. Perhaps not in a manner which one can measure by facts and 

figures, but in a deeply spiritual way. The authors, being 

Brazilian and having some of this sense themselves, would find it 

difficult to exclude it from every play. Nor would they want to, if 

they desire their plays to appeal to the public, and to have the 

public hear their messages. They know the Brazilian public, and could 

do no better than use the sense of devotion to gain their attention 

and empathy. 



CHAPTER k 

MUSIC 

In the decade of the Sixties music came of age as a means of 

communicating protest in the Brazilian theater. Music has been a means 

of protest for some time prior to its adoption by the theater in both 

Brazil and the United States. In the United States "rock" and related 

forms are the most popular with the greater majority of youth. Indeed, 

pop music in this country has had a divisive influence rather than a 

unifying influence because of its appeal to a limited group rather than 

to the masses. American pop music has been a type of "social 

barometer" during the Sixties according to one critic: "To find the 

center of the action today, one looks to its pop music. Entertainment 

viewed with some perspective, is always a social barometer. Since the 

Sixties, pop has been a political barometer as well."^ "Rock, 

Violence and Spiro T. Agnew," the title of an article in Hi-Fidelity, 

indicates the link our pop music has with the social-political 

p 
awareness of youth. But although pop music communicates the 

yearnings and desires of the youth in America, it appeals little to 

1. Ellen Sander, "Something is Rotten in Rock," Saturday 
Review, Oct. 10, 1970, p. ^9. 

2. "Rock, Violence and Spiro T. Agnew," Hi-Fidelity, 
Feb., 1970, p. 108 plus. 
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the masses at large. The idealism of youth, plainly seen in their 

music, has often collided with the more conservative attitudes of the 

blue collar man, resulting on occasions in violence. One has only to 

step into the local bars and play the juke box to discover the basic 

difference between the music preferred by the middle-class majorities 

and that played and demanded by the so-called "hip" kids. Lately a 

crass commercial appeal to the taste and prejudice, and even the 

ignorance of the working man, has produced a number of songs which 

directly attack and insult the young group and their ideals: "Okie 

from Muskogee," "Welfare Cadillac," etc. 

Brazil, on the other hand, generally is described as a "one 

beat" nation musically, the samba. The extent of the samba's appeal 

becomes evident to anyone visiting Brazil for a period of time and 

listening to the music played by both the youth and the adult 

population. The samba provides the basic rhythm, the heart beat, of 

the four days of Brazilian madness called Carnaval, as anyone who has 

seen the movie Black Orpheus knows. The music which bridges the 

generations, withstanding the test of time, is constructed from the 

samba rhythm or a variation. The bossa nova, very successful in this 

country, is a hybrid form of the samba and has been called "samba 

jazz." The samba is so popular in Brazil that almost any typically 

Brazilian song or dance tends to be given the name. Even th.e dance 

halls in some parts of Brazil are called sambas. In contrast to our 

pop music, the samba and its variations, in Brazil, attract all ages 

irrespective of political convictions. Music in Brazil, the spirit 

of Carnaval, and the festival are a part of the Brazilian character. 
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It has been said that the Brazilian comes from three distinct races, 

but the spirit of unity coming from Carnaval bridges any differences. 

The popular interest in the samba forms a base on which 

political and social questions can be presented to the masses in a 

palatable form. The popularity of this type of music becomes 

apparent when one listens to the Brazilian music of the Sixties. The 

samba "Disparada" by the very popular Jair Rodrigues tells the woes of 

a man coming from the arid sertSo where his dreams were shattered and 

where death prevails. This same theme is the foundation for the drama 

Morte e vida severina. Martinho da Vila sings of the problems of high 

costs, taxes, and tight money in the samba, "0 pequeno burgues." Wot 

only does this little middle-class man suffer these problems as a 

student but once he has "arrived" at good fortune as a graduate he 

finds things even worse. The popular Elza Soares sings two songs of 

interest here. The first, "A banca do distinto," chides the 

superiority and prejudices of those who "n&o fala com pobre / nao da 

m&o a preto" but who at death will, with their kind, be equal to those 

they despise since they will all end up "com terra por cima / e na 

horizontal." The other,. "Maria, Maria, Maria," tells of a girl 

driven to prostitution because in that venerable profession she "nSo 

tem mais problema financeiro / trabalha muito menos ganha mais 

dinheiro." 

The protest drama in Brazil, sometimes characterized in form 

by the use of song, may have a loosely articulated group of songs 

which both set the tone and spell out the theme. In structure it 

might resemble the operetta such as the Student Prince or Song of 
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Norway or the Spanish zarzuela where, around a general theme, music and 

speech alternate. Many of these dramas use music in the background to 

assist in creating a sense of empathy in the audience and evoke a 

spirit of audience participation. For years the movie industry has 

effectively used background music to draw the emotions of the 

spectator into the movie. In Brazilian theater one of the most 

outstanding examples of audience participation can be seen in Pedro 

Bloch's drama As maos de Euridice where the audience and actor are 

made to share a similar experience through dialogue and walking through 

the audience. 

Music in the Brazilian theater of social protest attempted to 

reach the masses and cause them to participate in the drama through 

empathy. Rather than creating a theater for a few, the authors wanted 

to conquer the isolation which characterized previous works. The 

result, a protest theater, or rather one presenting social problems, 

was to be entirely new in its approach, a revolution in the theater. 

Augusto Boal and Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, the authors of Arena conta 

Zumbi and Carlos Castilho, the musical director, explain this 

revolution: 

Neste momento, no Brasil, processa-se uma verdadeira 
revolug&o estetica e a primeira autenticamente brasileira. 
Outros movimentos importantes certamente aconteceram 
anteriormente, porim refletindo, e muxtas vezes 
tardiamente, fenomenos identicos acontecidos no 
estrangeiro. A mais avangada arte brasileira de hoje nSo 
segue modas, estilos ou formas de fazer, que por acaso 
floresgam em metropoles. E uma arte que surge do homem 
que procura, lutando e perdendo e lutando ainda, 
conquistar sua posigSo de sujeito. 0 Brasil produz, assim, 
uma arte em que as barreiras entre estilos e generos s&o 



destruidas, como se destroem as proprias barreiras entre 
uma arte e outra. 0 Brasil produz agora uma arte impura.^ 

Under this concept of a new theater, music can become an integral part 

to extend the sphere of interest to the people rather than confine it 

to a few. A sure way to achieve this is to base a large portion of 

the music on the samba rhythm to unify varied interest groups. 

In this section music and Carnaval will not be separated. 

Although music in Brazil could exist without Carnaval it would do so 

at a great loss to the body of music that country has to offer. On 

the other hand, Carnaval could not exist without music for music, 

almost exclusively the samba, is the very heartbeat of Carnaval. 

Without it little of value would be left. Among the plays being 

considered in this section, some use the theme of music, especially 

the samba, without the theme of Carnaval and others use the theme of 

Carnaval which automatically implies music. 

The earliest play studied which uses the music-Carnaval 

theme is 0 pagador de promessas by Dias Gomes. Not a central theme, 

it enters only briefly in the last act. At the beginning of the act 

several capoeiras form a circle around some musicians who play the 

berimbau, the pandeiro and the recoreco, all typical musical 

instruments of the Northeast. They sing in chorus following the 

mestre do coro in a Northeastern song which helps to flavor the entire 

scene with the theme of the Northeast. 

3. Augusto Boal, Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, and Carlos Castilho, 
(record jacket of Arena cohta Zumbx Cn.p.: Discos Som/Maior, n.d.D). 
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Also set in the Northeast is Antonio Callado's Forro no 

Engenho Cananeia which contains a musical desafio that plays an 

important part. The desafio is an element the Brazilian audience 

knows well being especially popular in the Northeast. Ze and Leleco, 

rivals for the hand of Maria, take out their anger for each other via 

a challenge, a desafio, wherein they try to outdo the other in 

musical composition. Leleco tries to keep the desafio on a high 

plane, but Ze wants to insult him doing so when his turn comes to 

sing. He sings of his opponent as an effeminate pantywaist, but 

Leleco replies that he will fight any man who continues to say such a 

thing: 

0 nome Jaguatirica 
Quer dizer jaguar pequeno 
Jaguar de colo, Leleco 
Jaguatirica e mariea. 

LELECO. Quern me chama de marica 
Nao dura vida inteira. 

They continue to exchange insults this way until eventually they pull 

out their knives and begin to fight. Later they engage in another 

desafio but with better feelings in which they sing of their leader's 

(Joca Raimundo) death and trip to see Saint Peter. A friendly 

exchange this time, they sing of Joca in religious, and at times 

humorous terms in the Northeastern giria. The desafio includes folk 

items as they talk of him leaving earth, his life in the Engenho and 

his entrance into heaven. Later in the drama Ze Gato leaves Maria 

b. Antonio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: Civilizayao Brasileira, 196^), pp. 20-21. All subsequent 
citations from Forro are from this edition. 
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after a romantic encounter by singing a short love song and 

accompanying himself on the guitar which he constantly carries. At the 

end of the play Leleco sings and plays a ballad to the Ermit&o who has 

died: 

Menino do Conselheiro 
cangaceiro de Lampeao, 
entrou no Reino de Deus 
com El-Rei D. Sabastiao. (p. 132) 

On several occasions in the play music is used when ballads of the 

Northeast are sting. They express the emotions and at times the humor 

of the people. Ballads with a guitar accompaniment are a popular 

element interesting to the audience and drawing them into the play. 

Music and song in Forro have a dramatic function. They narrate some of 

the events and present some of the dialogue. Nevertheless, the songs 

stand alone having an intrinsic value as part of every Brazilian's 

heritage of music and lore from the Northeast. 

Among the various forms of entertainment in Brazil, the "show" 

has always enjoyed great success. Most always a form of entertainment 

set around music or humor, it has no plot, the sole purpose being to 

entertain. In the early Sixties "shows" had reached a point of 

exceptional popularity. Young dramatists and actors became aware of 

the potential of this form in bringing Brazilian problems and protest 

to the stage. Sabato Magaldi, tracing the Brazilian theater in the 

Sixties, proves a relation between the "shows" and the search for new 

forms in the theater: 

0 teatro . . . aproveitando a voga da musica popular 
brasileira, tentou popularizar-se com os shows polxtico-
musicais, de espontanea eficacia sobre a plateia. Por 
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falta de obras de ficgao condizentes com a nova realidade, 
passou-se a antologia de textos expressivos sobre 
determinado tema, como foi o caso de Liberflade, Liberdade. 
Os espetaculos de protesto tiveram acolhida calorosa (o 
show Opiniao, r-principalmente), o que animou os empresarios 
e os autores. 

The "show" Opiniao, the first of the "show"-protest plays, was 

co-authored by Oduvaldo Vianna Filho whom I interviewed in an attempt 

to learn more of its history.^ He wrote Opiniao at a time when the 

popular music of Brazil flooded the country as it had never done in the 

past, especially in the form of the very popular "shows." The idea 

struck Vianna Filho that these "shows," combined with the popular 

music, had the possibility of being remade into a political-musical 

combination. In December, 19Sk OpiniSo opened in Rio as a part of the 

revolution in the Brazilian theater and within weeks more than 25,000 

people had seen it. In Sao Paulo and Porto Alegre more than 100,000 

saw it. As part of the revolution in the theatre it broke with the 

long standing traditions of structure and theme being presented in two 

parts based entirely on musical compositions. One of its express 

purposes was to take culture to the people and break away from the 

privileged few. One of the ways used to achieve the goal was to 

depart from the usual methods and reveal the human, social, and 

political substratum through socially relevant popular music. In the 

1965 printed version of the play the authors felt it necessary to 

5. "A fertilidade do caos," Visao, XXXVIII, No. 3 
(1971), P- 200. 

6. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 18, 1971* 
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include an introduction. They explain that their purposes are twofold: 

E a do espetaculo propiamente dito; Nara, Ze Keti e JoSo do 
Vale Cthe actors1 tem a mesma opiniSo—a musica popular e tanto 
mais expressiva quanto mais tem uma opiniSo social; quando 
mantem vivas as tradigSes de unidade e integragao nacionais. 

The authors wanted to use the popular music as a vehicle for a 

socially significant cause and to keep alive national traditions which 

serve to unite the people. The other purpose "refere-se ao teatro 

brasileiro. E uma tentativa de colaborar na busca de saidas para o 

problema do repetorio do teatro brasileiro que esta entalado" (p. 9)• 

An important theme, then, was the problem of the Brazilian music and 

how social opinions give it more force and a greater appeal for unity. 

In light of the success of the play with the Brazilian public it would 

be safe to say that the first purpose succeeded. 

Opiniao follows a more or less chronological portrait of the 

lives of the three actors, Ze Keti, JOEJO do Vale, and Nara Leao, in an 

attempt to make a social criticism of Brazil's national problems. 

Since the "show" was based on the lives of the three actors, th.e 

actors were the play and this caused problems when Nara became ill and 

could no longer continue. Vianna Filho attributes the success of 

Opiniao to its strong sense of brasilidade. By showing the lives of 

the three actors, two of whom are from the Northeast and all of whom 

have struggled to arrive at their present level of success, the "show" 

attempts to symbolize the life of the Brazilian povo. Written in 1964, 

7. Armando Costa, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, and Paulo Pontes, 
Opiniao (Rio de Janeiro: EdigSes do Val, 1965), p. 7- All 
subsequent citations from OpiniSo are from this edition. 
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a very difficult time for Brazil both politically and economically, it 

talked and sang of the daily lives of Brazilians, showing the audience 

how their average countryman saw reality. Perhaps much of its 

popularity can be attributed to the fact that it was a type of 

indirect answer to the critical problems facing the people, by showing 

Brazilians how other people have fought long and hard, withstanding the 

opposition with a measure of success. 

speech and song. The three actors sing a variety of songs touching on 

the nation's problems. Nara states the purpose at the outset: "Ando 

muito confusa sobre as coisas que devem ser feitas na musica 

brasileira mas vou fazendo. Mas e mais ou menos isso—eu quero cantar 

todas as musicas que ajudem a gente a ser mais brasileiro, que fagam 

todo mundo querer ser mais livre, que ensinem a aceitar tudo" (p. 20). 

The relationship of the samba to the purpose is then expressed in a 

song by all three actors: 

Nara, a mulata herself, expresses the problems of the poor mulato in 

samba rhythm when she sings of the arid conditions in the Northeast: 

In Opiniao numerous themes appear in random fashion through 

Samba, samba, samba 
E tudo que lhe posso oferecer 
Foi o que aprendi 
Nao tive professor 
Eu troco um samba por beijo seu, meu amor 
0 samba e bom 
Batido na m&o 
0 samba e bom 
Batido na mao. (p. 21) 

Vambora anda 
Que a chuva nao chegou 
Boranda 
Que a terra ja secou. (p. 28) 
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Of course, she cannot forget the race problem: "Vou me embora, vou 

chorando / Vou me lembrando do meu lugar" (p. 29)• JoSo, a mulato 

also, sings a verse from a song of folk origin in MaranhSo which 

expresses the hopelessness of the mulato: 

Negro es um monturo 
Molambo rasgado 
Cachimbo apagado 
Recanto de muro 
Negro sem futuro. (p. 31) 

Perhaps the most often used theme in the work is poverty. The 

mulato mentioned above belongs to this theme because of the conditions 

in which he lives. From part of this theme come the problems of the 

Northeast. Nara sings of the Northeast in a very heavy samba rhythm: 

Carcara 
Pega, mata e come 
Carcara 
Nao vai morrer de fome 
Carcara 
Mais coragem do que homero. (pp. 39-^1) 

As the background music continues she quotes the high immigration 

figures from the Northeast. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho explained that the 

carcara, a principle theme of the entire "show," is a vicious, 

Northeastern bird which strikes, kills, and eats its prey as the song 

says, "pega, mata e come." He compares the carcara to the 

latafundista in the Northeast, an arch symbol of oppression all 

Brazilians know well. Indeed, the carcara music received applause at 

each presentation. Ze Keti links the poverty of the Northeast to that 

of the favelas. There, an appearance of happiness is deceptive 

because within only tears exist: 

0 morro sorri a todo momento 
0 morro sorri mas chora por dentro 
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Quem ve o morro sorrir 
Pensa que ele e feliz 
Coitado 
0 morro tem sede 
0 morro tem fome 
0 morro sou eu 
Um favelado. (p. UU) 

Later the.three actors tell us, in song, that the samba is the true 

voice of the slum and king of the macumba celebrations, indicating its 

•universal appeal in Brazil: 

Eu sou o samba 
A voz do morro sou eu mesmo, sim senhor 
Quero mostrar ao mundo que tenho valor 
Eu sou o rei dos terreiros. (p. ̂ 9) 

Also linked to the problem of poverty is the absentee landlord who owns 

the land but never works it, receiving his share of the crops from the 

poor farmers who do all the work. Kara sings of the emotions of the 

caboclo who toils on the farms but divides his reward with the 

landlord. If this system continues, "vou deixar o meu sertSo / Mesmo 

os olhos cheios d'agua / E com dor no corag&o" (p. 6l). The 

alternative is to find manual labor in Rio where one must work for 

someone else anyway: "Mas plantar pra dividir / Nao fago mais isso, 

nSo" (p. 6l). Joao do Vale expresses the desire to have some land 

from which he can enjoy all the fruits of his labors. He also objects 

to the system where, "eu mando feijSo / Ele manda trator" (pp. 61-62). 

Ze joins the protest in samba rhythm: "Podem me prender / Podem me 

bater / Podem ate deixar-me sem comer" (p. 62), but I will not change 

my mind and should I die tomorrow, "estou pertinho do ceu" (p. 62). 

All three actors close the section by singing a line which they 
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repeat often: "Mas acorrentado ninguem pode amar" (p. 63). The play 

eventually closes on this theme of land ownership: 

Mas plantar pra dividir 
NSo fago mais isso, n&o. 
Podem me prender, podem me bater 
Que eu neCo mudo de opiniSo 
Deus dando a paisagem 
0 resto e so ter coragem. 
Carcara 
Pega, mata e come! (p. 82) 

The widespread extent of the poverty is also presented in a samba by 

Ze: "E mais de cem / Muito mais de mil / Mais de um milhao" 

(pp. 81-82). 

Opiniao presents other themes in song including the 

Brazilian film industry. The actors sing several songs, most of them 

sambas, from selected films which express a social problem. Films 

represented are Malvadeza durao, Gimba, Orfeu. Esse murido e meu, and 

Deus e o Diabo na terra do sol. 

Of interest also are the historical and folkloric elements 

included in the selections. Nara Leao sings a long selection 

narrating the problems that brought about the protest championed by 

Tiradentes, the exploitation by the Portuguese, the heroism that 

Tiradentes showed, and his trial and death for all of which, "foi 

homem peitudo / Foi bom brasileiro" (pp. 79-81). This history of the 

national hero appears near the end of the drama leaving the audience 

with a taste of national pride. The authors believe this type of 

courage is needed to solve the problems that have been presented in 

the drama: 

Essa historia bem verdadeira 
Foi a luta primeira que se deu no Brasil 
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E depois tantas houveram que por fim fizerara 
Um Brasil mais decente, um Brasil Independente. (p. 8l) 

Perhaps a certain amount of sarcasm is present also because although 

they sing of "um Brasil mais decente," they have presented many 

unsolved problems. Obviously, the use of the national hero iu the 

play is an appeal to unity, not chauvinistic unity, but functional 

unity in an effort to solve the problems that yet face the young 

nation. The use of folkloric elements fits into the same mold as would 

the history of Tiradentes because of their very Brazilian nature. The 

first is a musical desafio which holds little protest interest but is 

of great interest to the audience and serves to change the pace. This 

desafio has a historical basis having actually happened between two 

singers, one from Ceara and the other from Piaui. The object was to 

present a tongue twister in song that the opponent had to repeat. 

Even today the desafio is very much alive as attested by Professor Leo 

Barrow who witnessed one in Brazilia. The other item of folklore is a 

song known as an incelenga formed from the letters of the alphabet. 

Sung at a wake, it has protest value because of the theme of death 

associated with it. Included, but not a part of the song, is a verse 

from JoSo Cabral de Melo Neto about the constant presence of death 

which is such that, "so e possivel trabalhar / Hessas profissoes que 

fazem / Da morte oficio ou bazar" (p. ̂ 6). Music is the principle 

element in Opiniao to communicate the protest message of the authors. 

Liberdade, liberdade, another "show" of even greater success, 

could not open with more patriotic music than the "Hino da 

proclamas^o da Republica" giving an instant appeal to Brazilians. 
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Nara Le&o, who also worked in Opiniao, is the principle female vocalist 

and she appropriately sings the "Marcha da Quarta-Feira de Cinzas" at 

the first of the drama, the selection with which OpiniSo left off. Of 

interest also is the fact that both dramas were premiered by the Grupo 

Opini&o at the Teatro de Arena in S&o Paulo. The "Marcha" gives an air 

of optimism and is also one of the very last selections at the end of 

the drama: 

Porque sao tantas coisas azuis 
Ha tao grandes promessas de luz 
Tanto amor para amar g 
De que a gente nem sabe. 

The themes of physical and economic liberty are quickly followed by 

verses from fast moving, happy sambas sung by Kara who also continues 

the fast samba when these liberties are declared to be an illusion. 

The opening minutes of the play are filled with musical selections 

dominated by the samba rhythm. Although the music has a Brazilian 

flavor, the text soon becomes international in scope and remains so 

with but a few national themes entering later. Even when the actors 

discuss the Statue of Liberty, the music that follows is a samba sung 

by Nara. When the discussion turns to civil rights and the problems 

of the blacks in America, Nara sings Pete Seeger's "if You Miss Me at 

the Back of the Bus," but sung with a pronounced latin beat. Next 

follows a discussion of the Declaration of Independence and a quote by 

8. Flavio Rangel and Millor Fernandes, Liberdade, liberdade 
(Rio de Janeiro: CivilizagSo Brasileira, 19&5)> P« 152. All 
subsequent citations from Liberdade, liberdade are from this 
edition. 



Dr. Martin Luther King with Nara singing the opening lines of the 

"Battle Hymn of the Republic." 

Nara introduces, with sad, slow music, the anguish and 

suffering the blacks endured during the early history of Brazil. 

Zambi, the first black rebel of note, became the hero of the 

successful and powerful protest play, Arena conta Zumbi. Nara sings 

the song "Zumbi" in a latin beat which presents the black rebel as an 

idealist in the search of liberty. 

The second part of the drama begins with a look at the 

Spanish Civil War and opens with a Spanish folk melody, a .jota, then 

continues with a song from the Franco forces, "Cara al sol." A third 

folk melody, "Marinera," continues to establish the strong Spanish 

flavor the authors wish to give this discussion of the war. When the 

death of the great poet Garcia Lorca is mentioned, Nara sings a 

rather lonely piece in a minor key: "Companheiros, rios mataram . . . / 

0 melhor homem de Espanha" (p. 93). With these pieces of music coming 

in rapid succession we are transported to Spain at the time of the 

Civil War and made to keenly sense the tragedy of the scenes that 

follow. They serve to prepare us in such a way that we become more 

emotionally associated with the senselessness of it all. The play 

returns to the sentencing of Tiradentes in a scene taken, in part, from 

Opiniao. The short scene closes with a very pronounced samba telling 

of Tiradente's sacrifice which lingers heavily in the Brazilian's 

memory. Music does not return until we encounter the heroism of the 

French Resistance during the Second World War. The song, "Hino da 

resistencia francesa," sets the tone for the scenes in which the war 
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against Hitler is dramatized. Any discussion of heroism in the 

resistance against the tyranny of Hitler must include memories of the 

millions of slaughtered Jews. Appropriately enough, the introduction 

of this theme is cast against the feared and hated music, "Deutschland 

Uber Alles." The setting for the story of the most famous young 

Jewish martyr, Anne Frank, is prefaced by the singing of the 

Hannukah. Brazil's entry into the Second World War, symbolized in the 

song "Hino do expedicionario brasileiro," is the extent of the 

discussion of her contribution to the war. As if to tie the play into 

a whole, the actors sing the chorus from the "Marcha da Quarta-Feira 

de Cinzas" also included in the first of the play. The play ends with 

the theme song which opened it: 

Liberdade, liberdade 
Abre as asas sobre nos, 
Das lutas, na tempestade, 
Da que ougamos tua voz. (p. 156) 

Music plays an important role in Liberdade, liberdade but not 

to the extent it did in Opiniao. The music in the play is united by 

the central theme of liberty. The music of Liberdade, liberdade, an 

important tool in the introduction of themes, helps to set the stage 

for the dramatic portions that follow. It forshadows the next scene 

or gives a hint of what will follow. • The music also serves, from time 

to time, as an additional commentary on the preceding scene or to 

perhaps give us more information. The play, more universal in time 

and space than Opiniao, uses international music which functions to 

emphasize the national flavor of the theme in that scene. Whenever 

Brazilian problems or themes appear they seem to be a synthesis of the 



more international themes previously discussed. The very Brazilian 

music that accompanies each particular section is patriotic music of 

Brazil, on a very Brazilian theme, or of the samba rhythm which 

assists in focusing the theme more on Brazil. 

From the Northeast A derradeira ceia presents some music, but 

it is not a main theme. In the first act a beggar enters singing a 

ballad of the land in order to obtain money: 

Era um homem preguigoso, 
que neste mundo havia, 
Um dia detreminou-se 
botou um rogado em 3 dias, 
num aceiro de uma mata, 
onde macacos vivia!" 

In 1965 the Teatro de Arena of SSo Paulo premiered Arena conta 

Zumbi, a piece which does not have to rely on non-Brazilian material 

since the story of Palmares is dramatic material worthy of an entire 

play by itself. Like the dramas discussed above, Arena conta Zumbi is 

a revolutionary drama in its construction because, as its authors 

state, it uses many distinct methods and art forms to achieve its 

success. The authors state that the play is a "pega e espetaculo em 

que se procurou utilizar totalmente todos os meios e instrumentos 

esteticos que as artes plasticas, a musica e a poesia podem 

oferecer."''"^ Unlike Liberdade, liberdade, Arena conta Zumbi has a 

definite plot. It does not directly attack present social ills but 

rather consists of an indirect attack through history. 

9. Luiz Marinho, "A derradeira ceia," n.p., 1970, p. 9« 
(Typewritten.) 

10. Boal, "Arena conta Zumbi." 
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The drama begins with the introduction of the theme presented 

to chanting music which becomes happy background music as the spoken 

part of the introduction continues. The drama, against a chanting 

background and a samba sung by a black, is dedicated to those who have 

died and who will yet die in the fight for freedom. When Zambi, sold 

into slavery, leaves Luanda for Brazil the monotone music has a 

longing and sad tempo. The background drums give way to a fast samba 

in which the bounties of Northeastern Brazil are enumerated in all 

their abundance. This is an effort to convince others to leave 

slavery and join Zambi in Palmares. The next selection entitled 

"Samba dos negros e das negras" is a happy samba chorus expressing the 

need for the opposite sex preferably of the same color: "Eu prefiro 

meu nego que e da minha cor." Zambi comes forward to proclaim that 

one wins liberty only by fighting and working. He sings a melancholy 

question in which he asks what the free labor of the black can produce 

and the chorus replies in a series of happy sambas enumerating the 

material gains that can be made under freedom. With Zambi as the king 

of Palmares, the black villages begin to prosper. 

Having won their first fights against the whites, the blacks 

recognize that their victory was won with divine help and offer a 

sincere spoken prayer with alternating solo voice and chorus and a 

musical background of quiet, religious music. The blacks of Palmares, 

unified by the same ideal of freedom, prosper in their agriculture and 

11. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, 
"Arena conta Zumbx," Revista de Teatro, Wo. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
p. 3^. All subsequent citations from Arena conta Zumbi are from 
this publication. 
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other industries. The chorus sings "Trabalha, trabalha, trabalha 

Irmao" (p. 38) to a happy Afro-Brazilian drum beat and flutes. In the 

alternating chorus and dialogue they discuss the right of the black to 

defend his community against the attacks of the whites, change their 

adopted Christian names to African names and generally enjoy their 

freedom. 

As the second part begins the whites sing a selection, "A 

bondade comercial" (p. 39), to march music played by a fife and snare 

drums. The military effect is stiff and correct. At first the white 

businessmen appreciate the progress of Palmares because it lines their 

pockets, even though the big land owners want its destruction. The 

false piety of the businessmen is expressed in their firm belief that 

they are guided only by religious principles. They sing in a high, 

falsetto voice: 

Nos os brancos comerciantes 
nos guiamos pela blblia, 
o livro santo diz ser pecado 
matar o negro trabalhador. (p. ̂ 0) 

After this verse the deep, somber voices of the blacks are heard 

singing a few lines of "Trabalha, trabalha, trabalha Irmao" (p. 1*0) in 

a happy but agressive African rhythm. The contrast between the two 

types of music is quite pronounced. Eventually the whites unite 

against the blacks when the blacks raise their prices and both the 

businessmen and the land owners join to chant, "o negro destruiremos" 

(p. ̂ 0). 

The very militant, new governor, appointed by the Portuguese 

crown, refuses to accept peaceful coexistence and calls for the 
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destruction of the black's goods. As his discourse rises to its 

crescendo in arousing the whites against the blacks, the background 

music comes from military snare drums. Meanwhile back in Palmares the 

joy of freedom is expressed by the carefree lives of the people 

against a happy, fast rhythm consisting of a catchy beat which becomes 

a fast samba sung as a solo. In Palmares the blacks celebrate their 

peace and freedom unaware of the change in governors. In their joy 

the chorus sings, "Venha, venha ser feliz" (p. k6) to a happy samba 

rhythm. The whites attack and Ganga Zumbi, now grown, learns that his 

father, Ganga Zona, has been killed in the white city of Serinhaem. 

Ganga Zumbi will ask the king, Zambi, for vengeance and war. In a 

chanting samba rhythm the chorus relates the death of Ganga Zona under 

the whip: 

0 agoite bateu 
o agoite bateu 
Bateu tantas vezes 
que matou meu pai. (pp. U8-U9) 

The rhythm resembles the rhythm of a whip. Against a background of 

sad, slow music which slowly accelerates to a samba, the old king 

sings of his disillusionment to the idea of living in peace. The 

chorus sings of the period as, "um tempo de guerra / E um tempo sem 

sol / Sem sol, sem sol; tem d6!" (p. ̂ 9) • The king kills himself in 

front of his people and Ganga Zumbi becomes the new king. Zumbi sings 

a slow, funereal song promising that the fight for liberty and freedom 

will never end. The play closes with a fast samba: 

Entendeu que lutar afina 
e um modo de crer, 
e um modo de ter 
razSo de ser. 
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0 asoite bateu 
o asoite ensinou 
bateu tantas vezes 
que a gente cansou! (p. 5*0 

The music of Arena conta Zumbl is important in communicating 

the moods, feelings, hopes, and characters of the whites and blacks. 

The music revealing the black's emotions is appropriate for each 

scene: the sadness at the time of sale into slavery and at the time of 

death brings slow, melancholic music; when moments of happiness 

predominate the rhythm becomes a well defined Afro-Brazilian beat. 

This rhythm runs throughout the drama and is always associated with the 

happy blacks. In contrast, the whites receive a very correct, military 

beat usually with snare drums. Prosperity is good as long as it is 

they who prosper. The samba music helps the audience to side with the 

blacks in its carefree, uninhibited expression of the happiness of the 

ex-slaves and its contrast with the "foreign" music of the whites. In 

this drama then, there exists a unifying influence of Brazilian 

elements by means of the happy beat of the African inspired samba. In 

a sense, Arena conta Zumbx seems to set black against white, but one 

must remember that this incident happened over two hundred years ago. 

Viewed in the proper historical perspective, the play unites all 

Brazilians with the blacks and their fight for freedom against the 

white Portuguese who came to govern and exploit a land they neither 

loved nor wanted for their home. 

Both Arena conta Zumbi and Liberdade, liberdade pinpoint and 

protest the lack of liberty in Brazil—especially after 196b—through 

the presentation of heroic struggles for liberty in distant lands and 
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in the pages of past history. Nevertheless, the audience knows or 

feels that the playwrights are talking about a liberty that they as 

Brazilian people no longer enjoy. Writers who have to live under a 

military regime often find it convenient, if not mandatory, to locate 

their protest actions in another time and place. Thus Jose Stau 

de Monteiro, one of Portugal's brilliant young playwrights, speaks out 

against oppression and calls for the people to unite and fight the 

oppressors, but on the surface, at least, his play, As maos de 

Abraham Zacut, deals with the Jews in German concentration camps. 

The characters of 0 fardao only have memories of Carnaval and 

its music but now lead empty lives. Olga remembers a past Carnaval 

when she danced with a romantic fellow whom she thought was her 

husband but who turned out to be someone else. She now lives on the 

excitement and romance of the past. She can remember her husband 

becoming alive only at Carnaval time, as indeed all Brazilians do. 

Another drama in which music plays an important part is Morte 

e vida severina. The music in this piece remains, for the most part, 

in the background, yet is important in establishing and maintaining 

the mood which prevails throughout the play. Morte e vida severina, a 

sad, pessimistic drama of the Northeast, has death as its principle 

theme permeating the work from the opening scene. The music in the 

background, hummed in a minor key by a chorus, is in keeping with the 

pessimism of the play. Parts of the work are sung in a distant, 

chanting rhythm reminiscent of something appropriate for death. From 

time to time the music takes on a lighter air with a happier, faster 

beat, but only briefly as Severino, under the constant threat of death, 
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continues his journey from the Caatinga in the interior to the coast. 

In the end, the problem of pain and suffering predominates, and the 

play ends on a pessimistic musical note. The music in this drama is 

well matched to the theme and mood. Though moments of hope shine 

through, from time to time, with suitable music to communicate the 

hope, nevertheless, the prevailing sadness is emphasized and even 

intensified by the music. Without the music the play would be far less 

effective in evoking a cathartic response. About the forgotten, little 

people of the Northeast, Morte e vida severina produces something 

analogous to the dramatic effect of a Greek tragedy. The background 

music and the sad, longing music of the chorus enhance this effect. 

Music becomes an important theme in Roda-Viva as one might 

expect since its author, Chico Buarque de Hollanda, is a very popular 

Brazilian musician. Indeed, one might consider this piece to be a 

musical, in the American sense, because of the extensive role music 

plays. The principal beat is the samba, but other music is also 

present. The play opens with a chorus singing a religious song loaded 

with criticism: 

Aleluia 
Falta feijao na nossa cuia 
Falta urna pro meu voto 
Devoto 
Aleluuuuuuui a. 

Against a background of fitting music, the guardian angel displays the 

fashions of the day which an idol must wear as he prepares to transform 

12. Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Roda-Viva (Rio de Janeiro: 
Sabia, 1968), p. 15. All subsequent citations from Roda-Viva are from 
this edition. 
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Benedito into a national idol. In fact, much of the background for the 

conversations contains music in samba rhythm. When Benedito encounters 

his drinking buddy, Mane, he sings his greetings accompanied by a happy 

number: 

Salve Mane! 
Muita alegria! 
Fique de pe! 
Raiou o dia! 
Vou ficar rico! (p* 25) 

Religious music from an organ provides the background for the 

television creed which Benedito must accept in order to be successful. 

We are introduced to Capeta, the journalist, by a light samba of 

Carnaval flavor when he and the angel enter. Accused of having 

changed, Mane sings his reply in samba rhythm then proceeds to toast 

the members of the audience against the same background music. 

Benedito and Mane discuss old times and drink cachasa while the common 

people sing in the background. Having failed as "Ben Silver," 

Benedito is to be transformed into "Ben Lampitto," national idol and 

singer of Brazilian music. Regional instruments supply the background 

music which must, of course, be very Brazilian. Now dressed as a 

Northeastern cowboy, Benedito sings his devotion to Brazil driving his 

public wild as Elvis once did in America. Nevertheless, once the tide 

of public opinion has turned against him, Benedito must die to save 

face. He, Mane, Juliana and Capeta sing, operatic style, of his 

failure while the povo's chorus asks for his death. Because this 

piece is musical, its total effect is a rather happy atmosphere 

producing an ambient of non-reality. The use of music, especially the 
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samba, maintains interest in the spectacle and entertains us while the 

play levels criticism at the press, television, and society in general. 

Dr. Getulio, sua vida e sua gloria relates the last struggles 

and suicide of Gertulio Vargas who dominated Brazil as its popular and 

beloved dictator from 1930 to 195^• The drama does not pretend to be 

an actual representation of history nor a biographical work but rather 

an extraction of the "essencia daquele momento historico e relaciona-la 
TO 

com a nossa realidade." The authors further explain that the 

political reality of Brazil is the same as in all Latin-American 

countries and therefore the real question they ask is: "Por que nos 

paxses sul-americanos, sempre que um Presidente tenta seguir um 

caminho nacionalista ou reformista e derrumbado?" (p. xi). Their 

preoccupation, then, with a very Brazilian theme expands itself into 

all of Latin America in scope. In time, its meaning is related to the 

present: "Sua acusasao, engrandecida pelo sacrificio extremo, derrama 

luz sobre a Historia, luz que se projeta sobre a Historia, luz que se 

projeta sobre os tempos atuais, dando a sua inequivoca atualidade" 

(p. xi). The purpose of the drama is to throw light on the present, 

perhaps try to examine and explain it by looking at the not too distant 

past of Brazilian politics. 

The form which the authors use to accomplish their purposes is 

the enredo of an escola de samba who present their enredos at Carnaval, 

or as the authors explain: "0 propio povo, enfim" (p. ix). They 

13. Dias Gomes and Ferreira Gullar, "introdusao," Dr. Getulio, 
sua vida e sua gloria (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 1968), 
p. xi. All subsequent citations from Dr. Getulio are from this 
edition. 
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further explain: "Foi essa autenticidade de forma popular que nos 

seduziu e nos levou a usa-la para contar a nossa historia. 

Inicialmente, tinhamos um tema, e um tema bem brasileiro. Precisavamos 

desenvolve-lo de uma forma bem brasileira e popular" (p. ix). Their 

result led Paulo Francis, critic, to say: "Existira coisa mais 

'popular' do que Vargas numa Escola de Samba? Vargas, o mito e o 

flntimit.fi; e a Escola de Samba que e a miseria embandeirada, tambem 

cabe na mesma descriQao que apliquei a Vargas" (inside back cover). 

Just as popular is the fact that during Carnaval the escolas de samba 

parade down the AVENIDA VARGAS in Rio's downtown area. Again the 

authors state that in Dr. Getulio "e o povo quem narra e ao mesmo tempo 

r,ppresenta a historia. ... A escola narra a luta pelo poder 

desenvolvido nos ultimos anos da vida de Getulio" (p. x). Clearly, the 

authors desire this drama to be viewed and accepted by Brazilians, and 

to accomplish such have used very Brazilian themes principally 

politics (the history of Vargas) and Carnaval (the enredo form 

presented by the escola de samba). Antonio Callado, the author of the 

prefacio, further explains that "o povo das Escolas inventou o Enredo 

com base no Carnaval" (p. xiii). 

The method of presentation is important in its relationship to 

the theme. During Carnaval the escolas de samba each present an 

enredo which may be an historical, fantastic, or any other theme. 

These enredos are a kind of "roadshow" which are enacted as the 

escolas parade with other samba groups during the numerous street 

parades of Carnaval. Because the eiiredos are judged and awards given, 

the competition is keen. I watched the 1971 Carnaval in both Rio de 
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Janeiro and Sao Paulo and observed the great interest displayed by the 

thousands of people who watched. In Rio alone over ^0,000 sambistas 

participated in the parade down Avenida Presidente Vargas as hundreds 

lU of thousands looked on Sunday night. 

In Dr. Getulio the escola de samba prepares the historical 

piece about Vargas which will be presented in the coming parade down 

the Avenida Vargas. As the preparation continues we witness the 

history of what happened historically to the dictator happening within 

the escola de samba in two parallel plots. In explaining the parallel 

plots Antonio Callado says: 

A encarnagao de Getulio em "Simpatia" e o esforgo de 
"Simpatia" para representar Getulio dao .uma dignidade 
inesperada a morte de Getulio. E as duas paix3es-e-mortes, 
urdidas na mesma trama carnavalesca e sangrenta. resultam 
na tapegaria fabulosa da realidade brasileira. ' 

The spirit of Carnaval and the samba prevail all through the 

drama. Simpatia announces at the beginning: "So um ensaio do enredo / 

com que vamos desfilar / no Carnaval deste ano.In the first scene 

the Comissao de Frente enters and sings a lengthy samba introduction 

which tells the basic facts of the plot. Their opening lines are 

related to the povo itself: 

Entristecido 
pelo rude golpe que sofreu, 

1^. "0 Carnaval no Rio," Diario da Hoite (Rio de Janeiro), 
Feb. 22, 1971, p. 6. 

15. "Dr. Getulio, uma fabulosa tapegaria," VisSo, XXXIII, 
No. 7 (1968), p. 6k .  

16. Gomes and Gullar, Dr. Getulio, p. 6. 
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o povo brasileiro 
presta sua homenagem comovido 
ao grande patriota que morreu, 
Getulio Vargas, 
que relembrainos com amor, 
cuja voz amiga nunca mais se ouviu 
falando ao povo sofredor: 
"Trabalhadores do Brasil." 

The music, singing and dancing continue to punctuate the enredo from 

time to time giving us the strong impression of Carnaval. The songs 

tell us additional facts about the life of Vargas. For example: 

Em U5 
Getulio Vargas foi deposto 
por um golpe militar 
para voltar em 51 ao mesmo posto 
nos bragos do povo „ 
pelo voto popular. 

Often when a lengthy action takes place with no speaking, the 

percussion will beat out a samba rhythm while we watch. This 

percussion group, known as the bateria, exists on a non-professional 

level everywhere in the cities. A group can get together with tin 

cans, pot, pans, or whatever else and can beat out a rhythm without any 

musical melody. Indeed, this basic rhythm comes so naturally to 

Brazilians, that almost anyone can beat out a samba against a wall, a 

book of matches, or anyplace he can find. I saw countless numbers of 

groups and individuals on the streets in Rio at Carnaval time, and 

later, beating out a samba rhythm. The use of the enredo by an 

escola de samba, the music, and the Carnaval theme are a very popular 

element and appeal strongly to the povo because it is theirs. Dr. 

IT. Ibid., p. 10. 

18. Ibid., p. 2h. 
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Getulio incorporates the popular elements which will endear to the 

people the social messages Gomes desires to communicate. 

Music, not a main theme in A construgao, is sung by the blind 

minstrel, Silvestre, who accompanies himself on the guitar foretelling 

the action that will soon happen on stage. Throughout the drama he 

sings several strophes of a ballad then rests as the action passes. In 

fulfillment of Silvestre's opening ballad Beato Batista carries out a 

fraud to obtain money from the followers of Padrinho Cicero. Batista 

arrives preaching that the romeiros are corrupt then announces that 

Beato Fidelis, the man he uses to perpetrate the fraud, has talked with 

Padre Cicero and has come to set the romeiros straight. The music 

serves to make the action flow much more smoothly keeping the attention 

of the audience by offering a change from the dialogue. 

In the plays examined, music plays the role, ultimately, of 

unifying the audience, through their sense of brasilidade, with the 

authors' criticism of social problems. The samba is the most direct 

and most frequently used music found in the plays. While the music of 

Mexico and Spain, to give only two examples, varies from state to state 

or region to region, Brazil vibrates, physically and emotionally, to 

only one beat, the samba. Brazilians seem to have a built-in sense of 

music that has produced some of the unique rhythms of the world. When 

these emotions or feelings are exploited it has a unifying effect. 

Hence, when the playwright wants to take his subject to the people 

rather than to a select few, when he wants to unite rather than divide, 

he exploits the national heart beat, the samba. 



CHAPTER 5 

JEITO 

Jeito, a word difficult to explain, is a feeling or 

characteristic best experienced to be understood completely. A 

Portuguese-English dictionary will define .1 eito as a manner, a way, an 

ability, an aptitude, a knack, or a know-how. It also embraces the 

meaning of being able to somehow manage, arrange, or find a way. 

Brazilians fix almost anything with a little bailing wire and .1 eito. 

Elevators which often refuse to function may receive a cussing, a blow 

in the right place, and a bobby pin strategically placed before they 

work, but a Brazilian would rather do these things than walk down a 

flight of stairs. Telephones, notoriously unreliable in Brazil, can 

try the patience of anyone who may wait for fifteen minutes before 

receiving a dial tone. Nevertheless, with .jeito and a well placed blow 

the call may go through eventually. In almost every phase of life 

Brazilians somehow manage to find a way to get through the day-to-day 

problems of their country. 

Indeed, .jeito is a popular element easily recognized by 

Brazilians. In talking with numerous Brazilians I heard it often 

referred to as, "o famoso jeitinho brasileiro." A young playwright, 

Fernando Melo, stated that one of the best examples of the Brazilian 

,jeitinho occurs whenever an author manages to get a play produced or 

101 
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even published in today's Brazil with all its problems.1 Indeed, the 

very survival of the Brazilian theater today represents an excellent 

example of this .jeito. Most authors, actors, directors, etc., have 

their hearts in the theater but because of the economics must find work 

elsewhere to support themselves. In 1969 "the best salary actors could 

hope for as an absolute maximum was $600 per month in Sao Paulo, from 

$300 to $U00 per month maximum in Rio, $120 to $1̂ 0 per month in Belo 

Horizonte, and $80 to $100 per month in Salvador.. Supporting actors 

started much lower. Ilua Niflo, who last starred in Jean Claude van 

Itallie's A serpente in Rio, stated that a large number of actors, 

directors and authors work in television to support their love for the 

3 stage. Only through the famous .jeito has the Brazilian theater been 

able to live through problems that might well have snuffed out the 

theater in other countries. One critic states that "lutando contra a 

censura, o desinteresse de boa parte do publico e as crises internas, 

importando sucessos internacionais e ate preparando-se para 

reexporta-los, o teatro brasileiro vive momentos decisivos."^ 

Fernanda Montenegro, a leading actress in Brazil, claims that taxes 

1. Fernando Melo, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 10, 1971. 

2. "Para o ator, o maximo e o minimo," Ve.ja, Apr. 2, 
1969, p. 55. 

3. Ilua NiKo, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 5, 1971. 

k. Sabato Magaldi, "A fertilidade do caos," VisSo, 
XXXVIII, Wo. 3 (1971), p. 199. 
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alone are enough to close down most productions. An amount equal to 

thirty-two per cent of the actor's income is collected by the 

government who also, at the year's end, collects thirty per cent of a 

production's profits. One of the results, she says, are plays with 

only two or three actors. Other theater people I interviewed, 

especially authors, agree that any piece with more than three 

characters usually has trouble being produced. Yet with all these 

problems the national theater survives as an excellent example of 

their .jeito. This same ,jeito, a very popular element in the dramas 

studied in this work, is part of the very Brazilian characters 

portrayed in the plays who are well endowed with the ,j eito their 

authors know well and the audiences easily recognize. 

Jeito helps give us a little insight into a segment of the 

Brazilian philosophy of life. Use of their ,1eito may solve a problem 

for a moment, which satisfies most Brazilians, but does not offer a 

long range solution. Such stop gap solutions are not unknown to us in 

this country but have not become a fact of life as in Brazil. 

0 pagador de promessas offers excellent examples of .jeito 

especially evident in those who jump at the opportunity to get ahead at 

the first chance even though it is at Ze's expense. One of the 

characters, the Galego, runs a Brazilian bar (botequim) and, although 

not a native born Brazilian, has enough .jeito to decorate his place of 

business in the colors of Iansan because many of his customers are 

voodoo worshippers. Through .jeito Dede, another character, manages 

5. "impostos acabam com o teatro," 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, 
Feb. lU, 1971, p. 10. 
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to pay for his meals and drinks with mediocre verse. Perhaps the 

reporter represents the best example of .jeito in the play. He can take 

such a simple situation (Ze's desire to enter the church with a cross 

to pay his debt to Saint Barbara) and see the potential of making a 

national hero belonging to all Brazil. He misses no opportunity to be 

photographed with Ze or to twist his words to suit his own interests. 

For example, part of the promise Ze made to Saint Barbara involved 

giving parts of his land to the less fortunate as an act of Christian 

charity. But Ze, who is apolitical, cannot understand the double talk 

of the reporter: 

REPORTER. Repartir o sitio . . . Diga-me, o senhor e a favor 
da reforma agraria? 

ZE.^ £Mo entende.) Reforma agraria? Que e isso? 
REPORTER. E o que o senhor acaba de fazer em seu sxtio. 

Redistruibuigao das terras entre os lavradores 
^ pobres. 
ZE. E nao estou arrependido, mogo. Fiz a felicidade 

de um bocado de gente e o que restou pra mim da e 
sobra. 

REPORTER. (Toma notas.) E a favor da reforma agraria. . . . 
Mas, e se todos os proprietaries de terra 
fizessem o mesmo. Se o governo resolvesse 
desapropriar as terras e dividi-las entre os 
camponeses? 

ZE. Ah, era muito bem feito. Cada um deve trabalhar 
^ o que e seu. 

REPORTER. (Anotag) E contra a exploraijao do homem pelo 
homem. 

Through the reporter's genius Ze will become a hero able to return to 

his home in comfort and glory. To the reporter, Ze, no longer an 

individual, becomes a commodity belonging to the public. Another 

character, Minha Tia, manages to earn her way by selling food from her 

6. Dias Gomes, 0 paaador de promessas (Rio de Janeiro: 
Civilizasao Brasileira, 1967), pp. 72-73. 
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street corner and, even though a patron of macumba, does not pass the 

opportunity to sell her wares in the name of Iansan to the most pious 

Christian. 

All the characters of Forro no Engenho Cananeia display a 

certain ,j eito having lost their land to the wealthy landlords but still 

getting along accepting life as it comes. Gaspar tells Juriti that 

"teu pai perdeu a terra dele no Engenho Graga de Deus e aqui no 

Cananeia esta so de eiteiro"^ demonstrating that no matter how wretched 

conditions become, Northeasterners somehow manage to get along. The 

characters also display the very Brazilian trait of being folgado, 

accepting what comes and doing what one can with it. Their very 

survival under the conditions of the Northeast together with the 

miserable political and economic oppression in this play displays their 

.jeito. 

Because of its construction, OpiniSo constitutes an outstanding 

example of the .jeito of its three authors. It consists of numerous 

songs from various authors, verses, pieces of texts mixed with several 

very Brazilian elements, and social criticism. The work includes 

musical selections by Vinicius de Morais, Carlos Lira, Edu Lobo, Joao 

do Vale, Ze Batesta, Ze Keti, Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, and others far 

too numerous to mention plus poetry and text by many, many others. All 

this becoming the success that Opiniao eventually became, demonstrates 

the .jeito of its authors. 

7. Antonio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, I96U), p. 6. 
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Another very successful play Liberdade, liberdade uses the same 

technique and incorporates texts from authors as different as Christ, 

Galileo, Hitler, Churchill, Lincoln, Shakespeare, Castro Alves, 

Unamumo, and Wat "King" Cole, to name but a few. Taken by its 

8 success, one critic questioned if it were even theater, while another 

said the plays "foram mais 'espetaculos-protesto' do que manifest3es 

artlsticas."^ Because of the unusual jeito displayed in these two 

pieces, I interviewed one of the authors of OpiniSo, Oduvaldo Vianna 

Filho, who also belonged to the original cast of Liberdade, 

liberdade.^ Opiniao, the first really Brazilian "show" in the 

theater, succeeded because it was a "show" of brasilidade. Vianna 

Filho attributed part of its success to the fact that it presents the 

life of the Brazilian povo at a very hard time economically and 

politically. Talking to the Brazilians of their daily life through 

music, they could see their reality and be given an answer, indirectly, 

to their problems. (Opiniao was written after the First Institutional 

Act of 196^.) It presented the people with examples of .1 eito in the 

art of day-to-day survival among the problems of Brazil. 

Throughout Opiniao the three actors sing and narrate their 

lives a fragment at a time. Ze Keti explains how he barely managed to 

live from one day to the next, but when success came he was able to 

8. Daniel Rocha, "Os novos rumos do teatro," Revista de 
Teatro, No. 360 (Sept.-Dec., 1967)9 P- 39-

9. Cecilia Prada, "Teatro antologico?," Suplemento 
Literario: 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, Apr. 8, 196T» P« 5« 

10. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 18, 197'1. 
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buy some furniture and also meat for three months: "0 dinheiro que 

ganhei deu para comprar uns moveis de quarto estilo frances e comi tres 

meses carne. Dava pra ir na feira nos domingos e trazer a cesta cheia 

1 *1 
de compras." Ze left school at age thirteen, sleeping where he could 

and eating with friends. He made do with jeito. Jo&o do Vale relates 

the story about his small town where one man, via .jeito, obtained the 

only radio in the area. Joao left home when but fourteen years old 

because he could see little future selling bananas in the interior. 

His new job on a truck in Fortaleza brought him just enough to somehow 

get by. He managed to arrive in Rio "com quatrocentos reis no 

bolso. . . . Fui pra Copacabana. Me empreguei numa obra de ajudante 

de pedreiro. Dormia na obra, so saia de noite. Sem familia, sem 

amigo, sem ninguem" (p. 6l). He finally wrote a song that he managed 

to have recorded by a famous artist giving him a boost on the way to 

success. When he returned home he received a hero's welcome having 

finally made good. Nara Leao also relates the story of her success as 

a popular singer through her jeito. The stories of the three are real 

examples of jeito, of making do in difficult times, and are not told 

as a display of ostentation. 

Arena conta Zumbi has become one of the great successes of the 

Brazilian theater both in Brazil and in the exterior. In recent tours 

outside Brazil the foreign press praised the play for numerous merits 

including that "certain" Brazilian touch it displayed which we call 

11. Flavio Rangel and Millor. Fernandes, Liberdade, liberdade 
(Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, I965), p. 20. All 
subsequent citations from Liberdade, liberdade are from this edition. 
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-i p 
.1 eito. The black, as a free agent and with .jeito, can accomplish 

many things as the play demonstrates. In song Zambi, their leader, 

asks his followers what happens when the black takes a raw material in 

hand such as the earth, the wild animals, the vegetation, etc. In each 

case they respond in song giving him the finished product that will 

result from their labors: 

ZAMBI. Se a mSo livre do negro tocar na 
argila, o que e que vai nascer? 

T0D0S. Vai nasce pote pra gente beber 
nasce panela pra gente comer, 
nasce vasilha, nasce parede, 
nasce estatuinha bonita de se ver. 

ZAMBI. Se a m£o livre do negro tocar na 
onga, o que e que vai nascer? 

T0D0S. Vai nascer pele pra cobrir nossas vergonha, 
nasce tapete pra cobrir o nosso chSo, 

e atabaque pra se ter onde bater.-^ 

This resourcefulness and the building of Palmares provide good 

examples of their .jeito. Not only are they successful in building but 

in commerce also. They establish trade with the whites who are anxious 

to buy their inexpensive products: "Branco comprando / negro 

vendendo" (p. 13). 

Although Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come is a 

very humorous comedy, one of its authors, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, 

characterizes it as protest theater like the rest of his pieces, for 

12. See Yan Milchalski, "imagem externa," Jornal do Brasil 
(Rio de Janeiro), Mar. 25, 1971, sec. B, p. 2. 

13. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, 
"Arena conta Zumbi," Revista de Teatro, No. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
p. 35. All subsequent citations from Arena conta Zumbi are from 
this publication. 
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Vianna Filho believes that the theater should be the discovery of 

Brazil's most profound problems. These problems should be problems of 

the immediate Brazilian reality discussed in a Brazilian mold but 

without the presentation of a specific solution. Vianna Filho believes 

that the treatment of the theme in Brazilian terms and not the theme by 

itself is of greatest interest to the Brazilian povo. Thus he would 

link man with his immediate reality, with society, and with the 

collective life through a collective (Brazilian) treatment of the 

theme. Constructed in these terms he believes the theater of social 

criticism has and will continue to be a success because it is something 

the people can understand, whereas the non-Brazilian, experimental 

theater has left the people cold. In summary, Vianna Filho believes 

the success an author of dramatic pieces seeks can be found only in 

plays based on problems of Brazilian reality expressed in Brazilian 

terms, the theme and the treatment being such that the povo will become 

involved. 

Bicho follows the guidelines explained by Vianna Filho for it 

is a great explosion of popular elements: Northeastern verse, music, 

and the general love of life so typically Brazilian. It is an effort 

to display life as warmth, not cold, showing confidence in the povo. 

It was written after 196k (the year of the revolution and the 

subsequent First Institutional Act) when the nation was in very dark 

hours. The play, according to Vianna Filho, was to be an example to 

lU. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 11, 1971. 
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the people of Brazilian .jeito—the capability of sustaining and 

overcoming even the most severe problems. 

In the introduction to the play the Grupo Opini&o, who first 

produced the piece, states that Bicho is "de alguma maneira, uma 

resposta politica a situagSo em que vivemosThey give several 

political problems which they feel are oppressive: a political caste 

system where the government feels it has the moral right to govern 

since the povo lacks the capacity to make such judgement, and the 

government's confusion of social order with social quietism; the 

government's foundation of lack of confidence in the Brazilian people. 

This play is a vote of confidence in the Brazilian public. The 

"bicho," they explain, is "impasse" which they believe man is capable 

of overcoming after long-suffering and, according to Vianna Filho, lots 

of .jeito. 

To achieve their purposes the authors chose to use comedy 

enriched with very Brazilian elements. The.slapstick melodrama, etc. 

show all the principle characters to have a certain amount of moral 

compromise and madness which helps to level them regardless of their 

position. Roque, the hero of the play, could well be considered an 

incarnation of Brazilian ,j eito for somehow he manages to survive all 

the problems which confront him, getting along as well as the 

circumstances will permit, usually better, and still coming out on top 

by the end of the play. In spite of being the Colonel's favorite, 

15. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, Se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: CivilizagSo 
Brasileira, 1966), p. ix. All subsequent citations from Bicho are 
from this edition. 



Roque falls on bad times when he seduces the Colonel's daughter and 

then survives an attempt on his life by killing the hired assassin. 

Always in and out of trouble Roque somehow manages to ride the crest. 

In the course of the play he is the only one who sleeps with a girl 

(two of them) although countless other men try. As a fugitive hunted 

by the offended Colonel, Roque does very nicely disguised as a blind 

beggar together with Bras das Flores. Feeling sorry for the hungry 

retirantes, Roque leads a raid of the poor people against the company 

store to secure its goods but lands in jail and, as his .leito would 

have it, becomes a hero of the povo overnight. He uses his popularity 

to political advantage in getting set up in two luxury hotel rooms. 

Both parties put him in the hotel hoping to win his support which he 

cleverly gives them both at the same time without either knowing he is 

supporting the other. That takes .jeito. Even though shot to death at 

the end of the play Roque returns because the hero's death does not 

make a good ending: 

Nao, nao me mataram, nSo. . . 
E certo, todos os tiros 
foram em lugar mortal. 
(Ao publico) Mas o mocinho morrer 
no fim pega muito mal. (p. 116) 

From the first of the play Bras das Flores, Roque's sidekick, 

shows a great deal of the same ,jeito also. We first learn that he has 

been selling some of the Colonel's cotton under the table to make 

himself extra money in order to live just a little bit better: 

A 
E que a terra se secou-se IIsic D 
mirrando todo o algodao. 
Toda a colheita nao chega 
pras contas do barracao. 
Minha mulher foi a vila 
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ha vinte dias atras, 
levou os filhos e o bode 
e nao voltou nunca mais. 
Fugiu com Miguel Mascate 
que ganha o que nao faz. 
E o tal agude que a gente 
espera ha seis anos ja? 
Entra verSo, sai ver&o 
o agude, que e bom, nao ha . . . 
Ai, vendi o algodao . . . 
Veja se raz&o me da: 
como pode um cidadao 
numa tal situagSo 
nao ter uma ideia ma? (p. 10) 

Together with Roque he begs alms disguised as a blind man which offers 

them both a good disguise and easy money. When Roque lands in jail 

Bras is there to take advantage of Roque's new position as a hero of 

the poor by writing a book about Roque's adventures. The book will 

only be a best-seller if Roque stays in jail which Bras asks that he 

do. 

As stated before, the authors wanted this play to be an 

example of Brazilian j eito. Anyone familiar with Brazil and 

Brazilians will recognize Bras and especially Roque as possessing 

jeito in great abundance, showing the audience how this same trait is 

useful in facing their problems. 

Severino, a retirante in Morte e vida severina, journeys from 

his arid home in the interior to the coast in search of a better life 

only to find greater misery and suffering. At the journey's end 

Severino decides to end his life because he finds only misery both 

there and along the route. He encounters Jose, a retirante with 

jeito, with whom he converses about life and the possibility of ending 

his by suicide. Jose has the jeito by which he has managed to get 
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along even though all was apparently hopeless. To Severino he says: 

Sei que a miseria e mar largo, 
n&o e como qualquer pogo: 
Mais sei que para cruza-la , 
vale bem qualquer maneira. 

He explains that one has to fight for life there at the journey's end 

as in any other place and that life, to him, "que compro a retalho / e 

17 de qualquer forma vida." Although very poor, the neighbors get 

together what they can find to give as gifts to Jose's newborn child. 

They give the best they can as they live life in the way they can. 

Their's is the Brazilian .jeito. 

The guardian angel in Roda-Viva could well symbolize the famous 

.jeito. The alliance of the angel with Capeta, a newspaper man (Satan), 

in creating the new idol is an example of jeito. In one song the two 

sing of morals: 

Eles se alegram com pouco 
E depois ficam pra tras 
Nos temos sempre na onda 
E n&o passamos jamais. 

To always be on top as they are requires jeito and the way they remain 

on top is by whatever means possible: "Depois de almogar co'o 

vigario / Jantamos com Satanas.The guardian angel is helped in his 

jeito by a few cruzeiros now and then which he slips Capeta to have the 

16. Joao Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte e vida severina (Rio de 
Janeiro: Sabia, 1967)9 pp. 30-31. 

17. Ibid., p. 32. 

18. Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Roda-Viva (Rio de Janeiro: 
Sabia, 1968), p. 32. 

19. Ibid., p. 33. 
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news come out just right. After Benedito, under the name of "Ben 

Silver," has become bankrupt the whole scheme is saved again by-

switching his profession to a singer and with a change of names to 

"Benedito Lampi&o." The guardian angel has more ,jeito than Benedito 

who, to save his fame, has to die. After his death the angel 

continues to ride the fame of Benedito's now famous widow. Roda-Viva's 

success can be taken as a demonstration of .jeito in action also since 

its author is a musician, not a playwright. 

The .jeito of making do is quite evident also in Antonio 

Bivar's Abre a janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o sol da manha. 

Heloneida, one of the two prison inmates, has more than just jeito for 

while in prison she has not only made do but has in fact discovered "o 

verdadeiro significado de . . . paz, liberdade e amor."^ She and 

Geni, her cell mate, have managed, with the help of the male jailor, to 

transform their dingy prison cell into a home complete with feminine 

touches. The directions for scenery read: "Uma cela de prisao 

disfragada em confortavel compartimento. Bern no alto, ao centro 

esquerdo, uma pequena janela de grades coberta com uma enorme cortina 

florida. Duas camas. Duas cadeiras. Ao centro, bem junto a parede do 

fundo, uma privada com uma delicada capa disfragado.Heloneida has 

even managed to remove many of the rough edges from Geni who was once a 

lady wrestler in the circus. The two prisoners have used .jeito to 

20. Antonio Bivar, "Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o 
sol da manha," ReVista de Teatro, No. 367 (Jan.-Feb., 19&9)» i>. 16. 

21. Ibid., p. 1U. 
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solve their problems of sex for on alternate days they take turns 

making love to the jailor. They want little for the comforts of life 

that are lacking in most other prisons. Even after the new female 

jailor has removed their niceties at the end of the play, we are 

buoyed up at the optimistic feelings of Heloneida that although they 

are still confined with no hope for freedom they will somehow manage to 

get along. 

In A construgao one of the best examples of .jeito is evident in 

the vendor who is always the right man at the right time peddling 

religious items. He always rides the waves of public opinion and is on 

the spot selling exactly what the romeiros want to buy in medals, 

prayers, etc., for any occasion: "Retratos de meu Padrinho e de Nossa 

M&e das Dores! Bentinhos, oragSes para tudo quanto i doenga. OragSes 

de meu Padrinho para alhada, erisipela, ferida braba, mordedura de 

cobra. . . . Oragao para fechar o corpo, para se envultar, para se 

livrar dos inimigos quando estiver dormindo."^ Beata Batista 

announces to the romeiros the evils of Besta-Fera who can be 

recognized by his blood colored eyes, long nails, the number "666" on 

his forehead, etc., and how Padre Cicero will come to free his people 

of the threat. The vendor is on his heels selling pamphlets which 

better describe the beast and prayers against its powers: 

Folhetos com a descrigao da Besta. Oragao contra as 
tentagSes da infeliz. Vejam. Aqui esta tudo sobre a Besta 
que vai sair do mar para governar o mundo. Com uma orag&o 
voce ficara livre das garras da Besta-Fera. Ela usa longa 

22. Altimar Pimentel, "A construgao," Revista de Teatro, 
No. 373 (Jan.-Feb., 1967), p. 28. 
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capa verde. tem os pes apalhetados, os chifres em forma de 
laneetas! ^ 

When the construction of the new church is announced the vendor is 

again ready with a sign: "Comprando aqui voce esta ajudando a 

„2li construir a Igreja do Horto. At the announcement that the fanatic 

being exploited, Beata Fidelis, will re-enact the passion of Christ on 

the coming Good Friday, the vendor is also prepared for the increase in 

sales with medals, prayers, statues, etc. His faith and dedication are 

not on the same level as the romeiro's but are sufficient to make him 

some money. 

The plays just examined reveal three basic types of .jeito which 

form a part of the Brazilian philosophy of life. The first demonstrates 

an acceptance of current, but often unpleasant circumstances, doing as 

well as one can, living life as well as possible, and even succeeding 

at times. The success of Palmares in Arena conta Zumbi constitutes 

evidence of this form of ,jeito as do the characters in Forro no 

Engenho Cananeia, Opiniao, Morte e vida seVerina, and Abre a .janela. 

The second kind of .1 eito permits one to not only make do, but to get 

ahead by taking advantage of available circumstances as do the 

reporter in 0 pagador de promessas and the vendor in A construgao. 

The third type of .jeito is a personal "knack," difficult to define and 

not to be confused with luck, which is evident in Roque of Se correr o 

bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come and the angel of Roda-Viva. 

23. Ibid., p. 32. 

2h. Ibid., p. 36. 



Somehow both characters do just enough (but never engage in hard work) 

to come out on top of every conceivable situation. These examples of 

.jeito may help to give a person unfamiliar with Brazil and its people a 

better idea of how this very Brazilian trait works. The authors of the 

plays know well what .1 eito is for they are Brazilians trying to publish 

and stage their plays against great odds, and although many do not 

succeed they continue to seek ways to get ahead in their work. Thus, 

they find it very natural to endow their characters with .jeito. 



CHAPTER 6 

NORTHEAST 

Rio de Janeiro is a unique area of Brazil where one can easily 

sense a strong feeling of "brasilidade. Indeed, there is a little 

earioca in most Brazilians, or at least they would like to claim there 

is. A taxi driver in S&o Paulo once told me that although he had lived 

twenty-eight years in S&o Paulo he was really a carioca because he had 

been born there. Nevertheless, as Brazilian as Rio is, the great 

Northeast has a more deeply-rooted sense of brasilidade than any other 

area in the nation. It has remained unique and separate from the rest 

of the country while the great centers of population to the south have 

become cosmopolitan. Barbara Heliodora, one of Brazil's most reputable 

theater critics, expressed her opinion as to why the Northeast is so 

important in Brazilian literature."'" She claims that the Northeast is 

in the medieval period of cultural evolution in which one can actually 

see a genuine Brazilian culture yet in formation owing largely to its 

isolated, primitive nature. As such, it has the strongest traditions 

and the strongest sense of brasilidade of any place in the nation. 

She and other theater people agree that the most truly Brazilian drama 

yet written is Suassuna's 0 auto da compadecida. Set in the Northeast 

1. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971. 
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it is extremely regional in every respect but easily produced because 

all Brazilians, familiar with its types, can readily act the parts. 0_ 

auto da compadecida is considered the most popular piece in the 

Brazilian theater precisely because of the very Brazilian flavor the 

p 
Northeast gives it. The themes of the Northeast are as Brazilian to 

the people in that nation as the wild west with its cowboys and Indians 

is genuinely American to us. People everywhere in the nation know of 

the Northeast and its symbolism as an authentic manifestation of 

brasilidade. They know and understand it as Brazil. 

Sabato Magaldi said of Dias Gomes' 0 pagador de promessas: "A 

pega, entretanto, nunca se desvincula dos costumes regionais, e nao 

envereda pela generalizagao abstratizante."̂  The play, set in 

Salvador, Bahia, is truly regional in every sense having the costumes, 

the music, the strong worship of macumba, and other elements in 

abundance. The setting, indicated by the scenery, shows portions of 

the city. Minha Tia, a mulata attired in typical Northeastern dress, 

balances a tray of Bahian food on her head as she enters the first 

scene. Iansan and other deities of macumba are mentioned far too 

often in the speech of the people to be cited. The capoeira (a form of 

fighting, with the feet in particular, organized as a dance in this 

play) is performed to regional music. Important also are the political 

2. See Timochenco Wehbi, "Teatro no Nordeste," Suplamento 
Literario; Q Estado de Sao Paulo, Mar. 21, 1971, p. 1. This article 
offers an excellent summary of the theater produced in the Northeast. 

3. Sabato Magaldi, "0 pagador de promessas," Suplamento 
Literario: 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, July 23, I960, p. 3. 
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problems of land, agrarian reform, the Church, and the very strong 

sense of devotion all of which are very northeastern but which are 

discussed elsewhere. 

Set in the Northeast, Forro no Engenho Cananeia involves 

actual problems of the region, the people's fight for the right to own 

just enough land in which to be buried. Of the Northeastern giria 

used by Callado, Dias Gomes says: "Aqui, nao e a giria dos malandros 

cariocas, mas a saborosa maneira de expressar-se dos camponeses 

nordestinosIndeed, the language catches our attention immediately 

because many words and expressions cannot be found in standard 

dictionaries but rather can be best understood by asking someone from 

the Northeast. Also Northeastern is the dress. Juriti and Gaspar 

enter the first scene wearing "roupas de costume: alpercatas, chapeu 

de palha, roupa de algodSo com calga-clara ou de riscado, e as 

mulheres de chita.Also included in the play are musical desafios 

using regional ballads. In all, the drama has a very definite 

Northeastern flavor which a Brazilian audience will recognize and with 

which they can identify. 

Luis Marinho, one of Pernambuco's• popular writers, knows the 

Northeast well. In A derradeira ceia he treats the problems of the 

cangageiro of that region and, in particular, Lampiao, the most famous 

bandit of the Northeast during the first part of this century. The 

problem of the cangaceiro, still serious in the region, and its 

U. Antonio Callado, Forr6 no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: CivilizagSo Brasileira, 196H), inside back cover. 

5. Ibid., p. 6. 
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treatment in this play puts A derradeira ceia into the mainstream of 

Northeastern theater. In addition to the theme of the cangageiro and 

LampiSo the play offers other very regional elements. The people's 

sense of devotion corresponds to what one would expect in the yet 

"medieval" Northeast. Primitive and simple, it is based on an 

uncomplicated faith which has never "been exposed to the sophisticated 

influences of the outside world. The play mentions Padre Cicero and 

his city of Joazeiro which constitute a very important chapter in the 

development of the region. Once again the problem of land as a 

pressing political issue is present. One character in the play, driven 

to collaborate with the outlaw band, did so because the land he once 

farmed was unjustly seized by the absentee landlord who owned most of 

the land in the area. Having been written by a Pernambucan about 

problems of the Northeast, the play is an authentic product of the 

region in theme and spirit. 

Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come, also set in the 

Northeast, involves a wealthy landowner engaged in politics for control 

of the region. As with other plays it has to do with land which the 

unfortunate retirantes seek to farm as they flee from the arid 

Caatinga to the lush agricultural lands near the coast. Drought and 

hunger are popular themes of the region recognized by Brazilians as 

being very much a part of their country. A chorus in the play states 

it thus: 

Terra secando 
dor de fome na barriga. 
Doido sertao: 
colheita seca 
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vice;}a a intriga 
atras vem briga 
vem cacete 
vem facao. 

Vianna Filho explained that the Northeast is a favorite theme with him 

because it is probably the most authentically Brazilian area in the 

nation.7 He explains that the title of the play is a regional idiom 

expressing the sense of hopelessness and inaction that is often so much 

a part of the area. To give the play a greater feeling of being 

Brazilian, he and Ferreira Gullar used popular Northeastern verse 

throughout—the play is written entirely in verse—and regional music. 

Luiz Carlos Maciel explains that Roque, the central figure in the 

piece, "e um pogo de virtude, conclui-se, porque nasceu e viveu no 

campo, longe da organizagao corruptora da sociedade humana, e porque e 

brasileiro e nordestino. ... 0 homem do campo brasileiro e o 
O 

verdadeiro homem de Rousseau, a fonte de toda a pureza." Not only 

Roque, but also Bras das Flores and many other characters are of the 

campo brasileiro and through their Northeastern speech, manners, and 

actions they communicate a feeling of brasilidade. 

Few plays could be as completely Northeastern as Morte e vida 

severina whose principle theme is the northeast. The author, familiar 

6. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao 
Brasileira, 1966), pp. 12-13. 

7. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 11, 1971. 

8. "0 bicho que o bicho deu," Revista Civilizagao Brasileira, 
No. 7 (May, 1966), p. 292. 
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with the region and its problems, is from Pernambuco having been born 

in Recife. Set in that region the entire play speaks of the common 

problems of an area where the retirante leaves the arid interior 

hoping to find his fortune on the coast. The question of land haunts 

the person from the Caatinga, who often dies murdered leaving someone 

else to occupy his small plot of sterile land. On the coast the land 

belongs to the big landowners with little hope of ownership for the 

retirante from the interior. In fact, at the burial of one 

unfortunate retirante one hears the litany: "Essa cova . . . e de bom 

tamanho, / nem largo nem fundo, / e a parte que te cabe deste 

latifundio."̂  The faith of the people is simple and uncomplicated as 

we have seen in other pieces about the Northeast. The subtitle of the 

play reflects its combination of religious sentiment and the region, 

Auto de Natal pernambucano. Besides the regional sense of devotion, 

the author has also included, in verse, the language of the Northeast 

using familiar terms of the area. Frequently used are sesmaria (a 

piece of land), rogado (cleared land), Caatinga (an arid area of the 

Northeast), and numerous terms of agriculture, flora, and fauna. The 

drama, short and deceptively simple, packs into very little space the 

authentic flavor of the Northeast. 

Altimar Pimentel, the young author of A construgao another 

Northeastern drama, has been recognized for his use of the region as a 

principal theme in plays. Born in Alagoas, he spent years living in 

Paraxba working for the government. In A construgao not only the 

9. Joao Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte e vida severina (Rio de 
Janeiro: Sabia, 1967), p. 20. 
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setting (Bahia) but the unquestioned devotion of the people is 

Northeastern. Their childlike faith and trust in "men of God" make 

them easy prey for the unprincipled Beata Batista. As in other plays 

of the region the faith of the people is a primitive one untouched by 

the influences of the outside world. The drama, distinctly 

Northeastern is so regional, as are many of the above pieces, as to be 

difficult for a non-Brazilian to appreciate. 

In the above plays Brazilian elements of the Northeast are 

easily identified. The simple, innocent nature of the people can best 

be seen in their very personal approach to religion. Their sense of 

devotion permits them to be intimate or "buddies" with the saints, 

pagan or Christian, and to ask them for favors without hesitation. 

This personal devotion lessens the need for the Church as an insti

tution. Their superstitious nature may also be related to the'unique 

regional sense of devotion. Most often the Northeasterners are 

fatalists living close to death but who defend themselves against 

harsh reality through humor and song. Also, as can be seen in Morte e 

vida severina, they love the land, its crops, and its animals. 

Finally, Northeasterners are undaunted souls whose fierce sense of 

survival and love of life will not permit them to give up. Brazilians 

easily recognize these elements. 



CHAPTER T 

THE GOOD LIFE 

Women 

Brazilian males seem to love women regardless of their age, 

marital status, color, or numerous other considerations which might 

concern us in the United States. To understand that girl-watching is a 

serious business in Brazil, one has only to observe the average male on 

a city street as the girls walk by. Groups of men, young and old, 

often gather at street corners, bus stops, or other places where girls 

may pass and stare at length while making quite shameless comments for 

each girl to hear. A group of men, or as few as one, often turn to 

stare at a passing girl while continuing to walk down the street 

commenting out loud on her charms, etc. One may argue that this 

practice is not unique for in the United States we do it also, but 

anyone who spends even a few days in Brazil will immediately notice the 

difference. In that nation it is a national pastime and not an 

isolated case. On numerous occasions I took the opportunity to ask 

several girls and women with whom I had become better acquainted about 

their reaction to all this. The usual statement concluded that they 

had learned to live with it, but it was not difficult to see that most 

secretly enjoyed it. Such girl watching is only one evidence of the 

interest in women as women but the most obvious one to a foreigner 

125 
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visiting the country. I have even seen middle-aged women who had lost 

their girlish figures, not the type an American would stare at, being 

carefully looked over by young and old men who comment much the same 

way as with younger girls. 

In 0 pagador de promessas Marli accuses Bonitao, her procurer, 

of being interested in another prostitute. Although he assures Marli 

that he has no interest in another woman we know that as a Brazilian 

he will turn his head as quickly as any other man. When Bonit&o 

approaches the spot where Ze's wife Rosa lies resting he stops and 

stares at her, admiring her body in detail. She awakens asking what 

he wants to which he replys, "nada . . . estava so olhando."-'-

Bonitao, who loves women and would take one to bed as quickly as 

another, could hardly be more Brazilian. 

Arena conta Zumbi in one scene tells of the beauties of nature 

in Brazil naming many of the flora and fauna found there. 

Nevertheless, Nico, a doubter, asks: "Me diga meu irmSo, se nessa 

grande mata e possivel, e possivel ter mulher."^ After a pause the 

other blacks, realizing that with all its natural beautiefe the country 

lacks one important thing, women, sadly answer, no. Nico then says to 

them: "Pois sendo assim eu prefiro o cativeiro," to which the other 

must agree: "Meu irmao esta com toda razao."̂  They then sing: 

1. Dias Gomes, 0 pagador de promessas (Rio de Janeiro: 
Civilizagap Brasileira, I967), p. 19. 

2. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, 
"Arena conta ZumbiRevista de Teatro» Ho. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), 
p. 3 k .  

3. Ibid., p. 3^. 
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e preciso ter mulher 
pra saber o que se diz. 
Liberdade somente nao da, nSo! 
Pra se ter um bem viver, 
sem o carinho da minha nega 
e melhor morrer. 

To these very first Brazilians from whom the Brazilians of today would 

come freedom meant nothing without a woman. They would prefer 

captivity if they could have their women and that reasoning may well be 

related to the intense interest contemporary Brazilian males feel 

towards women. 

Women in Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come often 

turn men's heads and lead them into trouble. Because of his love of 

women, Roque, the hero, could well represent the average Brazilian 

male. Upset at his lack of self-discipline after he seduces his 

employer's daughter, Roque reasons that he could not have resisted her 

as a woman and "coisa linda de tocar."5 To Roque a woman is a woman 

no matter who she may be, even Zulmirinha the political opponent's 

wife with whom he sleeps since he cannot resist her charms. The 

Colonel, whose daughter Roque seduced, is also smitten by women. The 

Colonel desires to "apertar tua coxa" (p. h6) of his hired hand's not 

too attractive wife for, after all, she is a woman. Later he and the 

candidate for the opposition humorously try to make love to the 

4. Ibid., p. 3^-. 

5. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao 
Brasileira, 1966), p. hh. All subsequent citations from Bicho are 
from this edition. 
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lowly, female innkeeper. As much as Wei Requi&o, the political 

opponent, loves to eye other women he still has to admire his wife 

Zulmirinha even though the two do not get along well. He sarcastically 

says she "e uma mulher bonita" (p. J8) to which his companion, the 

judge, replies seriously, "permita-me concordar. / Bern bonita e muito 

fina" (pp. 78-79). Later Nei, seeing his wife in a fine dress but not 

knowing that she has shared her bed with Roque, comments, "esta linda" 

(p. 106) and again the judge quickly replies, "sim, linda como una 

fada, / So lhe faltando a varinha" (p. 106). 

The very carioca Raimundo of Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo 

would like to picture himself as a kind of Don Juan who, because of his 

weakness for women, has had several loves. Gertudes' number one virtue 

is her delicious tapiocas, but she is also "xuxu, morena,"gostocena um 

negocio."^ Once during a walk through the woods on a weekend picnic 

Raimundo charmed her into supplying him with the delicious tapioca. 

Another love, Silvia, a sweetheart since childhood, was everything he 

wanted but, she married a friend. Raimundo finally married Henriqueta 

who, besides being the ugliest witch he knew, smoked like a chimney, 

swore, was frigid, and addicted to soap operas but had a certain 

something that caused him to marry her. His mistress Sonia, a typical 

Copacabana beauty whom he worships, was once a communist and called him 

a "prototipo do pequeno burgues debilmental."^ He kept her in a 

6. Fernando Melo, "Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo," 
n.p., n.d., p. 9. (Typewritten.) 

7. Ibid., p. 7. 
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Copacabana apartment hoping to make love to her, but she refused to let 

him do so. Of these four women Raimundo says: "Silvinha, Henriqueta, 

Gertrudes, e Sonia, as minhas mulheres. Es sou um paxa, tenho o meu 

O 
harem particular." Raimundo, a very Brazilian male, sees beauty or 

something desirable in all women. 

The Brazilian male seems to concern himself with the sexual 

pleasure rather than bragging about conquests. The love of a woman is 

a fundamental, sexual love (in Arena conta Zumbi the blacks often speak 

of "ter mulher") because the males are not preoccupied with the cult of 

virginity. Brazil, a sexually uninhibited nation, permits a degree of 

respectability even to prostitutes who are most often indistinguishable 

from other females. Perhaps at the base of all this is the belief that 

a woman is first and foremost a woman whereas in our society a woman is 

first a mother, if she has children, then a woman, unless other duties 

interfere. 

Ostentation 

Both Brazilians and foreigners who have lived in Brazil will 

agree that the people there display a certain vanity, liking to show 

what they have. They love to openly show money, although it may be all 

they have, cars, girl friends, or even their knowledge when in 

actuality they often know little about the subject. For those 

acquainted with Spanish literature, the nobleman in Quevedo's Buscon 

immediately comes to mind as a person, like many Brazilians, having 

little to show and possessing nothing but their names. Ostentation, 

8. Ibid., p. 21. 



not being an isolated phenomenon, extends from the highest to the 

lowest social levels. Sun-bathing at Leblon Beach near the famous 

Ipanema Beach in Rio, I saw a young man come to the beach with his 

beautiful girl friend who, in her very brief bikini, stretched out on 

her mat to sun-bathe while her male companion retreated a short 

distance and sat down. Thinking this very strange I watched to see 

what was going on. Because the girl was noticeably well endowed, more 

so than any other girl in sight, scantily clad, and alone, not much 

time passed before a large group of male admirers had gathered around 

her. Satisfied with the size of the crowd, the male companion arose, 

walked over and lay down beside her in a very possessive manner letting 

the others know that he was the "owner" of the object they admired. 

Such displays of ostentation in Brazil are not rare. The theme of 

ostentation represents a popular element the people know, and one would 

expect to find it exploited often in plays by Brazilian authors. 

In 0 pagador de promessas Bonit&o, the procurer, depicts the 

arch type of ostentation whose considerable physical gifts have tied 

Marli, a prostitute, to him. His vain estimation of his physical 

powers equal his capacity to satisfy his women. With the money Marli 

provides he dresses in impeccable clothing, complete with two toned 

shoes, for all to admire. He considers his exploitation of Marli a 

"right" given him by his physical gifts and has confidence in his 

ability to add Ze's wife Rosa to his list of conquests. He fulfills 

this ambition by offering her a room in a comfortable hotel after her 

thirty mile trek with her husband. To win Rosa's admiration he brags, 

"sou muito cotado com o porteiro do hotel e tenho boas relagSes com a 
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policia. Nesta zona, todos respeitam o Bonitao."^ Toward the end of 

the play, after Ze has been killed, BonitSo tries to persuade Rosa to 

come with him, but she refuses. He shrugs his shoulders and walks off 

satisfied that he has already slept with her and gratified his vanity. 

Bonitao wants the world to know of his powers over women and loves to 

publicly flaunt it enjoying the fact that the other characters know 

that he has slept with Rosa. 

In the "show" Opiniao Jo&o do Vale often speaks of the 

Northeast, the area he knows best. Coming from that region he cites a 

good example of ostentation involving truck drivers. Driving a truck 

in the Northeast, an important job, carries a great amount of prestige. 

When a driver arrives in the city he honks the horn to draw attention 

to himself to let people know that he has arrived. He is proud of the 

grease on himself and his clothing: "A gente vai nas festas sujo de 

graxa e oleo pra todo mundo saber e chofer de caminhSo."-'-® It may not 

be our idea of ostentation but in the Northeast it presents an 

opportunity to show what one has. 

In the opinion of one of its original cast, Oduvaldo Vianna 

Filho, Liberdade, liberdade enjoyed greater success than OpiniSo 

because it played on the vanity of the Brazilian public who attended 
"I -l 

it. The "show" made up of snatches from great authors and great 

9. Gomes, 0 pagador, p.  26. 

10. Armando Costa, Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, and Paulo Pontes, 
Opiniao (Rio de Janeiro: Edigoes do Val, 19^5), p. Vf. 

11. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 18, 1971* 
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works, centers itself on the theme of freedom. Included are works from 

Plato, Shakespeare, Brecht, Lincoln, Castro Aires, Lorca, Churchill, 

and many, many others. Vianna Filho said that the audience went away 

content with themselves because they had shown, by their attendance, 

that they appreciated good literature. Within themselves they felt 

good because they had seen and heard some of the ancient and modern 

classical works. The appeal to the public's sense of cultural 

ostentation was an obvious factor in its unusual success. 

In Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come the Colonel 

exemplifys a man of vanity in the Brazilian sense. A wealthy man, he 

loves to spend his money in an ostentatious way so that others may know 

of his riches. This often involves the purchase and display of things 

for which he has no use. One such shipment consists of a telescope, of 

which he knows nothing, a stethoscope, which he cannot possibly use, 

and German books, although no one in the region reads German. The 

purchase and display of such goods label the Colonel as a man of 

distinction. Unloading the shipment, his daughter chides him for 

"jogando dinheiro fora,""^ with which he does not agree. Also included 

in the shipment are an electric beater and an electric fan even though 

there is no electricity in the area. Nevertheless, he displays them 

with pride. Among other things recently purchased as a display of his 

wealth are costly saints from Italy and two apartments in Eio situated 

on streets whose names and locations he has forgotten. But the prize 

object received in the shipment of useless goods is a bidet which the 

12. Vianna Filho and Gullar, Bicho, p. 23. 
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Colonel admits "serve para ornamentar.The complete lack of indoor 

plumbing exposes its exclusive use as a display of vanity. To be 

certain that visitors can see and admire the bidet he puts it in a 

prominent place, the living room, where it "fica mais caprichado.""^ 

One could hardly find a better example of Brazilian ostentation than 

the Colonel whose desire to get ahead is equaled only by his love to 

display his good taste and wealth so that others may envy him. 

0 fardgo portrays Ruben, a novelist who greatly enjoys his 

success, as constantly seeking flattering letters from his public. 

His unending search for praise is primarily based on the success of 

one novel which we understand was a best seller. Nevertheless, Ruben, 

not satisfied with the position he enjoys, seeks a seat in the Academy 

even if it means that one of its members, all of whom are his friends, 

must die. Once a member of the Academy, he will enjoy even greater 

public acclaim, including international recognition. A vain man, 

Ruben seeks to display what he has and acquire even more. Of course, 

his vanity extends into his marriage relationship where he assures 

himself that his wife Olga depends completely on his fame. He 

refuses to accept her admission of infidelity believing that with him 

as her husband she could do no such thing. He attempts to seduce a 

young visiting admirer within minutes after her arrival never once 

thinking that she should try to resist him. Ruben is another 

excellent example of the Brazilian ostentation. One might point out 

13. Ibid., p. 25. 

lh. Ibid., p. 26. 
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that Ruben's type of completely assumed male ego abounds in Spanish and 

Portuguese countries, and that there is nothing particularly Brazilian 

about this ostentatious machismo. Yet the fact that this subject 

figures prominently in successful plays shows that both the Brazilian 

writer and the audience have some insight into the problem. 

The great Machado de Assis, the dean of Brazilian letters, 

showed considerable insight into the vanity of possessing a beautiful 

wife in Quincas Borba. Professor Leo L. Barrow explained this in a 

recent paper: 

Cristiano Palha has, is married to, one of the most beautiful 
creatures, created by Machado de Assis, a bela Sofia. 
Twenty-nine, turning thirty, the years continue to enhance 
her beauty, to make her more desirable as a mature woman. 
Almost every part of her anatomy, arms, breasts, hips, legs, 
seductive eyes, are continually extolled. Yet Palha, her 
overly proud possessor, enjoys his prize not directly but 
indirectly, not in the privacy of the bedroom, but amidst the 
glitter and the glow of the drawing room. His. greatest 
delight is the envy of other men. The omniscient narrator 
makes no secret of this, but one delightful scene sums up his 
whole attitude. Returning from Tijuca, Sofia, vexed, whips 
her horse, and is thrown. At home her husband examines her 
slightly bruised knee. She voices concern that Rubi&o might 
have seen too much of her beautiful body when she fell. Not 
her husband, who contemplates her beautiful legs from top to 
bottom. Any red blooded modern writer would have wrapped up 
the scene by having Palha pick up Sofia, beautiful legs and 
all, and carry her into the bedroom. Wot Machado, after a 
long and appreciative contemplation of that beautiful 
member of the bela Sofia, he has Palha leave her and then 
wish that more had been exposed, so that Rubiao and other 
men might envy him all the more. 

Because Roda-Viva depicts the making of a Brazilian national 

idol, much of the play is based on the theme of ostentation. Before 

15. "The Theme of 'To Have and To Have Not' in Machado de 
Assis," paper delivered at the annual meeting of the Philological 
Association of the Pacific Coast, Spokane, Wash., Nov., 27, 1970, 
p. 1. 
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Benedito, the hero, has met his guardian angel, the one who engineers 

his rise to fame, he introduces himself as "Benedito, artista 

absoluto / Cantor magnifico e ator absoluto." His guardian angel 

wastes no time transforming Benedito into an idol by dressing him in 

the latest fashions in which an idol should be seen including all the 

extras: 

Um terno prateado, 

Um bone na cabega 
Fivela de ouro no pe 
E um boneco, n&o se esque^a! 
Compre um bronzeado de sol 
Um santo de devogao 
Um time de futebol 
Compre um mordomo, um carrao 
Soltaque la do Alabama 
Arrange um tique nervoso. (p. IT) 

He has everything with which the typical Brazilian would love to be 

seen. Indeed, the people say of him: 

* ^ 

Ele e o bom 
Ele e o tal 
Ele e demais 
* 

E sensacional 
0 idolo 
0 idolo nacional 
"0 yeah"! (p. 17) 

Justifying his twenty per cent royalty, the guardian angel appeals to 

Benedito's sense of ostentation by promising him: "N&o dou dois dias 

para as mulheres acharem seu tipo maravilhoso! Voce neCo vai ter paz, 

gragas a mim! Tome televis&o, retrato no jornal, capa de revista. . 

. . E quando voce virar piada de mictorio publico, ax entSo nem se 

l6. Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Roda-Viva (Rio de Janeiro: 
Sabia, 1968), p. 16. All subsequent citations from Roda-Viva are 
from this edition. 
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fala! E a consagragSo!" (p. 18). Convinced, Benedito pictures himself 

"la no alto, entre os astros. ... 0 maior de todos! Com o mundo nas 

m£os! A meus pes!" (p. 25). He then says: 

Serei o tal! 
Terei na m&o 
Todo jornal! 
Televis&o! 
Terei mulheres! 
0 que beleza! 
Muitos talheres 
Na minha mesa! 
De prateado 
Eu ficarei 
Tao consagrado! (pp. 25-26) 

He sums it up for every Brazilian saying, "me sinto um rei" (p. 26). 

Once he "becomes rich he plans "viagens internacionais / Uma cobertura e 

um casarSo bem chique / Muitas amantes" (p. 36). Displaying his wealth 

to old acquaintances, Benedito offers Mane, his drinking friend, a 

drink: "Deixa que eu pago a cerveja! / Sou rico mas sou generoso" 

(p. 37)* Now an idol he is generous to charity giving to an 

orphanage, an anti-alcohol league, the Catholic Women's•League, and the 

Boy Scouts but not without great fanfare. As an idol of the Brazilian 

masses Benedito and his guardian angel have used every trick of 

ostentation they know. The Brazilian public attending Roda-Viva can 

easily recognize much of themselves in these two characters who, in 

their desire to be seen and worshipped by the public, encarnate 

ostentation. 

Heloneida in Abre a ,j anela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o sol da 

manha was originally a woman of high society who, although the more 

optimistic and idealistic of the two prisoners, displays a certain 

amount of the Brazilian desire to show off. In the prison cell the 
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only things she possesses which Geni does not is her better breeding, 

her education, and her obvious feminine charms. When the young male 

jailor enters, Heloneida hurriedly assumes a very feminine pose while 

Geni displays an "i-don't-care" attitude. Heloneida eats food with the 

elegance and etiquette befitting high society while Geni gulps hers. 

Nor will Heloneida swear, such a thing being beneath her dignity, but 

when she drops a plate and looks as if she would like to swear Geni 

does so for her: "Merda! HELONEIDA. (Gratissima) Obrigada Geni. NSo 

sei o que seria de mim sem voce nessas horas."^ The same scene is 

repeated a second time when Heloneida pricks her finger while sewing. 

Indeed, without Geni, Heloneida would have a difficult time, for to 

whom would she show off? . She needs Geni and the jailor to satisfy her 

sense of ostentation. 

This play points out one of the vital factors of Brazilian 

ostentation, one clearly understood by Machado de Assis as Professor 

Barrow points out: 

"To Have and To Have Not," for Machado, and this forms the 
center and essence of his moral struggle and the basic 
thematic constellation of his work, means to have a position, 
be somebody, have means, the respect of others, fame, etc. 
In fine, to have all those things that others have not. 
Therein, of course, for Machado and for any of his readers 
worthy of the name, lies the pleasure of having. "Suporta-se 
com paciencia a colica do proximo" and "um cocheiro filosofo 
costumava dizer que o gosto da carruagem seria diminuto, se 
todos andassem de carruagem." The list might also include to 
have health, while others are sick; live, while others die; 
be handsome and sound of limb, while others are ugly, lame 

17. Antonio Bivar, "Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro 
e o sol da manha," Revista de Teatro, No. 367 (Jan.-Feb., I969), 
p. 18. 
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or deformed; to have leisure, while others have to work. 
Notice that the phrase "to have not" is just as important 
as "to have."-'-® 

Raimundo of Se eu nSo me chamasse Raimundo would like to think 

of himself as a lover and as an important functionary making the office 

run smoother. But his monologue reveals his relative unimportance at 

the office and lack of success with the women. He enjoyed showing off 

his knowledge when in reality his claim to knowledge was only a 

display. Cultural ostentation seems to be a particularly Brazilian 

disease. This superficial culture is picked up with more .jeito than 

study or effort. Raimundo feels that his knowledge, his dedication, 

etc., made him a valuable employee in the office. This play exposes 

the emptiness of the Brazilian ostentation by revealing how little 

Raimundo really contributed. Because he is dead in reality, his 

friends can no longer hear or see him thus, all his display and show 

amount to nothing. Their lack of sorrow at his absence greatly 

disturbs him. 

Ostentation is an important theme used by Brazilian authors 

who know the public's love of vanity. They do not have to consciously 

include the theme as a part of their work for they find little 

difficulty naturally endowing their characters with ostentation. 

I think the Brazilian's awareness of his penchant for 

ostentation marks the difference between his and other Latin's 

tendency to show off their worldly possessions. When you ask a 

18. Barrow, "Machado de Assis," p. 3. 
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Mexican or Mexican American why he leaves a little beer in the bottom 

of each bottle, or a little bit of scotch in the Chivas Regal bottle, 

he will deny it. He simply is not aware of this; his ostentation is, 

or has become so much a part of his pride that he cannot see it 

analytically or study it philosophically. When the Brazilian orders a 

Chivas at about two dollars an ounce, he knows he is showing off and 

enjoys it. 

Cachaga 

Cachaga (pinga) must be considered the national drink of 

Brazil like tequila is the national Mexican drink or vodka the Russian 

drink. Great pains are taken in the distilling of cachaga and as one 

may observe in Brazil, great delight is taken in its consumption. 

Basically, cachaga is cane extract, the crudest and cheapest of rums, 

with a strong taste often referred to as kerosene. Many people take 

it straight, but the Brazilians have many interesting ways to disguise 

it as a batida. A typical batida, Batida de Limao, consists of two 

cups cachaga, one cup (or more) sugar, two ice cubes, and three 

quartered limes with the rind. The mixture is blended then strained 

before being served. "A cachaga e nossa," the title of an article in 

the magazine Guanabara, reveals the Brazilian attitude towards their 

national drink.The article explains in great detail the history, 

preparation, and the attitude towards cachaga in Brazil plus other 

information sufficient that one must admit that it is the national 

19. William Prado, "A cachaga e nossa," Guanabara, No. 6 
(196?), pp. U2-UU. 
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drink. Cachaga, although mentioned in numerous plays, does not become 

an important theme except in one, Forro no Engenho Cananeia. Indeed, 

it would be difficult to base an entire protest drama around the theme 

of cachaga. 

In 0 pagador de promessas the spectators that gather in the 

square in front of the Church drink cachaga which they buy from a 

botequim owned by a Spaniard. Mentioned only once by name, cachaga is 

the liquor the characters drink as they bater papo. In the English 

version of the play, Journey to Bahia, Stanley Richards, the translator 

20 and adapter, uses the word cachaga whenever liquor is mentioned. 

The one exception to the use of cachaga as only a very minor 

theme, is the play Forro no Engenho Cananeia where it becomes an 

important element in understanding the people. Throughout the play one 

senses that the common people of this community are the heart and core 

of everything Brazilian—the author has gone to great length to 

represent them as such. To celebrate the fact that the cemetery has 

been officially deeded to them, the people break out the cachaga which 

signals the start of dancing, music, drinking, and bate-papo. During 

the celebration the Colonel and his guard interrupt them. Ze, the 

spokesman for the community, becomes indignant at the haughty attitude 

of the Colonel who has interrupted their hour of cachaga and tells him: 

Era a hora da cachaga, sagrada para todos nos. E o suor que a gente 

20. Dias Gomes, Journey to Bahia, trans, and adapted by 
Stanley Richards (Washington, D.C.: Brazilian American Cultural 
Institute, 196U). 
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21 bota na cana." The cachaga and the povo are one and the same for the 

cachaga is an integral part of them—it is the sweat they lose as they 

slave in the Colonel's cane fields. Maria verifys this: "Bern, suor 

sempre da cachaga"^ to which Severino replies: "E. Cachaga e bom. 

Mas e descanso breve. Descanso mesmo £ morrer."̂  The Colonel, not a 

part of the povo, is an intruder from the outside who has upset the 

sacred moment the common people reserve for their cachaga. The 

alcohol gives them rest and permits them to forget their miserable 

existence but its effects are only temporary for they must return to 

their work which in turn produces more cachaga. 

Forro no Engenho Cananeia reveals the truth that "a cachaga e 

nossa" not only in the external sense but also in the deepest 

spiritual sense. Cachaga to the people of the community is not just 

another casual drink but almost a sacrament—sacred because it is a 

part of them. Without being blasphemous one may be reminded of the 

Last Supper when Jesus commanded his Apostles to drink the wine for it 

was his blood. Perhaps the average Brazilian will not consider 

cachaga as being so much a part of him as do the characters in Forro no 

Engenho Cananeia but he will claim cachaga is his national drink. 

In the "show" OpiniSo Joao do Vale recalls the wakes at 

funerals in the Northeast, his home. For each wake, a famous prayer 

woman would be invited to sing the incelenga, a monotone chanting 

21. Antonio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 196U), p. 52. 

22. Ibid., p. 56. 

23. Ibid., p. 56. 
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music. Since death came so often in the Northeast, the funeral became 

a time to visit and drink cachaga during the singing of the incelenga. 

In all this there is a sense of cachaga as the "jeito pra tudo, pra 

esquentar o corpo." The Brazilian finds nothing wrong or shocking 

about mixing cachaga and funerals. Aware of the apparent 

contradiction, he knows that only his Brazilian inner logic can put the 

two things together. 

Victory, another occasion calling for cachaga, is part of A 

derradeira ceia. Lampiao and his gang of Northeastern outlaws call for 

cachaga to celebrate their victory over a band of government troops. 

Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come opens with Bras 

das Flores seated alone on the stage with a "garrafa de cachaga" in 

hand from which he drinks, from time to time, as he thinks out loud. 

The Colonel in the drama calls for cachaga "pra distrair do calor"^ 

and "para espantar o calor."^ 

Mane, the drinking partner of Benedito in Roda-Viva, always 

has a bottle of cachaga on the table and a glass in his hand. Cachaga 

is only a passing item in the play, but to be Brazilian the characters 

must drink it. 

Dr. Getulio, sua vida e sua gloria opens with the members of 

the escola de samba passing a "garrafa de cachaga"^ from hand to hand 

2 k .  Vianna Filho and Gullar, Bicho, p. 22. 

25. Ibid., p. 30. 

26. Dias Gomes and Ferreira Gullar, Dr. Getulio, sua vida e 
sua gloria (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 1968), p. 5. 
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as each member takes a long drink just prior to their rehearsal. 

In the plays discussed, cachaga is not a main theme nor is it 

really one of the important themes, but whenever liquor is consumed in 

these Brazilian plays it is always cachaga. The audience recognizes it 

as the national drink and the one beverage appropriate in a play 

seeking their empathy. 

Futebol 

Soccer completely dominates Brazil. There the sport has 

reached a point of popularity as to become a national fever. I have 

yet to meet a Brazilian who is disinterested in futebol, as it is 

called in Brazil, or one without a favorite team or player. Futebol 

is a favorite subject of most conversations and the cause of numerous 

disputes. Indeed, anyone wishing a heated discussion has only to drop 

an unkind remark about a favorite team or praise an asset of a 

foreign team. These arguments are loud and full of violent gestures 

but very friendly. Brazilians commonly address each other with two 

nicknames; one designates the state of origin ("OCeara"), the other 

is his favorite futebol club ("0 Botafogo"). 

Weekends in Brazil bring out the amateur futebol teams who 

play in very animated competition reminiscent of the American softball 

leagues sponsored by local businesses, but much more hotly contested 

and lasting all year. Futebol fields can be seen all over the city 

and are used day in and day out by local residents engaging in a 

contest. The beaches are also a favorite site for games with only a 

ball needed as equipment. - Only on rare occasions can a person go to 
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the beach and not find a futebol game underway. The game extends to 

the streets where children can be found at most hours of the day-

practicing different plays, ball handling techniques, blocking kicks, 

etc. The Loteria Esportativa, dependent on year round futebol 

contests, is a lottery of national proportions in which a person 

chooses the winning teams and scores in the hope of collecting the 

large prizes offered. Decals for car windows announcing a favorite 

team are very popular for a majority of cars have them and most news

stands sell them. 

Futebol, a truly unifying force, has a great appeal to the 

entire nation because Brazil is essentially a one sport nation. The 

Super Bowl or the so-called World Series attract large numbers but in 

percentage of the entire nation cannot hope to compare with the 

popularity of futebol in Brazil. Americans seem to divide their love 

among many sports, picking some and rejecting others. It is no wonder 

that the highest paid athlete in the world, a soccer player from 

Brazil named Pele, consistently earns enough to put him far above even 

Fraizer and Clay whose highly publicized "fight of the century" in 

March of 1971 left them millionaires. Perhaps the most dramatic 

evidence of futebol as a unifying force involving an entire nation was 

seen in the 1970 victory of Brazil in the World Soccer Championships 

at Mexico City. With this victory Brazil became the only nation in 

history to win the title three times giving them permanent possession 

of the World Cup. The victory was greeted by total mayhem and 

celebration in Brazil where the president declared a two day national 
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holiday.^ . Many Brazilians agree that the celebration surpassed any 

they could remember, even the madness of Carnaval. The victory set up 

a wave of patriotism which produced automobile decals and T-shirts with 

such messages as "Brasil, conte comigo," "Brasil, eu fico," "Brasil, 

ama-o ou deixa-o," "Ninguim segura o Brasil," and several very popular 

pieces of music such as "Eu te amo meu Brasil," "Pra frente Brasil" 

(whose last line is "salve a selegSo" referring to the all-star team 

that won the World Cup), and "A Taga do Mundo e nossa" ("0 brasileiro 

la no estrangeiro / Mostrou seu futebol como e que e, / Ganhou a taga 

do mundo / sambando com a bola no pe . . . goooollllll"). 

In spite of the popularity of futebol few dramas exist which 

use it as a main theme. Perhaps it has not succeeded as a dramatic 

theme because what happens in the futebol stadium provides the maximum 

in artistic, dramatic achievement impossible to duplicate on stage. 

Nevertheless, the fascination and experimentation with the theme show 

its unifying potential. One of the most popular futebol dramas was 

Chapetuba Futebol Clube by Oduvaldo Vianna Filho. The piece dates back 

to 1959 making it the oldest drama discussed in this work. Vianna 

Filho loves futebol to the point of near fanaticism and wanted to write 

a play based entirely on the game because it is full of passion for him 

pO 
as a Brazilian and is one of the most Brazilian themes he knows. He 

found his inspiration in futebol problems of the time but since he 

27. "Brazil: Something to Cheer About," Time, July 6, 1970, 
p. 28. 

28. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, personal interview, Rio de 
Janeiro, Mar. 11, 1971. 
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could not have a game on stage he chose to examine the game from 

within, looking at the mechanics of the sport. Concerned with the 

position of players as pawns who had lost their identity in the 

struggle of the smaller leagues against the giants who constantly 

robbed them of their best players, the drama shows them as individuals 

with lives of their own, with feelings, aspirations, joys, and agonies 

in the futebol world. It protests the inhumanity and the 

impersonalization of the bigsbusinesslike leagues being a little 

people's protest against the excessive commercialization of the 

national sport. 

The drama involves a smaller professional team in the interior 

of S&o Paulo where futebol has become a religion with the people, but 

where little money exists. Futebol, the subject of much of the bate-

papo ("jawing"), is shown as a force which unifies: "Futebol junta 

gente que nem se conhecem pra se irm!Io . . . pra se quere. Tudo fica 

umM»29 Qijjg scene was purposely set in the interior of SSo Paulo where 

the sport is truly of the people who live and breathe futebol as no one 

else can. The players in the drama have emotions and superstitions, 

eat feijao, and drink cachaga as does everyone else. In this play the 

story and the theme are one and the same, both very Brazilian. 

Futebol receives only a brief mention in other pieces. In 0_ 

fardao Olga feels very much alone because her husband, a famous author, 

is too busy writing to satisfy her needs as a woman. She confesses 

29. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho, "Chapetuba Futebol Clube," 
Revista de Teatro, No. 311 (Sept.-Oct., 1959)» P« 18» 
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that she would rather have married a futebol player who has life, vigor 

and is interesting than a famous writer even though he has the Nobel 

Prize. The futebol player has become a symbol of virility and heroism 

to her. Benedito's guardian angel in Roda-Viva gives Benedito a list 

of things needed in order to please Brazilians. One sure item 

Benedito will need to purchase in order to appeal to the povo is a 

futebol team. The angel knows that such a move would surely endear 

Benedito to Brazilian audiences and help him become a national idol. 

Raimundo in Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo reveals the petty bourgeois 

way of thinking and talking with great accuracy. The coffee break 

bate-papo at the office includes numerous subjects, futebol being one 

of the most popular. Names such as Flamengo and Vasco, topics of a 

conversation which becomes increasingly heated, are discussed. 

Raimundo tells us that later during the lunch hour very little changes 

because the women continue to primp and "os homems conversam sobre 

futebol.One of Raimundo's many girl friends was Silvia whom he 

desired to marry and not just sleep with. But alas, in the midst of 

his courtship he lost out to a rival who was, of course, a futebol 

player and of nothing less than the Flamengo powerhouse of Rio. 

Raimundo's chances were small compared to those of a hero 

representing a nationally known team. 

In the plays discussed, futebol and the futebol player are 

recognized as popular, national items which people can easily 

recognize and which they love. The player, inseparable from the game 

30. Melo, Raimundo, pp. 25-26. 
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in our dramas, reminds one of real life where player and game are one 

in the minds of the average Brazilian. To see their lives portrayed 

when connected with the game is to be involved in the game itself as in 

Chapetuba F.C. The virility and masculinity of the player in 0 fardao 

or Raimundo are also an extension of the game and its universal appeal 

in Brazil. 

Brazilians love games and gaming whether they be the better 

known "standard" games or ones invented at the moment. Wherever one 

goes in Brazil he can find both children and adults involved in some 

kind of a game. I had barely arrived at the home where I was to stay 

in Sao Paulo when, rather than being given the opportunity to rest from 

the flight from the United States, I was immediately asked by a family 

member if I would like to play chess—and there she stood with the 

board and chessmen ready for a game. Any place, any time, and any one 

is good enough for a Brazilian to play a game. I have often wondered 

about the meaning of the lines and diagrams painted and chalked on the 

sidewalks and tops of the walls that enclose the Praia da Urea in the 

Urea section of Rio. One day during daylight hours I saw that they 

were fields or boards used for curious games many of which I have never 

seen before nor since being played by young and old alike using bottle 

caps, sticks, or anything else that might serve the purpose. It was 

only then that I fully •understood the extent of the Brazilian passion 

for games. Of course, futebol is the number one game in Brazil. 

Futebol keeps alive the Loteria Esportativa which also must be 
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considered a weakness or disease shared by all Brazilians. Because 

automobiles are expensive and interest rates prohibitive the 

Brazilian ingenuity or ,j eito has come up with a way of buying an 

automobile which appeals to their sense of gaming. Numerous men pool 

their resources together sufficient to buy one automobile. In turn it 

goes to the lucky "winner" of a private lottery they hold among 

themselves. The next month they put together enough money again 

(including the new owner of last month's auto) and another man "wins" 

an automobile. And so it goes until they all own cars but avoided high 

monthly payments and high interest rates. 

In 0 pagador de promessas Bonitao steals away to a hotel with 

Ze's wife while Ze waits for a church to open so that he can fulfill a 

promise to Saint Barbara. When Bonitao returns he excuses his 

tardiness for checking Rosa into her hotel stating that he was held up 

by a game of checkers with the desk clerk. Ze should recognize the 

excuse as a valid one knowing the Brazilian love of games. Because the 

priest will not let Ze enter the church with his cross Ze becomes 

involved, unwillingly, in the plans of others to put him into the 

church through public pressure. If and when Ze will or will not enter 

the church becomes a matter of betting among the people who frequent 

the square in front of the church. They discuss the reasons why they 

believe Ze will or will not enter and choose a third party to hold 

their money. In this case, even the sacred obligation of paying a 

debt to a saint has become the basis for gaming. 

The Colonel of Se correr 6 bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come 

prefers to bater papo while keeping his hands busy with a checker game. 
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As he discusses employee problems he produces a checker board and fills 

it with rocks to be used as pieces in a game against his most trusted 

employee. The game ends abruptly when his opponent accusing him of 

cheating leaves the Colonel alone to discuss, in a monologue, the 

plays involved in checkers and why he would never cheat. One samba in 

the "show" Opini&o briefly mentions a game of cards (baralho) being 

played at the cemetery gates and Liberdade, liberdade relates in 

passing the incident of a man who stops working because he won 5,000 

contos in a lottery. 

Fei.jao 

Fei.joada like many other very Brazilian traits and likes knows 

no social barriers. It is one of the principal items stocked in every 

store whether large or small. While in Brazil one may avoid fei.joada 

by eating in restaurants and staying in hotels but as soon as one 

leaves to live or eat in a Brazilian home he is exposed to fei.joada. 

Truly a national dish like our fried chicken, Brazilians serve the 

fei.joada, a highly seasoned dish of black beans, assorted pieces of 

salt pork (pig's foot, tail, or ear), over white rice on Sundays or 

Saturdays since they find it hard to work after such a heavy meal. The 

humble ingredients make it a truly democratic dish enjoyed by all 

Brazilians. (A fei.joada resembles the Cuban dish called "moros y 

cristianos," black beans over white rice.) 

In Forro no Engenho Cananeia fei.jao is but only briefly 

mentioned together with milho as basic foods for the people. Joao do 

Vale in Opiniao speaks of his desire to have a little land "pra ver 
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como e / Eu planto feij&o / Arroz e cafe."̂  The fei.jSo not only 

becomes a source of nourishment for him but will also be used for 

exchange to buy a tractor. Raimundo of Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo 

reveals the likes and dislikes of his bourgeois class in his monologue. 

The picture of the average middle-class man, one that is easily 

recognized by Brazilians, includes, of course, his greatest love, 

fei.j3o mixed with gilo, a very bitter Brazilian fruit. 

Not too different from our "soul food," eating and liking 

fei.joada takes on a quasi-religious aspect, except in Brazil everyone 

belongs to this particular cult. Fei.jao symbolizes the good and the 

basic. Tutu, one of its many names, also means money. 

Cafezinho 

One must consider the cafezinho a genuine national 

institution. Somewhere close to you in Brazil is a little botequim 

(bar), about chest high, where tiny cups and saucers await a client. 

The cups and saucers will not wait long because these bars are busy 

serving the near boiling liquid which is most often poured into a cup 

the customer has half filled with sugar. With the coffee quickly 

downed, the customer is off again having taken but a few seconds in all 

for his cafezinho. The beginning Portuguese student soon realizes the 

place of coffee in the Brazilian's diet when he learns that breakfast 

is "o cafe da manhS," morning coffee. When in Brazil dealing with 

Brazilians a question often heard is, "Shall we have a cafezinho?" or 

31. Costa, Vianna Pilho, and Pontes, OpiniSo, p. 6l. 
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"Let's have a cafezinho." Most of the interviews I had with 

Brazilians of the theater world took place at these bars in which the 

authors and others seemed most natural and relaxed with a cafezinho in 

hand. None of the plays studied contain more than a brief mention of 

drinking cafezinho (which they drink often) and none of the plays use 

it as a main theme. 0 pagador de promessas, a play of violence and 

dramatic protest, contains a number of scenes at a botequim, owned by 

a Spaniard, which help to re-enforce the humanity and simplicity of 

the main character, Ze-do-Burro. In Brazil the botequim became 

business reduced to its simplest form and the quick sale of the little 

cups of coffee, or belts of cachaga, its most simple transaction. 

Lazer 

The Brazilian love of leisure should in no way be interpreted 

as an indication that the Brazilian people are lazy. Any such attempt 

would quickly be challenged by the vast industries which the country 

possesses. Indeed, Brazil is the most industrialized nation in Latin 

America and as such has a very large middle class that enjoys the 

wealth large industry brings. Of all the nations of Latin America that 

I have visited none has a people who seem so universally busy with 

growth and expansion. Nevertheless, the average Brazilian will rarely 

pass up an opportunity to prop his legs up and take it easy for a 

while. One notes with interest that lunch breaks are usually of a two 

hour duration in the large cities giving the people a chance for a 

midday break of sufficient length to really relax. Indeed, in Rio 

numerous people will head for the beaches and swim. Those two hours 
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are important for the average Brazilian. Even the busiest Brazilian 

will find time in his schedule for a eafezinho and some bate-papo. In 

all the interviews I had in Brazil, especially with busy people like 

Plxnio Marcos, Barbara Heliodora, and others, the fact that these 

people would take two or three hours off in the middle of the day for 

easygoing bate-papo always surprised me. I soon learned that these 

people might well return to their work until midnight in order to 

catch up but they would never go against the Brazilian cult, or the 

mystique, of the easy, graceful life. Perhaps this ability to take it 

easy, to love leisure, and yet prosper at a rate envied by other Latin 

American nations could well be another example of the marvelous .jeito 

for which Brazil is famous. 

Although lazer is not one of the most important themes in 

Liberdade, liberdade, few dramas point out the place of leisure better. 

The humorous comment on economic freedom in the play is typically 

Brazilian: "Ganhei cinco mil contos, / vou deixar de trabalhar,"^^ for 

after all, with that much money a person should enjoy his sacred 

leisure. The comment also demonstrates the general attitude towards 

work but remembering that the nation still manages to progress at an 

astounding rate. The love of leisure is such that the play even lists 

it among the basic human rights, "o direito ao lazer,"^3 along with the 

right to economic freedom, freedom of habitation, and freedom of 

32. Flavio Rangel and Millor Fernandes, Liberdade, liberdade 
(Rio de Janeiro: Civilizasao Brasileira, I965K P» 15 • 

33. Ibid., p. 18. 
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profession. Quoting from the poem "Filosofia" the actors say: "Hora 

de trabalhar? / -Pernas pro ar que ninguem e de ferro."^ 

Arena conta Zumbi portrays the Brazilian culture at its very 

beginnings when the traits studied here were yet in embryo. The love 

of lazer, being very Brazilian, is one of those traits that we would 

expect to find among the earliest ancestors of today's Brazilians. 

When the ex-slaves hear the shots from the whites who hunt them they 

count the dead then ask, "que se faz, gente?" to which all reply, "sou 

pela volta. Melhor enfrentar libambo que sofrer assim nesse fim de 

mundo. -E na briga que se pode ganhar."35 Nevertheless, the love of 

leisure and dislike of hard labor is revealed when one black comments: 

"Que liberdade e essa se e preciso trabalhar?"^ Throughout the play 

it becomes evident that they love lazer but demonstrate the same ,j eito 

as their descendants do to prosper at the same time. The blacks of 

Arena conta Zumbi love their leisure but manage to build the city of 

Palmares and prosper against great odds. They produce many goods and 

enter into commerce with the whites while enjoying life and never 

passing up the opportunity to take it easy. 

The Colonel of Se correr o bicho pega, £e ficar o bicho come 

has gained power and wealth through hard work and clever dealings but 

shows that he also loves lazer. When he first enters he sits and seems 

unable to do little else because of the heat: "Esse calor junta 

3^. Ibid., p. 18. 

35. Guarnieri, Boal, and Lobo, "Arena conta Zumbi," p. 35. 

36. Ibid., p. 35. 
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oy 
mosca. / Sera vim dia demorado." So far in the day he has had a man 

expelled from his land which action has left the Colonel "muito 
oQ 

abalado even though Roque, his strong arm, did the actual expulsion. 

Only on rare occasions in the drama does the Colonel show us the 

energy with which he must have gained his wealth. He does not pass a 

chance to take it easy especially if a woman is involved. As in the 

two dramas above he shows us the .1 eito of loving leisure and still 

managing to be successful. 

Bicho shows' us the love of lazer in the Northeast as does Morte 

e vida severina also. On his trip from the arid Caatinga to the lush 

lowlands Severino arrives near the coast and comes upon the enormous, 

rich cane fields growing in profusion. He cannot see the large numbers 

of people which he imagines must have to work in such fields, not 

realizing that machines have replaced most of them. He assumes that 

they are on holidays taking it easy because: 

Nesta terra 
tao facil, tao doce e rica, 
nao e preciso trabalhar 
todas as horas do dia, 
os dias todos do mes, ' ^ 
os meses todos da vida. ^ 

He is sure that they must be exercising that very Brazilian trait of 

lazer. 

37* Vianna Filho and Gullar, Bicho, p. 17. 

38. Ibid., p. 17. 

39. Joao Cabral de Melo Neto, Morte'e vida seVerina (Rio de 
Janeiro: Sabia, I967), p. 19* 
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Raimundo's attitude in Se eu nSo me chamasse Raimundo towards 

the rich who do not have to work, is typical of many Brazilians at 

heart. Secretly he covets their position and calls them "fina" 

because they are "limpos, educados, graciosos."̂  Their women are 

light, beautiful, and know how to live. 

Although the love of lazer is not a theme developed at length 

in any of the dramas it is nevertheless a very Brazilian theme as we 

have seen in this section. One has but to visit Brazil and mix with 

its people to know how universal the feeling is and yet understand how 

they can manage to prosper the way they do as a nation. None of 

Machado de Assis* characters work. He made them all men of leisure 

because his interest was moral naturalism rather than physical and 

social naturalism. Nevertheless, there is something quite Brazilian in 

all these slightly vain and fastidious men who do nothing, but with 

such grace and charm. 

Bate-papo 

Brazilians love to bater papo which loosely translates as "to 

jaw," "to rap," or "to shoot the bull." Perhaps one of the most 

common sights in Brazil is two people passing the time batendo papo and 

one of the rarest a taxi driver who does not wish to bater papo. 

Whether or not the passenger wishes to talk matters little to a 

taxista, but when both passenger and driver are in the same frame of 

ko. Melo, Raimundo, p. 18. 
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mind the bate-papo can become very animated. A favorite pastime for 

nearly all Brazilians is bater papo over a cafezinho or a garrafa de 

cachaga. In fact, all people interviewed for this work were freest 

when the interview was conducted as a "jawing" session in the 

Brazilian style rather than a formal interview. I learned quickly not 

to use the word "interview" and to follow their example when they 

would say to me, "vamos bater papo" while heading for a botequim where 

a cafezinho was handy. 

A derradeira ceia uses the first scene to establish the 

background and inhumanity of the Northeastern robber, Lampi&o. This 

background information comes in the form of bate-papo around a living 

room where friends converse in a very informal manner. One must 

consider it more than a coincidence that the subject of their bate-papo 

is politics, a favorite subject of all Brazilians. 

Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come contains much 

bate-papo constructed in a chitchat fashion. In the drama the 

characters sit and converse naturally and freely about numerous small 

things. For example, when Roque enters the first scene to expel Bras 

from the Colonel's land, they first sit and chat for a while before 

Roque does anything about the expulsion. Topics of the conversation 

include the recent birth of a heifer calf, an old bet, Bras' diarrhea, 

etc.: 

RÔ UE.  ̂ Bom-dia, Ze das Flores. 
BRAS DAS FLORES. Bom-dia. Tao cedo assim? 

Que bicho mordeu voce, 
murigoca ou maruim? 

ROQUE. Nada, nao. Eu estava vindo 
antes de me ir me indo. 
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BRAS DAS FLORES. Ja comego a trabalhar. 

RO^UE. ^ W&o vim lhe cobrar trabalho. 
BRAS DAS FLORES. Assim de manhS t&o cedo, 

veio so mesmo pra falar? 
ROCJUE. ^ Pra falar e para ouvir. 
BRAS DAS FLORES. EntSo fale as novidades 

que eu gosto de me instruir. 
ROQUE. Novidades . . . ? . . . .deixe ver . . . 

"Faceira" pariu novilha. 

This bate-papo continues for some time. When the Colonel enters, he 

and Roque hatem papo over a game of checkers. Together with Mocinha, 

the Colonel's daughter, they talk about the items that the Colonel has 

purchased outside Brazil, about the birth of the new heifer, the love-

making of different animals and insects, and other insignificant items. 

That night Roque waits for Mocinha at the outdoor toilet to seduce her, 

but the Colonel interrupts. The scene turns into a humorous session of 

small talk around the outhouse with nothing of importance being said, 

the principle topic of conversation being the necessity of alleviating 

their personal needs. When Joca Ramiro informs the Colonel of 

Mocinha's seduction by Roque, he takes eight pages to do so sitting 

around "jawing" rather than getting across information. The man hired 

to kill Roque cannot do it on the day they meet because it is 

Christmas, so they sit and visit for ten pages in the text to pass the 

time. As Roque leads the raid on the trading post he and Bras engage 

in a session of bate-papo discussing the idiom from which the title of 

the drama receives its name: 

Ul. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao 
Brasileira, 1966), pp. 5-6. All subsequent citations from Bicho are 
from this edition. 
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ROQUE. Fugir? Ninguem some. 
Se correr o bicho pega. 

BRAS DAS FLORES. Se ficar, o bicho come. 
ROQUE. Se correr o bicho pega, 

se ficar o bicho come . . . ? 
* 

E interessante o problema, 
vou meditar sobre o tema: 
se correr, o bicho pega . . . 
se ficar, o bicho come. . . . 
Ja meditei. (p. 121) 

In the midst of trying to solve the problem, Roque gets caught by the 

police. Sometimes the conversation ends by both characters saying the 

same thing as happens when Wei Requiao and the Colonel talk about who 

will get Roque's support in the elections. The conversation ends in a 

duet: 

CORONEL. Ele vem aqui porque 
acredita muito em mim! 

NEI REQUIAO. Ah, vem aqui e porque 
acredita so em mim. 

CORONEL. ̂  Em mim. 
NEI REQUIAO. Em mim. (Coronel coiega a cantar.) 
CORONEL. Mim, em mim. 
OS DOIS. (Dueto.) Em mim, o em mim, em mim. Em mim, 

em mim. (p. 1^9) 

After more talk they see that Roque does not intend to support either 

of them and they curse him then accuse each other again ending in a 

duet. In these scenes the bate-papo is taken to its limit and 

becomes a source of humor. Often in the play the characters will talk 

with the audience in small, humorous asides or longer chitchat. When 

the Colonel enters and speaks his first short line, Br£s turns to us 

and says: "Finjo que ouvi uma voz / mas sem saber de onde veio" 

(p. 15). When making love to a woman Roque will speak both with the 

person controlling the lights and to the audience: "Apaga a luz, 

Severino. (Ao publico) Se sem luz nao e melhor, e, pelo menos, mais 
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fino" (p. U3). The bate-papo gives this and other plays an easygoing 

pace and facilitates audience participation. 

(Direct audience participation has a fairly long standing 

tradition in Brazilian theater. Maria Clara Machado has successfully 

exploited the exuberant spontaneity of young children in a number of 

her plays like Pluft and 0 cabalo azul. The only actor of As m§tos de 

Eur1dice spends the entire first act of the two act play, standing on 

the steps of the stage, batendo papo with the audience. In this tour 

de force monologue, the actor not only has to speak his lines, but 

must, through the force of his personality, elicit and respond to 

various lines from the audience. I suspect that the Brazilian's 

facility with conversation—bate-papo—meaningful or not, makes this 

easier than it might otherwise seem.) 

0 Fardao has few scenes where more than two people are 

present. Because of this, and also the essentially psychological 

nature of the play that reveals the innermost hopes and aspirations of 

the characters through casual dialogue, much of the drama can be 

classified as a rather serious bate-papo. A random selection of 

virtually any scene in the drama will produce a scene of bate-papo in 

which topics such as Carnaval, politics, literature, and numerous 

other subjects are discussed together with their memories of the past 

and hopes for the future. 

Scenes of bate-papo are also included in Roda-Viva. They are 

usually associated with the drinking of cachaga when Benedito, the 

protagonist, sits down with his drinking friend to get drunk. In the 
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scene where the two of them become quite inebriated they engage in a 

classic session of bate-papo with little of importance being 

discussed: 

BENEDITO. Que e de Rita? 
MANE. Casou. 
BENEDITO. De Dora? 
MANE. Morreu. 
BENEDITO. E Moacir? 
MANE. Foi preso. 
BENEDITO. Tim-tim. 
MANE. Va la. 
BENEDITO. Lembra da escola? ^ 
MANE. E quem nSo ha de lembar. 

It continues as many varied topics are brought up and disposed of, one 

by one. Being one of Brazil's most popular musicians the author knows 

what will appeal to his Brazilian audience and the use of bate-papo is 

a wise selection on his part. 

In Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o sol da manha, 

bate-papo makes up the entire drama. Here are two prisoners in a small 

cell, who can do little else but pass the time talking. They discover 

nothing of great importance because this drama represents but a small 

segment in their long life of confinement together. Since they have 

little hope for a future the bulk of their conversation concerns the 

past. We almost feel that we are interfering with a gossip session of 

feminine small talk. We learn that Heloneida's favorite subject in 

school was Home Economics which accounts for her sense of tidiness. 

She liked it because the teacher looked like Hedy Lamar. Geni enjoyed 

Geography because she wanted to travel and see the world. The bate-

b2 .  Buarque de Hollanda, Roda-Viva, pp. 52-5U. 
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papo is important because it helps us to realize the rather idealistic 

and optimistic character of Heloneida and the more down to earth, 

materialistic Geni. The portrayal of the two characters and the way 

they chat reminds us of the famous duet in Spanish literature, Don 

Quixote and Sancho Panza as they carried on long conversations which 

most often contained little of importance but which helped to reveal 

the character of each. Only on a few occasions does a subject arise 

which we might call really important. On these occasions they 

criticize humanity, its seeming unconcern for itself and its wars. It 

would be difficult to point out all the uses of bate-papo in the play 

because of the drama's very foundation, bate-papo, is the theme. Its 

use to such an extent should please a Brazilian audience. 

Raimundo of Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo often dialogues 

with the audience. The varied topics mostly contain trivia, but he 

conducts the bate-papo in a natural chitchat fashion. Raimundo also 

imitates the conversations of the petty bourgeois with whom he works 

and of whom he is a part. He calls them the "7:30 a.m. crowd" and 

reveals the absurd nothingness of their bate-papo: . "Bom dial? -Ai 

amor, que lindo vestido roxo com bolonas ainda mais roxas!? 

-Bolinhas, minha filha! -Ta bom mas bem que sao desenvolvidas, 

U3 hem?" He calls this group "irritantes." Their coffee break gossip 

is as disjointed and petty: "Que amor de brincos. -0 Flamengo, hem? 

-Sao franceses! -Que nada, rapaz. 0 Vasco foi roubado! -Lindos, 

U3. Melo, Raimundo, p. 1+. 
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lindos! -Bacalhau! -EstSo as ordens! -Urubu! Voce e um amor. 

Beijocas, beijocas!"^ "Raimundo shows that their bate-papo is often 

humorous because it demonstrates how excited they can become over 

trivia, since they lead uneventful lives: 

0 senhor quer se chegar um pouquinho mais pra la? -Nao 
posso, eu. . . . -Estou acostumada com gente do seu tipo, 
seu senvergonha! -E, ele e um aproveitoador. -Safado!? 
-Uma senhora ja nSo pode andar numa condug&o! -Olha a 
calga dele!^ -(Falsete) Aaaaaiiiiiii! -A minha calga? 
-Tarado! -E uma revistinha de palavras cruzadas, gente! 
-(Falsete) Policia, policial -Desce, desce! -Tarado. 
-0 governo n&o ve uma coisa dessas. -Bern que eu nao queria 
votar. -Devia ter pena de morte contra tarado. -Devia era 
cortar fora o pinto dele!4< 

Set in modern day Rio, the play was written by a native Carioca who 

uses the bate-papo theme because he knows that the Brazilian people 

can easily identify with it. In the numerous conversations with the 

author I noticed that bate-papo was a trait that was well established 

in his life. It was as natural for him to bater papo as it is for any 

other Brazilian. 

Once again the playwright seems to have placed the bitter and 

sometimes divisive play of social protest into a jovial, easygoing, 

and very Brazilian form of bate-papo. 

kk .  

U5. 

Ibid., p. 8. 

Ibid., pp. 17-18. 



CHAPTER 8 

SAUDADE 

Portuguese, known as the language of saudades, gave Brazil one 

of its most important emotional characteristics. Brazilians suffer 

from saudades, a longing or nostalgia for Brazilian things. Anything 

and everything about his country 01- connected with his country, 

including times gone by, his family, his home, food, or music, is 

capable of bringing on saudades. He need not leave the country to have 

saudades although they may become strongest when he is away. 

Forro no Engenho Cananeia presents an example of saudades by 

Brazilians in the Northeast. Throughout the play Manuel, the ermitSo 

and local madman, expresses saudades for life and the salvation of 

Brazil but sees in his community's preoccupation with death, the 

destruction of the nation. He believes in direct action to restore 

Brazil to its once great glory: "Arvore esta no mundo para dar sombra, 

pedra para dar topada mas gente esta no mundo para fazer aqui o Reino 

de Deus."1 Perhaps the people think he is mad because he believes that 

El-Rei D. Sebasti&o will soon come to save Brazil: "0 Brasil so se 
p 

salva quando El-Rei D. SebastiSo vier fundar aqui o Reino de Deus." 

1. Antonio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: CivilizagSo Brasileira, I96U), p. 82. 

2. Ibid., p. 85. 

16U 
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Often he speaks longingly of his past when he went to battle against 

the forces that may have once destroyed Brazil; when men would stand up 

and fight for their rights even at the peril of death, an honorable 

death. Manuel, who loves his country, grieves at its apathetic 

condition but believes in its future greatness and redemption. He 

yearns for the time Brazilians will unite to fight for the greatness he 

once knew. His nostalgia for the past glory of Brazil, not a passive 

longing for the "good old days," is a call for direct action by the 

people. His saudades are real and strong. 

Joao do Vale, one of the three principle characters of the 

"show" Opiniao, departed from home, the Northeast, when but fourteen 

years of age to find his fortune in Fortaleza but later moved south 

where everyone seemed to be going. While yet in Fortaleza he wrote a 

letter home expressing the saudades he felt for his land and family. 

In a very Brazilian manner, at the letter's end, he sends greetings 

(lembrangas) to his family and friends. 

Arena conta Zumbi recounts the subhuman conditions to which the 

blacks were subjected when sold into slavery and the terrifying trip 

they suffered from Africa to Brazil. Under these conditions the 

slaves, whose descendants would become today's Brazilians, long for 

their home land and families from whom they have been cruelly 

separated. Their yearnings are the seeds of the saudades their 

descendants have. While on the slave ship, Zambi cries out for home, 

"Luanda, Luanda."^ Asked, "cade seu filho, Zambi?," he replies, 

3. G-ianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, "Arena 
conta Zumbi," Revista de Teatro, No. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), p. 32. 
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"ficou em Luanda, ficou cercado sozinho lutando."^ The entire chorus 

of slaves then sings: 

Luanda, Luanda 
Ai, sinto o cheiro da mata 
das terras de la 
Luanda, 
Luanda, cade Luanda, 
aonde esta, aonde esta 
Cade Luanda, aonde esta. 
Quebra o mastro 
Quebra a vela 
Quebra tudo que encontra 
Quebra a dor 
Quebra a saudade 
Quebra tudo ate afunda. 

In very few lines their nostalgia for home and family moves us to 

sympathy. In one scene, sure to stir the hearts of those who love the 

Northeast, the slaves sing their saudades for the beauties of the 

interior to where they desire to flee. Much of the flora and fauna they 

mention, singular to the Northeast, often has only the Indian name, 

making it difficult to understand without the help of someone familiar 

with the regional terms. After a season of peace and prosperity 

troubles beset Palmares and they long for the peace they once enjoyed. 

In the close quarters of the Arena theater (150 seats surrounding the 

stage) a spectator, able to feel the emotions of the people portrayed, 

has empathy for Zambi's colony. 

This same strong sense of homesick nostalgia is also evident in 

Abre a .janela e deixa entrar o ar puro e o sol da manha. In a dreamy 

fashion the two prisoners Heloneida and Geni reminisce about youth and 

U. Ibid., p. 32. 

5. Ibid., p. 32. 
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grasp for shadows of the past. Heloneida remembers her pet gold fish 

and its death with such longing that the words escape, "o que 

saudade." This incident reminds her of her childhood companions, the 

games they used to play and the emotions she once felt. Most of the 

reminiscing in the play contains a great deal of nostalgia. Heloneida 

also remembers her family, particularly her brother whom she loved 

dearly, of whom she tried to make an idealist. The saudades Heloneida 

and Geni feel are not for Brazil directly but for the past they knew 

with their families in Brazil. As such, they are typically Brazilian. 

Saudades is not an important theme in the dramas discussed, but 

the authors, Brazilian themselves, feel it, recognize it, and use it 

occasionally to assist in the overall unifying attempt in their protest 

theater. 

6. Antonio Bivar, "Abre a .lanela e deixa entrar o ar puro e 
o sol da manhgt," Revista de Teatro, No. 367 (Jan.-Feb., 1969)» P- 22. 



CHAPTER 9 

ANTI-AUTHORITY 

Anti-police 

The Brazilian suspicion of authority makes itself manifest in 

numerous and diverse ways in the everyday life of the people. One of 

the greatest masterpieces of Brazilian Literature, Euclides da Cunha's 

Os sertSes, is based on rebellion against clerical and governmental 

authority. The average Brazilian makes no secret of his sense of 

suspicion towards authority and the authorities know it. Probably the 

most common outward display of dislike for authority is evidenced in 

the people's feelings about the police who represent the most 

conspicuous, external symbols of civil authority. During a conver

sation with a law-abiding, middle-class Brazilian in Sao Paulo about 

Brazil and its people, it was stated that Brazilians love to live de 

gosto and that the police interfere too often with the desire to live 

and let live. Such was her explanation for the feelings that she and 

others of her class have towards the police and ultimately towards 

higher authority. Few Brazilians of moderate political leanings 

would openly admit to such sentiments, but the protest oriented 

playwrights who for the most part are sympathetic to leftist 

philosophy make no secret of their feelings. They know the unspoken 

sense of distrust their countrymen have, and exploit it in their 

168 
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dramas. Anyone visiting Brazil will immediately notice the federal 

policemen at the street corners, bank entrances, etc. An American 

will be impressed with the generally "unprofessional" appearance of 

many police officers who look more like an average, untrained man in 

the street to whom a weapon has been entrusted. Many policemen also 

have a strong aversion to authority and to exercising it. When an 

accident occurs on one of the"overcrowded avenues, the traffic 

policeman may well walk the other way and leave the traffic snarled for 

hours, and the persons involved to settle their own problems. He might 

well say, along with so many Brazilians, "e problema deles." In 

another place I have discussed the universal dislike for censorship and 

the struggle against it which consumes much energy of many creative 

individuals. This dislike and struggle are but another manifestation 

of the anti-authority feelings which are so evident in Brazil. 

In 0 pagador de promessas the author, Dias Gomes, cannot help 

but include anti-police themes since the play deals with an 

individual's struggle against the system symbolized by the police and 

other authority figures. The police, the clergy, the promoters, 

indeed, society itself obstruct Ze's efforts to fulfill his promise. 

At the outset a rather timid policeman threatens his stay in the square 

in front of the Church because it is the policeman's duty to keep 

order, although he would rather not exercise his authority. Later a 

police detective, who comes to investigate the commotion in the square, 

hastens his investigation when Bonitao, who wants Ze's wife, bribes him 

with several cruzeiro notes. When the detective first arrives the 

people know that Ze will soon be arrested, especially when they see the 
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detective accept the bribe. Coca objects to the apparent forthcoming 

arrest on the grounds that Ze's religious promise was not a crime. To 

Ze's wife Rosa the involvement of the police at BonitSo's request 

equals a denouncement of her husband. The police, she complains, 

"torcem as coisas. Confundem tudo.""'' She remarks, sarcastically, that 

her husband is too good and far superior in virtue to the rest of the 

people and for that reason alone the police want to arrest him. The 

alliance of the police and the clergy in the play appeals perfectly to 

a Brazilian audience. The priest and the police, having joined forces 

against Ze, prepare to leave the church and make the arrest, but Dede 

advises Ze: "Com a Policia, e melhor fugir do que discutir."^ When 

the police attempt the arrest, the people as a body come to his defense 

giving the anti-police theme a popular flavor. If need be, the people 

will fight hand-to-hand combat to protect Ze. Indeed, when the police 

attack him, the people, in turn, attack the police and in the ensuing 

confusion Ze is shot. This play leaves no question as to the people's 

sentiments towards the police and is but one of the elements which made 

it so popular in Brazil. (Brazil's most popular novelist, Jorge Amado, 

has exploited the anti-police theme in many of his novels. Amado's 

works contain few villains since he tends to give every man his place 

under the sun, but many of his novels reflect his personal antipathy 

towards the policemen and authority in general. Undoubtedly, this has 

helped him sell many books.) 

1. Dias Gomes, 0 pagador de promessas (Rio de Janeiro: 
Civilizagao Brasileira, 1967)» P- 113. Also p. 138. 

2. Ibid., p. l k6 .  
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The people of Forro no Engenho Cananeia desire only enough land 

in which to be buried, but the Colonel and his henchmen have 

interrupted their wish to live a seu gosto. Ze, the community 

spokesman, says that some day he will attack and kill the Colonel on a 

dark street because the Colonel has interfered so much with the people. 

The Colonel has seized all their land, piece by piece, until they own 

only the cemetery. In one scene the Colonel's personal armed guard 

enters the people's community but receives only harsh words being 

sarcastically asked why he brought a rifle now that they are no longer 

in the cane fields: "E que eu pensei que o rifle fosse so para quem 

nao planta cana bem ligeiro como o Coronel Fuao quer. ... Ou para 

menino condiceiro, que chupa cana quando esta colhendo cana, como 

aconteceu outro dia." They claim that the guard can never join them 

because he does nothing but walk around with his rifle in hand while 

they work. Even though only a guard for the Colonel, the people accuse 

him of desiring to plow up their cemetery thus disturbing their loved 

one's remains. They make fun of the guard to his face imitating his 

actions when he catches a child sucking a piece of cane or as he 

molests one of their women in the field. In Forro no Engenho Cananeia 

the people see authority as a thing which oppresses them and which 

they must overcome to be free to govern their own affairs. 

The three actor-musicians of Opiniao remember the good old days 

when the sambas were much more lively and when they could really kick 

up their heels until the police arrived and broke up their fun. 

3. Antonio Callado, Forro no Engenho Cananeia (Rio de 
Janeiro: Civilizagao Brasileira, 196*0 , p. *+8. 
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Likewise in the American civil rights movement where the police 

arrived to disturb the people's peaceful protests. When Brazil 

entered the war in 19^3 the police did not have to worry because they 

were the very last to go. 

By its very plot Arena conta Zumbi is criticism against 

authority and the law. The drama makes few direct references against 

the political regime which permitted such subhuman circumstances, but 

the story of the slave's struggle is comment enough. The blacks have 

no use for the authority of the King of Portugal. They escape from 

that authority to live de_ gosto and, under a lax Portuguese governor, 

are permitted to prosper in Palmares but they still retain a dislike 

for his power. The new governor sent to bring the ex-slaves back into 

line makes his own laws based on his bigotry and sense of strictness. 

His initial speech, although humorous in context and in the way he, a 

rabid fanatic, presents it, is tragic in the consequences that it 

implies: 

Sejamos magnanimos na discussao, mas duros na agao. Plurais 
na opiniao, singulares na obediencia de minha ordem. 
Descontentes havera, e sempre. Um governo energico toma 
medidas impopulares de protejao a coroa, nao aos 
insatisfeitos. Meu governo sera impopular, e assim, ha de 
veneer, passo a passo dentro da lei que eu mesmo hei de 
fazer. . . . Necessitamos de uma forga repressiva, policial. 
Unamo-nos todos a servigo do rei de fora, contra o inimigo 
de dentro. 

The character portrayals in Arena conta Zumbi also criticize 

the Portuguese authority. Dom Pedro, a drunk who cannot stand without 

H. Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, Augusto Boal, and Edu Lobo, "Arena 
conta Zumbi," Revista de Teatro, Wo. 378 (Nov.-Dec., 1970), pp. U5-U6. 
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being held up even when issuing an official decree, speaks so poorly 

that he must be corrected numerous times. The new authority brought 

to restore the slaves to their owners, CapitSo-Mor Domingos Jorge 

Velho, a blood thirsty, ignorant man, slobbers whenever he attempts to 

speak his unintelligible mixture of profanity and slang. With his hand 

in his pocket he masturbates as he speaks in the presence of the Bishop 

of Pernambuco. He continually picks his nose and eats the pickings, 

scratches his anus and then smells his hand, etc. Certainly the lowest 

of the whites portrayed, he and most everyone else who occupy a 

position of authority to repress the blacks are caricatured in the 

play. The actions as well as the words communicate the message of 

distrust and dislike for authority in Arena conta Zumbi. 

Roque, the main character of Se correr o bicho pega, se ficar o 

bicho come, becomes a hero of the common people by helping hungry 

retirantes obtain food illegally. Roque cannot help but sympathize 

with them when they tell him that they have come from the parched 

interior to seek their fortune elsewhere. When he talks of obtaining 

food by unlawful means, a retirante responds, "tenho medo da policia."^ 

The police disturb their desire for the most basic elements, food and 

shelter. During the robbery the police arrive and arrest Roque who 

wants nothing to do with them: "Saiba que nao tenho assunto / nenhum 

com policiais."^ 

5. Oduvaldo Vianna Filho and Ferreira Gullar, Se correr o 
bicho pega, se ficar o bicho come (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizagao 
Brasileira, 1966), p. 116. 

6. Ibid., p. 120. 
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In Bicho the police disrupt the people's desires to live de 

gosto as they do also in Dr. Getulio. This play recounts the last 

moments in the life of Getulio Vargas, the past president of Brazil, 

as presented by a samba school during their practice for an enrgdo. 

They hope to present the enredo at Carnaval "se a Policia deixar."^ 

Marlene, a member of the samba school, expresses the love to live de 

gosto stating: 

NSo tenho dono, n&o sou 
mercadoria barata. 
N&o tem rico nem bacana. 
Por dinheiro ou por amor, „ 
a quem quiser dar, eu dou. 

The people equate the police and other authorities in A 

construgSo with the Priest whom they distrust and dislike. The play 

involves an attempt to swindle the pilgrims who have come to venerate 

Padre Cicero at Juazeiro. The Priest tries to expose the fraud but 

cannot reason with the people who do not trust him. In turn, he calls 

in the civil authorities to break up the gathering, but, to the people, 

the police and the other authorities present a threat to their work. 

The anti-police, anti-civil authority sentiments examined here 

confirm the statement by the woman in Sao Paulo who expressed the 

desire of Brazilians to live de gosto. The plays show how civil 

authorities, especially the police, often disturb this desire thus 

7. Dias Gomes and Ferreira Gullar, Dr. Getulio, sua vida e 
sua gloria (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizasao Brasileira, 1968), p. 6. 

8. Ibid., p. 15-
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fostering strong sentiments against them. The authors have recognized 

this Brazilian trait and have exploited it often and well in an effort 

to unify the masses behind their message of protest. 

Anticlericalism 

Like all Latin Americans, the Brazilians are a very religious 

people at heart. Not necessarily religious in the sense of church 

attendance on appointed days, or using religious emblems or whatever 

else may be considered customary, but rather religious in the deepest 

spiritual sense (see the chapter on Devotion). There exists something 

deep within every Brazilian which seems to be independent of external 

symbols. Nevertheless, most Brazilians are suspicious of the clergy 

and often hold them in contempt all the while remaining true to the 

Church and its doctrines. Lance Belville, a theatrical producer in 

Rio, stated that God and the Church are definite realities for which 

the Brazilian people hold the deepest respect, but because of the 

general dislike for the clergy, speaking in general, they become fair 

game for ridicule and fun.^ In the protest theater one would expect to 

find anticlerical feelings because most of the dramatists lean towards 

a leftist philosophy of protest and action. They feel that the more 

traditional clergy has done little or nothing for the people. 

Dias Gomes, one of those who has a particular dislike for the 

clergy, is not afraid to express it. In his introduction to 0 pagador 

9. Lance Belville, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 3, 1971. 
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de promessas Gomes states that the priest in the play, Padre Olavo, 

"nao £ um sxmbulo de intolerancia religiosa, mas de intolerancia 

universal.""'"® His choice of a priest to represent universal 

intolerance could hardly be more appealing to the Brazilian people. 

Gomes makes quite a point of the fact that his play is not anti

clerical nor that he is interested in Christian dogma or religious 

intolerance, but rather, "a crueldade de uma engrenagem social 

construxda sobre um falso conceito de liberdade.This note by the 

author hardly dispels the feeling of the anticlericalism one senses 

all through the play. Indeed, the clergy through intolerance and 

fanaticism create the problem in the play. Perhaps the clerical 

intolerance is symbolic of universal intolerance as Gomes wants us to 

believe, but a Brazilian audience will still be pleased at the picture 

the author presents of the clergy. One cannot help but feel that Gomes 

knew full well what he was doing. Barbara Heliodora, one of Brazil's 

12 finest theater critics, shares this view. She believes that the 

anticlerical note in 0 pagador de promessas was a conscious one and 

that Gomes meant it to be. Indeed, she feels that perhaps he overdid 

the portrayal of the clergy as ignorant individuals. 

The first clergyman to appear in the play is the Sacristao, 

in his fifties and retarded: "Sua mentalidade, porem, anda ai pelos 

10. Gomes, "Nota do autor," 0 pagador, pp. xvi-xvii. 

11. Ibid., p. xvii. 

12. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971. 
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13 quatorze." His thick glasses, unkempt hair and generally shaggy 

appearance help in "acentuando a aparSncia de retardado mental" (p. 35) 

as stated in the stage directions. Indeed, he is as stupid and 

feeble-minded as he appears. The young priest, Padre Olavo, is 

described as being religious to the point of fanaticism whose 

intolerance "leva, por vezes, a chocar-se contra principios de sua 

propia religiSo e a confundir com inimigos aqueles que estao de seu 

lado" (p. 39). When confronted with the simple faith of Ze, the 

Priest appears as a doubter who feels that Ze's promise was pretentious. 

He claims Ze has imitated the VIA CRUCIS suffering the martyrdom of 

Christ and has presumptuously tried to imitate the Son of God, but Ze 

has only acted in devotion. When Ze, shouting at the Priest behind the 

Church door, pleads to be heard, the Priest arrogantly rebukes him for 

desecrating the house of God and committing heresy. Ironically, the 

Priest in his arrogance announces that he shall continue to "zelar 

pela gloria do Senhor e pela felicidade dos homens" (p. 105). He 

piously concludes that the donkey which Ze nursed to health is Satan 

for only Satan would tempt a man to "ridicularizar o sacrificio de 

Jesus" (p. 105). The Priest claims the ability to recognize the 

followers of Satan regardless of their disguise. In one sense, the 

Priest performs his duty guarding the Church against voodoo gods but 

not without great arrogance, false piety, and intolerance. The 

Monsignor who comes to help solve the problem does his duty also in 

13. Dias Gomes, 0 pagador de promessas (Rio de Janeiro: 
CivilizagSo Brasileira, 1967), p. 35* All subsequent citations from 
0 pagador de promessas are from this edition. 
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attempting to keep the Church free from pagan influence. Kinder, he is 

still blind to the simple faith that stands before him in the form of 

Ze. He offers Ze the opportunity of returning to the bosom of the 

Church, but Ze insists that he never left it. The Monsignor's 

solution, as intolerant as any, asks Ze to confess that the Devil 

tempted him. The Priest claims Ze fulfills the prophesy: "Porque 

surgirSo falsos Cristos e falsos profetas, e farao tao grandes sinais 

e prodigios, que, se possivel fora, enganariam a muitos" (p. 111). 

The question of rank, bureaucratic function, and status runs through 

the entire play. Ze wants to deal directly with Saint Barbara, but 

the clergy insist on their bureaucratic role as superiors who must act 

as intermediaries for Ze. Such great, sincere devotion in such an 

ignorant, insignificant man, of course, puts them to shame and this 

they cannot tolerate. 

The reaction of the common people in the play could well echo 

the feelings of the audience. Dede, putting the matter in a very 

businesslike setting, knows the Priest will yield fearing competition. 

He wants to write verses about the Priest and announce them thus: 

"Aguardem! 0 padre que fechou a casa de Deus" (p. 127). Prior to his 

death Ze makes one last appeal to the Priest to help him against the 

threats of the police, but the Priest arrogantly denies and denounces 

him as a liar who, inspired by Satan to destroy the Church, has 

committed a sacrilege. Although the clergy are but doing their duty 

(and thereby there is no criticism of the Church itself), the audience 

considers them the villains. In a very real sense the clergy by their 
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false piety, arrogance, and intolerance provide the opportunity for 

Ze's exploitation by others. 

In Arena conta Zumbi the anticlerical feelings are closely 

linked with the anti-police, anti-authority feelings for both the 

clergy and the civil officials are Portuguese and both share the same 

attitude towards the black slaves. In a conversation with a 

Portuguese lady, a priest scolds her for her excessive goodness to

wards the blacks for, after all, reprimanding the slaves from time to 

time is good for them. Ironically, he says this while the lady's 

female slave, Gongoba, is flogged to death. Once she is dead the 

Priest becomes greatly concerned that she died without the last rites. 

As he is about to leave he promises the Portuguese lady that, he will 

see if he can buy a new slave for her and one for himself. His concern 

with the letter of his religion blinds him to the human misery around 

him, even a slave being beaten to death before his eyes. The Bishop of 

Pernambuco, a proud, aloof person, consents quickly to the harsh 

pressures against the blacks agreeing that they are better off as 

slaves than freemen. His secret sex life does not remain hidden. When 

the Captain enters and kisses the Bishop's hand then savors the taste 

thereon, he knows exactly from where it came. Before the Captain 

enters the scene, the Bishop expresses some hesitancy over the blood

thirsty qualities of the new Captain chosen to lead the war against the 

black settlement of Palmares. The Captain, savage, barbaric, and a 

marginal Christian with seven Indian concubines, is unlettered, loves 

to kill Indians, and in most respects is worse than any black, says the 

Bishop. "En resumo Excia. esse e exatamente o homem que necessitamos," 
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lij. 
he concludes. The Bishop has no sense of Christian goodness, being 

far removed from the Christian principles which he supposedly espouses. 

The blacks should be eliminated, he says, because they "vivem com tal 

liberalidade. ... 0 habito da liberdade faz o homem perigoso."-1-^ 

The local priest in A construgSo knows, and he is right, that 

Beata Batista intends to fleece the people. The Priest attempts to 

stop the fraud by reasoning with the people, but when that fails he 

turns to legal means. Nevertheless, however right he may be he has 

lost touch with the people who refuse to listen. Their reaction shows 

their complete lack of trust: "0 senhor pode dizer o que quiser. . . . 

"j £ 
Quem esta perdendo tempo e o senhor." After all else fails, the 

Priest announces: "Se e preciso derramar sangue para que a paz e a 

tranquilidade dos cidadaps seja asseguarada, nao fugirei ao meu dever!" 

(p. 3*0. From that moment on the people cry, "Anticristo! 0 Anticristo 

quer matar o Beato!" (p. 3^-), "mentiroso" (p. 35), "morte" (p. 35), 

"inimigo de meu Padrinho" (p. 35)» etc. The Priest not only becomes 

their enemy but an enemy to God also. Civil authorities who try to 

intervene are also "agentes do Anticristo" (p. 1*0). The author does 

not portray the Priest as a bad priest nor as an exceptionally good one, 

but one who has lost touch with the simple masses and who cannot 

communicate with them even though they are devout Catholics. 

lU. Guarnieri, Boal, and Lobo, "Arena conta Zumbi," p. 50* 

15. Ibid., p. 51-

16. Altimar Pimentel, "A eonstrugao," Revista de Teatro, No. 
373 (Jan.-Feb., 1970), p. 31. All subsequent citations from A 
construsao are from this publication. 
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In Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo.. Raimundo exposes the 

compromising virtue of his local priest. He once confessed to his 

priest that he had slept with Silvia but during the confession he 

attempts to excuse his weakness because of her seductive charms: "0 

Senhor ja viu os cabelos de Silvia, Padre? Louros, louros. E os olhos 

verdes, oceanicos, Padre. 0 Senhor ja viu? E as pernas brancas, os 

seios duros, ja, Padre, 0 Senhor ja viu?"^ It seems the Priest had 

beaten him to an intimate knowledge of Silvia. 

The above plays show the clergy to be compromising even though 

they are supposed to be pillars of virtue and goodness. Ignorant of 

the simple faith of the people, they cannot relate nor communicate 

with their flocks. Their arrogance, intolerance, and false piety 

create a great gulf between them and their constituents. Whether 

these characteristics are representative of the Brazilian clergy or 

not, their presence in the plays are reasons for the distance that 

separates the masses from the clergy. Being Brazilians, the authors 

know the tastes of their audiences and we can suppose that they use 

their audience's feelings towards the clergy as a unifying factor. 

17. Fernando Melo, "Se eu nao me chamasse Raimundo," n.p., 
n.d., p. 12. (Typewritten.) 



CHAPTER 10 

PLINIO MARCOS 

Owing to the unique position of Plinio Marcos in the Brazilian 

theater of social criticism, I feel obliged to treat him and his works 

in a separate chapter. Plinio, as most friends call him, is not the 

oldest, nor the most striking of the numerous authors of social protest 

theater in Brazil, but he is certainly one of the most outspoken, 

violent, and prolific. Indeed, he could well be considered the leader 

of the contemporary protest playwrights in the Sixties and Seventies. 

As such, an examination of his use of brasilidade elements is in order. 

His plays have become well known throughout much of Brazil, not only in 

the theater, but also in the critics' columns. Indeed, from reading 

the critics it would seem that one either likes Plinio's theater with a 

passion or intensely dislikes it. Juca de Oliveira, President of the 

Sindicato de Artistas e Tecnicos em Espetaculos de DiversSo, claims 

Plinio Marcos is "o unico talento digno de ateng&o, em anos.""'" Other 

Brazilian authors have produced important plays but few have had the 

impact on Brazil that Plinio has, although he has enjoyed little 

success outside the country. In an interview with him I asked how he 

saw his position among the other, young writers of the theater in 

1. Nello Gandara, "0s atores nao s&o bonecos," Ve.ja, 
Mar. IT, 1971, p. 5-
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2 Brazil. According to him, critics say that most young Brazilian 

writers are under Ms influence, but Plinio believes this is not so. 

He has only showed them the way to write for the Brazilian theater and 

has demonstrated that writing with Brazilian themes is not difficult. 

Many authors have left Brazil to go to the United States or Europe, he 

says, where they have learned non-Brazilian things and, in turn, have 

lost much appeal in their native country. Hence, Plinio, only in his 

mid-thirties, considers himself the patriarch of the recent Brazilian 

social protest theater which incorporates Brazilian themes. 

Needless to say, some critics take issue with such claims, but 

Plinio has rarely been popular with the more sophisticated critics 

because of his intense interest in communicating with the masses. 

Above all else, Plinio is an author of the povo. J. Ramos Tinhorao 

writing in the program notes for Plinio's Balbiria de IatisS, states: 

"A unica maneira de escapar a frustragao Cwhich confronts Brazilian 

authors] e reconciliar-se com o proprio povo, opondo aos valores 

universiais de procedencia estrangeira altamente desenvolvida os 

valores representatives da realidade subdesenvoi'vida e, portanto, 
O 

genuinamente brasileirosHe then concludes: "E, como nenhuma 

proposta deve ficar sem um exemplo, ai esta Plinio Marcos mostrando 

2. Plinio Marcos, personal interview, Sao Paulo, Feb. 27, 1971* 
All references, unless otherwise stated, to Plinio Marcos' philosophy, 
life, and theater come from this interview, numerous other personal 
encounters, discussions, and telephone calls in February and March of 
1971-

3. Program notes from Plinio Marcos, Balbiria de I ansa, n.p . ,  
n.d., p. 13. (I received the program notes when I attended the Feb. 
19) 1971 performance of Balbina de Iansa at the Teatro Sao Pedro in 
SSo Paulo.) 
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como e possivel descer ate o povo fazendo-o ao mesmo tempo subir ate as 

plateias da classe media. 

Plinio considers himself a man of the povo. At the age of 

fifteen he entered the circus as a clown and his five year's experience 

there brought him in contact with many of the povo. During that time a 

one year period interrupted his career for service in the infantry. He 

then became a futebol player. His first piece, Barrela, written when 

but twenty-two years of age, immediately ran into censorship problems 

because of the profanity it employed, and the denouncement of prison 

life which he portrayed with much violence. (Barrela has yet to be 

approved by the Brazilian censors.) This encounter with the censors 

caused him to put down his pen for a period of eight years. Next came 

Os fantoches which he claims was a total failure, causing him to leave 

writing and go to the interior to play futebol. Returning to Sao 

Paulo, he became affiliated with the CPC (Centro Popular de Cultura) 

where he met Walderez de Barros whom he married and who has had a great 

influence on his life. (She is a professional actress of both the 

stage and television in Sao Paulo.) He then wrote and staged QUando os 

navios atracam which helped to establish him as an actor and permitted 

him to enter the company of Cacilda Becker. He acted in Cesar e 

Cleopatra, Juca Afogado and Onde canta o sabia, the latter receiving 

such poor reviews that he left for other companies: Teatro de Arena, 

Grupo Opini&o, and Nidia Licia. During this time he continued to 

write, but the censors continued to forbid the presentation of his 

Ibid., p. lij-. 
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plays, two of which are Jornada de urn imbecil ate o entendimento and 

Reportagem de um tempo mau. At the lowest point in his literary life 

he wrote the famous Dois perdidos numa noite su,ja. In swift 

succession came Navalha na carne, Pia vira, Quando as maquinas param, 

Balbina de Iansa, and Homens de papel of which only one, Navalha na 

carne, has been published.'' All his plays have encountered problems 

with the censors because all are very critical of social problems. 

In summing up his position in the theater Plinio stated: "Sou 

apenas um autor teatral em comedo de carreira e minha preocupagSo e 

social." He further explained in answer to the question, "vai 

criticar a sociadade ou apenas denuncia-la?," he answered, "sempre que 

posso fago as duas coisas."''' His preoccupation is completely social 

even in Balbina de IansS, which has all the earmarks of a delightful 

musical. 

Nevertheless, Plinio has perhaps reached a saturation point, 
Q 

according to the critic Barbara Heliodora. She agrees that he is 

indeed an author of the povo whose better plays came from certain 

experiences in his life, but that now he may be limiting himself in 

authentic information because of the amount of time spent in the theater 

away from the masses from whom he received his inspiration. In fact 

5. See "Marca de Plinio esta em cena," Visjto, XXXI, No. 16 
(1967), pp. 68-71. 

6. Ibid., p. 68. 

7. Ibid., p. 68. 

8. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, Mar. 
6, 1971. 
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she states that in the theater he has perhaps reached his limits 

because of his leftist political philosophy which causes him to remain 

with the problems of the povo rather than progress and experiment. 

Whatever else his philosophy may teach, she agrees that he does not 

teach violent revolution in his dramas, but rather social change 

through proper channels. She probably made the latter statement having 

never read his most recent play, Homens de papel, which I include in 

this chapter. 

Plxnio's social philosophy and concern for change even affects 

the very creative procedure. He does not follow a plan in writing his 

plays believing that he loses force when he plans. In a statement to 

VisSo he elaborated: 

Escrevo muito depressa porque escrevo com raiva, com muita 
raiva do estado em que se encontra o povo brasileiro, da 
omissSo dos politicos diante dos problemas gerais. Como nao 
tenho muita preocupagao em cuidar de dramaturgia e outros 
retoques, nao demoro muito a concluir urn texto que n&o e 
rebuseado. Fago questao de deixar bem claro o que quero 
dizer. 

He freely admitted that he writes out of necessity, both to make a 

living and also to be heard. Pllnio stated that ideas for plays come 

suddenly, but not knowing how to set them down, he tries to think them 

out and put them into a dramatic context before writing for three to 

four hours until finished. In characterizing his own theater he 

prefers to call it "realidade critica" rather than social protest 

because to him it presents a very critical, although an honest report 

9. "Marca de Plxnio," p. 68. 
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of Brazilian conditions. In answer to the question, "voce vai se 

manter nese tipo de teatro naturalista ou vai fazer tentativas em 

torno de um teatro brechtiano?he answered, "nao tenho preocupagSes 

de ordem formal. Para mim o importante e colocar um problema e causar 

impacto na plateia, obrigando-a a raciocinar.""'"^ 

Plinio is not sure of the direction he theater will take until 

after Balbina de Iansa has had an opportunity to be seen by more people 

in Brazil and he can analyse its success. 

In discussing the Brazilian theater in general, Plinio remains 

optimistic. He firmly believes that conditions exist which can only be 

said by the theater, but that a truly Brazilian theater must be based 

on the reality of Brazil if it is to be successful. He defined this 

reality as being a social criticism of Brazil which, he admits, is 

often universal in application. Plinio believes that to be a success 

with the Brazilian povo, the playwright must use everything that 

corresponds to the real world of the povo and not just ideas and 

theories. As an example, he stated that if in Brazil you talk about 

the Viet Nam war in the theater, you talk only to the intellectuals who 

have been privileged to attend school, but when you talk about the lack 

of education or poverty you are talking to the masses. Plxnio believes 

that the social protest theater has been successful in his country. 

Indeed, everything he has made in the way of material gain or fame has 

been through the protest theater. 

10. Ibid., p. 68. 
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In his lowest moments Plinio wrote Dois perdidos numa noite 

su.ja, one of his most famous pieces, a drama of two men who fight over 

a pair of shoes. An article in Ve.ja suggests that Plinio took Dois 

perdidos from some of his own experiences: "Plinio Marcos retomou os 

dialogos prosaicos, carregados de tensao, dos personagens suburbanos de 

Nelson Rodrigues, mas apresentando-os como quem conhece seus problemas 

por experiencia propria: Plinio Marcos, em Santos, ja foi o palhago 

'Frajola' num circo itinerante, engraxate, operario e estivador nas 

docas do porto.As evidence of its popularity, the film version of 

Dois perdidos, directed by Bras Chediak and starring Emiliano Queiroz 

and Nelson Xavier, won the "Dedo de Deus" award as the best film in the 

fifth Festival de Cinema Brasileiro in Teresopolis in March of 1971. 

As one might expect, it received the Brazilian equivalent of the 

American "X" rating from the censors because of its language and 

12 violence. Plinio explained to me that the drama not only contains a 

criticism of the social conditions which permit men to become animals 

over needs so basic as a pair of shoes, but it also presents a 

criticism of the youth who feel that they must move from their home 

areas to find employment. 

Aside from the numerous Brazilian elements which we will 

shortly discuss, the author believes the play is especially Brazilian 

because the characters are typical Paulistas and Santistas (from Sao 

11. "0 palco tornado de assalto," Ve.ja, Sept. 3, 1969, p. 58. 

12. "Festival de cinema," Correiro da Mariha (Rio de 
Janeiro), Mar. 17, 1971> P- 5-
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Paulo and Santos). The play, set in Santos, a port city, recounts a 

few days in the lives of the two men who work as stevedores on the 

docks. Santos, in the state of S&o Paulo, is special to Plinio Marcos 

who loves it because of its cosmopolitcan atmosphere. The play takes 

place entirely in a small, run-down room shared by Tonho and Paco who, 

through their conversation, reveal the drama that unfolds in their mind 

and in their place of work. Tonho, an educated young man, has come to 

Santos to find dignified work hoping to make enough money to repay the 

sacrifice his family made for his education. Although he can type and 

do office work, he fails to find good employment because of his shabby 

clothing, especially his run-down shoes which, he believes, cause the 

employers to think twice about him as a potential employee. The 

stevedore job, which he took as a last resort, pays so little that he 

can never save enough money to buy the pair of shoes which will permit 

him to make a good impression on the employers. 

Paco, on the other hand, more like an animal, lacks respect, 

taste, and culture. Repulsive to us and annoying to Tonho, he owns a 

new pair of shoes, probably stolen, which Tonho covets. Paco rejects 

Tonho's repeated requests to borrow and then return the shoes in order 

to better his employment. Paco states that once he owned a flute with 

which he made a better living, but his desires to acquire a new flute 

are not as intense as Tonho's desires for a pair of shoes. 

Paco puts his faith in no one, having only disgust for the 

individual man but he strongly believes in violence as the only 

solution to problems. For example, one of the large, black stevedores 

starts a rumor that Tonho is a "queer," but Tonho, hot desiring to 
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fight the man for this dishonor, pays him a sum of money to shut him up 

and immediately becomes known as the black's "puppet." Tonho chooses 

to skip work and think out the problem rather than yield to Paco's 

repeated suggestion that he end it all by killing the black. 

At last Tonho decides on robbery to get his shoes. Together 

with Paco, whom Tonho has warned not to use violence, he robs a man of 

his shoes, but Paco overcome by the opportunity attempts to rape the 

man's girl friend and severely beats the man with a club. The robbery 

emphasizes both Paco's animal nature and Tonho's simple desire for a 

pair of shoes in order to obtain employment. When Tonho learns that 

the shoes are too small he attempts to swap with Paco arguing that the 

latter's shoes are too large and that his feet would fit the stolen 

shoes well. Paco refuses and begins making fun of Tonho by calling him 

a "queer" and other names used on the waterfront. Depressed, Tonho can 

take no more of the degrading name calling and eventually kills Paco 

after forcing him to humiliate himself at gunpoint. Both men are 

animals. Even though a somewhat refined, educated man, Tonho cannot 

escape the wretchedness of society and the influence of one of its 

products, Paco, and succumbs to become a violent man also. 

Paco displays .1 eito by somehow having obtained the shoes, 

although we never know how he did it. The robbery, even though a 

crime, is .1 eito at work, for although all other methods fail, Tonho 

finally gets shoes by illegal means. Like jeito, music is but a very 

minor theme in the drama. When the play opens we find Paco playing a 

harmonica but playing it very poorly. He continues against Tonho's 

objections until Tonho finally forcibly takes it away. Paco enjoys 
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playing music because it soothes his animal nature. Later, Paco 

ridicules Tonho by singing a song whose lyrics play on the misfortunes 

of Tonho and his stolen shoes: 

A bichona tem pata grande 
A patela da bicha e grande 
Grande, grande, grande, 
A pata da bichona e grande 
Ou o sapato e pequeno.^ 

Being Brazilian Tonho demonstrates a certain amount of 

ostentation. After a fight with Paco, whom Tonho easily beats, Tonho, 

sure of himself, says: "Posso dar outra CbeatingD a hora que eu 

quizer" (p. 9)• Paco accuses him of vanity because of his education 

and further taunts him: "Porque que em vez de carregar caixas no 

mercado, n&o vai ser Presidente da Republica" (p. 9). Tonho 

ostentatiously replies: "Quem pensa que eu sou? Um estupido da sua 

laia? Eu estudei. Estou aqui por pouco tempo. Logo arranjo um 

servigo legal. PACO. Vai ser lixeiro? TONHO. Mo sua beata. You 

ser funcionario publico, ou outra droga qualquer. Mas vou, eu 

estudei" (p. 9)• Tonho's display combines some of the Brazilian love 

of cultural ostentation: "Eu fiz ate o ginasio. Sei escrever a 

maquina e tudo" (p. 10). After they commit the robbery and return to 

the apartment they discuss the possibility of going to jail. Tonho 

shamelessly confesses his fear of jail, bringing Paco's reply: 

"Cadeia foi feita pra homen. TONHO. Nao pra mim. PACO. Voce e 

melhor que os outros? TONHO. Eu estudei" (p. 39)• Tonho, proud of 

13. Pllnio Marcos, Dois perdidos numa noite suja, n.p., n.d., 
p. U8. (Mimeographed.) All subsequent citations from Dois 
perdidos" are from this document. 
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his education, feels elevated above the animal-like plane of his room

mate. Paco now having tasted success in robbery succumbs to his 

vanity by fancying himself as a potential gang leader: 

Eu sou mais eu. Eu sou Paco. Cara estrepado. Ruim como a 
peste. Agora vou ser mais eu. Se o desgra^ado do parque se 
danou, melhor. Minhas fugas, vSo sair em tudo que e journal. 
Todos vfJo se apavorar de saber que Paco, o perigoso anda solto 
por ai. . . . Vai ser fogo. Os namorados do parque nao vSo 
ter sossego. E a tiragem nunca me apanha. Pode espalhar por 
ai que Paco o Maluco, o Perigoso, disse que nao nasceu 
policia pra pegar ele. (pp. ̂ O-Ul) 

His perverted, unhealthy ostentation contrasts with Tonho's vain con

cern of education and culture. In a sense both these unfortunate 

beings reflect the very Brazilian theme of "To Have and To Have Not." 

Both men, caught in the almost inescapable web of their dire 

circumstances, struggle to become people, to become a little bit more 

than somebody else. In Brazil one often hears the phrase, "tehno que 

fazer-me gente." 

Of the two only Tonho shows any saudades. He loves home and 

family whereas Paco distrusts and hates all mankind, especially his 

parents whose identity he does not know. When Tonho moves into the 

apartment one of the first items he unpacks is a picture of his father 

and mother which he places in a conspicuous place near his bed. When 

Paco makes fun of Tonho's longing for home and family, Tonho responds, 

"olha la, miseravel, minha mSe e uma santa e eu nao admito que voce 

fale mal dela. . . . PACO. Entao volta pro rabo de saia de tua mae. 

TONHO. Vou voltar, mas so quando me aprumar na vida" (p. 15)• He 

continues, "tenho que desafogar aqui no mercado. Quando escrevo pra 

casa, digo que esta tudo bem, pra sossegar o pessoal. Sei que eles n§o 
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podem me ajudar. Vou me aguentando, um dia me afirmo" (p. l6). For 

Tonho, obtaining a good pair of shoes is a means, not an end. When 

Paco accuses him of coveting his shoes Tonho replies: "Meu problema e 

outro, eu fico pensando em minha casa, no meu pessoal" (p. 21). A 

genuine Brazilian, Tonho has a deep sense of saudade for his home and 

family. 

As working men in Santos, Tonho and Paco naturally consume 

cachaga as their popular drink. Strength of friendship is shown when 

"tomamos umas pinguinhas juntos" (p. 17). The black who starts the 

malicious rumors about Tonho enjoys his comforts, provided by bribes, 

by "enchendo a cara de cachasa" (p. 18), according to Paco. Paco also 

enjoyed the good life once when he played the flute and went from bar 

to bar "enchendo a caveira de cachasa, as custas dos trouchas. . . . 

Bebia, bebia, bebia, tocava um pouquinho so; e metia o olho na coxa da 

mulherada. Era de lascar. Poxa, vida legal eu levava" (p. 23). 

Cachasa, mulher, and lazer should appeal to any Brazilian as an 

essential combination for the good life. Instead of paying a bribe 

Tonho remains at home thinking of a solution to the problem. Returning 

from work Paco states that the black became furious when Tonho did not 

show up to pay the bribe because now he will not have the "grana . . . 

pra tomar uma pinga" (p. 27). Cachaga and enjoyment of life are 

synonymous in the drama and in Brazil. 

Politics receive little direct attention in Dois perdidos 

although the entire drama, critical of social conditions, has a strong 

political overtone. Tonho explains that he left home because of the 

lack or work, but once in Santos still cannot find dignified employment 
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which challenges his level of education. The obvious implication 

against governmental and social conditions which breed such problems 

cannot be missed. 

Another Brazilian element running throughout the play is the 

language. Plinio Marcos feels strongly that the language he uses in 

his plays is the language of the povo and not that of the refined 

minorities. He uses numerous idioms and especially profanity in Dois 

perdidos. One would hardly expect dock workers to abstain from 

profanity and the author does not hesitate in the least to use whatever 

language he considers appropriate. In fact, the profanity caused more 

problems with the censors than any other element in this play. Fresco 

(queer), peido (fart), bicha (queer), cafetao (queer, pimp), mijar 

(piss), cagar (shit) are but a few of the terms liberally sprinkled on 

every page. Other popular words not existing in most dictionaries are 

pisante (shoe), pisa (shoes), legal pacas (right on)dar uma colhar 

de cha (give a helping hand), belinar (make out romantically), ser 

cabago (be a virgin), and numerous others defying translation. 

With only two characters in the play, bate-papo becomes an 

important element. Indeed, the entire drama in bate-papo fashion, 

unfolds through their realistic dialogues in the confines of their 

apartment. Because these men lead tedious, uneventful lives, none of 

lU. This is an interesting phenomenon in Brazilian giria. The 
expression "pacas" shows two distinct and popular trends in Brazilian 
giria: one, the tendency to use scatological words, even in polite 
conversation, and the other, the tendency to shorten words, making them 
more familiar and intimate. "Pacas" is a shortened form of "pra o 
caralho" (the male organ) used by Brazilians from all levels of 
society. 
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the dialogue could be classified as important. A random example of 

their conversation reveals the bate-papo style of the play: 

Torao. 
PACO. 
TONHO. 
PACO. 
TONHO. 
PACO. 
TONHO. 
PACO. 
TONHO. 
PACO. 

This bate-papo runs through the entire length of the play with but a 

few dramatic moments. When informed that the big black at the market 

has been calling him insulting names, Tonho believes that "a unica 

saida e bater urn papo com ele" (p. lU) which, together with a bribe, 

shuts up the name calling: "Bati um papo com o negrSo, ficou tudo 

certo" (p. IT). Tonho originally plans to commit the robbery by 

himself, but Paco, anxious to pick up easy money wants to be included. 

He says to Tonho, "a gente precisa bater papo sobre o assalto" (p. 3^). 

Before he has tried on the stolen shoes, Tonho packs his things to 

leave refusing to tell Paco where he will be living. Paco says he 

wants to know so that he can "ir la de vez em quando bater um papinho" 

(p. 1+6). 

Through their bate-papo it becomes evident that both men hold 

the traditional dislike for authority, especially police who interfere 

with their freedom. In a conversation about one of Pacofs friends, 

Tonho bets that the friend will be caught by the police, but Paco 

doubts it because the friend "da uma sorte barbara" (p. 3^). He hopes 

that the police would get the worst of the deal. During one of their 

Quero que voce nao faga barulho. 
Puxa, porque? 
Porque eu quero dormir. 
Ainda e cedo. 
Mas eu ja quero dormir. 
E eu tocar. 
Eu paguei pra dormir. 
Mas nao vai conseguir. 
Quem disse que nao. 
As pulgas. Essa estrebaria esta assim de pulgas" (pp. 1-2). 
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usual heated arguments Tonho insults Paco accusing him of being weak 

enough to squeal to the police which Paco vigorously denies. In turn, 

Paco insults him calling him a fresco (queer) capable of stooling to 

the police. Having anything to do with the police becomes a mark of 

weakness to be avoided. Neither Paco, Tonho, or their peers want to be 

on friendly terms with the police. 

What little humor that exists in the play is a morbid humor 

where one would normally find little to laugh at. The humor the 

audience sees in the play seems to elicit more sympathy than laughter 

since these two "have nots" use it as a defense mechanism against the 

harsh reality that surrounds them. The dramatic impact of the play 

does not facilitate laughter, but the audience does understand this 

special Brazilian use of humor. Brazilians use it every day when they 

turn on the faucet and find no water, when the elevator stops between 

floors because of an electrical shortage, etc. Paco, refusing to lend 

his new shoes to Tonho, makes several sick jokes about Tonho's 

unfortunate condition. His humor at the expense of the other's 

misfortunes causes him to laugh and fall into bed holding his sides, 

but the audience has only pity for him. Paco later laughs at the 

appearance of the girl friend of the man whom they robbed. Remembering 

his love for the flute, Paco says of the girl: nDe longe eu pensei que 

a mulher estivesse pegando a flauta do cara (Rl) quando chegeui perto e 

que vi que nao era flauta. (Rl)" (p. *+3). The reader can see that this 

humor falls into the very Brazilian category of sacanagem. Even though 

he tried to forcibly rape the girl and then crushed the man's skull 

with a club, Paco is still animal enough to find humor in the 
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situation. Seeing that the stolen shoes are too small for Tonho's feet 

when Tonho tries to get them on, Paco says: "(Rl) Poxa, molha o pe? 

TONHO. pra que? PACO. Talvez teu pe encolha! (Rl)" (p. ̂ T)« He 

enjoys Tonho's misery and dejection: "Tonha, Tonha bichona. Maria 

Tonha, bichona louca. (Rl) Tonha bichona, arruma um coronel velhusco, 

ele pode te dar um sapatinho de salto alto (Rl). Poxa, esta ax uma 

saida pra voce Tonha bichona" (p. 50). Paco continues until Tonho, 

pointing a loaded pistol at Paco, forces him to put on the stolen 

earrings, brooch, and other female attire, then act like an effeminate 

homosexual before killing him. 

Tonho succumbs to his animal instincts. Aloof from the 

violence and tastelessness of his roommate and working companions, he 

wanted nothing more than "a pair of decent shoes to obtain respectable 

employment. To him, home and family were meaningful. His fall into 

the baseness of human weakness is caused by a society which provides no 

opportunity for even the simplest necessities, a pair of shoes. Unable 

to escape the wretchedness of such a society, he sinks to the level of 

its lowest members. Plinio Marcos has created a powerful drama with an 

equally powerful message communieating his disgust with the Brazilian 

social and political situation. 

After Dois perdidos numa noite suja Plinio Marcos wrote 

Navalha na carne his most successful and most discussed play thus far. 

This one act play (approximately one hour in length) about a 

prostitute, a pimp, and a homosexual contains a strong social criticism 

based on the author's, observation of these marginal members of society. 

Plinio stated that the inspiration at the moment he wrote Havalha na 
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carne overcame the fear of problems he knew he would encounter with the 

censors. Anatol Rosenfeld, critic of 0 Estado de SSo Paulo, explains 

Plinio's criticism of society in these terms: 

0 dinheiro ganho pela prostituta daqueles que a compram e que 
serve para comprar o rufi&o e roubado pelo homosexual para que 
possa comprar, por sua vez, um pouco de afeto. Todos usam e 
exploram e sao usados e explorados no que e mais intimo e 
pessoal. Nada de elevado e dito, nada de elevado pode ser dito 
na linguagem torpe dos personagens e, no entanto, revela-se a 
cada passo toda a gama de valores humanos gue se corrompem e 
todo o sofrimento e desespero das vitimas. ^ 

In an interview, Plinio explained that his desires to communicate the 

message he felt had to be expressed left little room for artistic pre

occupations. His greatest concern, he said, was how to say, in the 

most direct and unmistakable language, what he felt had to be said. He 

contemplated the use of a novel but opted for the drama because it 

presented his message on the stage where the impact could be public and 

have its greatest force. 

Navalha na carne is a drama of language, and one cannot really 

understand it unless he also understands Plinio's use of language. 

This applies to most of his works. Plinio denies that Navalha na carne 

was censored because of the social criticism it contains, but rather 

because of the language. Plinio confesses that his "dictionary" 

vocabulary is small but that he speaks the giria, the language of the 

povo, and writes as the povo speaks. He further explained that this 

15. Anatol Rosenfeld, "Navalha na nossa carneSuplemento 
Literario; 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, July 15, 19^79 P« 3. Another critic 
viewed the play as "uma analise da . . . solidao," "Navalha ria carne, 
ou um corte na solidao," Visjto, XXXI, No. 5 (1967) s p. Ul. 
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gxria is indeed a Brazilian language and not Portuguese. He insisted 

that if his plays were taken to Portugal they would have to be 

translated. In his opinion, the most Brazilian element in Navalha na 

carne is the language. He feels so strongly about the language that he 

refuses to permit a translation of the play fearing that the impact 

would be lost, as indeed it may. 

Besides objectionable profanity, far too extensive to quote, 

the play contains a certain amount of sadism which the censors did not 

like. Another critic explains the censors' objections clearly: 

Por isso parecem-nos infelizes os "consideranda" do 
Departamento de Policia Federal, ao proibir a encenagao total 
ou parcial de Navalha na carne em todo o Pais (Portaria de li+ 
de junho, publicada no Diario Oficial da Uniao do dia 19)• 
Pode-se ler no documento: compete "a censura federal a 
selegao de espetaculos publicos, visando a preservar a 
sociedade de influencias lesivas ao consenso comum, tendentes 
a aviltar os padroes de valores morais e culturais 
coletivamente aceitos"; os "aspectos ofensivos ao decoro 
publico inseridos em fungao de entretenimento popular fornam 
a representag&o antiestetica e consequentemente comprometem-lhe 
o merito artistico"; ha uma "profusao de sequencias obscenas, 
termos torpes, anomalias e morbidez explorados na pega ... a 
qual e desprovida de mensagem construtiva, positiva, e de 
sangSes a impulsos ilegitimos, o que a torna inadequada a 
platela de qualquer nivel etario."1" 

In spite of the strict censorship, Navalha na carne enjoyed resounding 

success in both Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro once the censors opened 

it to the public. It is Plinio's only drama to be published and made 

available to the public. Plxnio Marcos explained that the play had a 

two and one-half year run on the stage with excellent attendance. He 

said that numerous prostitutes came to see it and were so moved that 

16. Sabato Magaldi, "Documento dramatico," Suplemento 
Literario: 0 Estado de S&o Paulo, July 15, 19&7» P« 3. 
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they called Neusa Sueli, the prostitute in the play, the saint of 

prostitutes and sent her both flowers and crucifixes. It was a piece 

the povo and the marginal elements of society could easily understand 

because it was familiar, he said. The critic Barbara Heliodora 

disagreed somewhat with Plinio as to the make up of the audience, 

although she admitted that it was popular by attendance figures. She 

stated that its success owes itself to the upper middle class who could 

come to a respectable theater and see how a prostitute, a pimp, and a 

17 homosexual live without becoming involved. 1 

In the play Neusa Suely returns to her cheap hotel room to find 

her kept man, Vado, in bed reading. He does not reveal the reason for 

his bad humor until he has shown some of his sadism. She believes he 

is in league with a prostitute from a neighboring room. Neusa 

guarantees Vado that she left him money on the bedside table but that 

perhaps Veludo, a homosexual lodged in the hotel, has taken it. When 

questioned in a way which reveals more of Vado's sadistic character, 

Veludo finally confesses that he took the money, using half to "buy" 

the irresistible boy who runs the bar and the other half for 

marijuana. Veludo finally delivers a marijuana cigarette to Vado and, 

together with a promise to repay the remainder, is permitted to go 

free, but not until the two have it out one last time. Neusa 

violently explodes, separating the two, and expelling Veludo from her 

IT- Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971. 
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l8 room, insulting him, "galinha velha e a tua mae," a label that Vado 

will later use to hurt and humiliate her. With calculated sadism Vado 

throws insults at her about her rolls of fat and wrinkled face, then 

forces her to look in the mirror and deny that she is not fifty years 

old. She claims that she is only thirty, but that the wretched life 

she has been forced to lead has prematurely aged her. Sadly 

recognizing the truth, she desires that Vado simply satisfy her needs 

because of the money, if he finds her beauty insufficient to please 

him. Neusa turns the situation around when she brings out a knife and 

threatens to castrate Vado if he will not quit his attack and make love 

to her. Seeing himself in a corner, he speaks tenderly to Neusa who 

yields easily and drops her threats. Sure of himself now, he soothes 

things over with soft words and a few caresses in the right places then 

tranquilly leaves. She calls to him but finally sits on the bed and 

begins to methodically eat a sandwich as the scene goes black. 

After Vado has humiliated Neusa about her age she mouths the 

author's message: "As vezes chego a pensar: Poxa, sera que eu sou 

gente? Sera que eu, voce, o Veludo somos gente? Chego ate a duvidar! 

Duvido que gente de verdade viva assim, um aporrinhando, o outro, urn se 

servindo do outro. Isso nao pode ser coisa direita, isso e uma bosta! 

Uma bosta! Um monte de bosta!" (p. 85). Near the end she again 

exclaims: "Eu estou na merda! Estou na merda!" (pp. 100-101). The 

prostitute, the pimp, and the homosexual . . . all marginal members of 

18. Plinio Marcos, A Navalha na carne (SSo Paulo: Senzala, 
1968), p. 56. All subsequent citations from Navalha are from this 
edition. 
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society, all used by society, but not seen by society as people of 

worth. Because of the misery to which society has relegated them, they 

have lost all sense of human dignity and worth, thus bringing the 

question, "somos gente?" They are exiles from the very structure that 

demands that they exist, but Meusa's speech reveals her as a person 

capable of reason, a person worthy of compassion and help. Neusa feels 

deeply the need to become "people." Her problem resembles that of the 

dois perdidos in that she cannot rise above her environment. Plinio 

Marcos gives us a vivid picture in Navalha na carne of man's inhumanity 

against man but as usual offers no solution preferring to leave us with 

the picture and let us discuss and solve the problem. Together with 

the language, which the author feels is the most Brazilian element, he 

19 uses a surprising number of elements discussed in other plays. This 

in spite of the limited scope of the drama and its concentration: it is 

short, set in one room, violent, has only three characters, and looks 

at only one problem of society. 

The entire play, as well as the individual characters, are 

excellent examples of .jeito. By .jeito they survive the selfishness and 

inhumanity of society even though by means which would repel most. 

Neusa earns her living, but not respect, from society, and even though 

insufficient, she makes do. Vado can move freely from one source of 

income to another if he chooses because of his virility, in fact, in 

19. I exclude examples of the language feeling that it would 
serve no real purpose in this work. The play consists of "hard core" 
profanity belonging, more properly, to a study of Brazilian 
euphemisms. Indeed, a study of giria in Marcos' work would be 
profitable. 
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the beginning of the play Neusa accuses him of having eyes for another 

prostitute. Jeito seems to be an important factor with him. Veludo 

displays .jeito vhen, after other means fail, he steals from Neusa to 

buy the love of another male and purchase marijuana. All three 

characters seem to get by, admittedly on the lowest possible plane and 

often at the expense of the other. 

In addition, Vado is an ostentatious man, sure of himself and 

his masculinity. He often reminds Neusa that "eu seu o vadinho das 

candongas, te tiro de letra, facil, facil! Eu estou assim de mulher 

que me quer dar o bem-bom! (pp. 22-23). The entire play, based around 

her message, is political. Indeed, the play and the political 

implications cannot be separated, for not only society, but also the 

political structure must accept the blame for the lives of these 

marginal people, says Plinio Marcos. The bate-papo theme embraces the 

largest part of the play. Other than the brief scene with Veludo, Vado 

and Neusa converse bato-papo fashion, with little of importance being 

said. Vado's ostentatious attitude also reveals his basic love of 

lazer, for he seeks the "bem-bom" in life. He admits his reason for 

staying with Neusa: "Por causa de tutu! • So por causa do tutu! . . . 

Por causa da grana! E isso mesmo!" (pp. 22-23). He wants comfort and 

ease. These marginal members of society have little regard for the 

establishments of society, especially the police. Because the three 

earn their livelihood by illegal means, the police pose more of a 

threat to them than to other Brazilians. After Veludo, the homosexual, 

has received a beating from Vado and insults from Neusa, the latter 

fears that he will report them to the police: "Agora vai caguetar a 
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gente pra polxcia, seu nojento" (p. 6h ). But she need not fear, for 

his hatred of the police is as great as hers: "Sua vaca, voce vai me 

pagar! Nao vou na polxcia, nao. Nao gosto dessa gente" (p. 65). 

Few dramas in contemporary Brazilian letters can equal the 

sordid picture of reality which Plxnio presents here. Sabato Magaldi 

states: "Nunca um escritor nacional se preocupou tanto em investigar 

sem lentes embelezadoras a realidade, mostrando-a ao publico na crueza 

de materia bruta."^ We must agree with Anatol Rosenfeld that the 

vision of reality in Navalha na carne is a cynical one: "Ela Ca pegaU 

exprime uma visao degradada, cxnica, da realidade e, enquanto a 

exprime, degrada-a cada vez mais, corrompendo ao mesmo tempo os que a 

usam com o desesperado prazer de quem se sabe perdido."^"'" Those 

acquainted with the piece will at least admit that its power on the 

mind of the audience is real, either in its ability to nauseate or 

arouse to action. 

Following the success of Navalha na carne, Plxnio Marcos wrote 

Pia vira and Quando as maquinas param. I saw the latter at the Teatro 

da Praia in the copacabana section of Rio. Like Wavalha na carne, its 

length (less than one hour) has caused numerous people to wonder at it 

as a work of art. The author answered the criticism in the program 

notes of the performance at the TBC in Sao Paulo: 

Sei que muita gente vai achar ruim. E dax? Se posso dar o 
meu recado rapido, por que haveria de ficar enrolando? Para 

20. Magaldi, "Documento," p. 3. 

21. Rosenfeld, "Havalha," p. 3. 
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agradar aos que acham que um espetaculo deve durar um temp&o? 
Nada disso. WSo estamos aqui para agradar. Estamos para 
colocar um problema serio. E o colocamos em sessenta 
minutos. 0 resto do tempo esperamos que nosso publico gaste 
em resolver o problema que exige urgente solugao.^ 

This statement not only defends the play as a piece of propaganda, but 

also gives some insight into the author's dramatic philosophy. It 

clarifies the author's social purpose and the urgency he feels thus 

precluding any lengthy concern over artistic preoccupations. 

Like Navalha na carne the plot of Quando as maquinas param is 

simple, perhaps even simpler. In several scenes, each representing a 

day, unemployment changes a young man and his wife psychologically. 

The scene, the inside of their very modest home, shows that they have 

only the barest essentials. To them pleasure consists of finding an 

unsmoked cigarette, a soap opera on the radio, or a futebol match being 

broadcast. A cruel system in which unemployment abounds and where no 

apparent solution exists harnesses the young man who tries to find 

work. The message is clearly a social-political one. The desperation 

of their situation becomes apparent as each hope is slowly crushed. He 

cannot bear the humiliation of seeing his wife work as a seamstress to 

support them when he feels that he must be the breadwinner. The only 

real joy he experiences in the play comes when he learns of his wife's 

pregnancy. Nevertheless, by the last scene his pride for his manhood 

and position as breadwinner has degenerated to such a point that he 

causes the abortion of his own child by sadistically beating his wife 

22. "Marca de Plxnio," p. 71. 
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in the abdomen. Again the blame must rest with the system, according 

to Plinio, the socio-political system which fails to provide the means 

for people to make a living. They cannot even find the simplest job to 

support themselves and bring dignity to the family unit. 

As in his other dramas, language plays an important role, but 

not to the extent that it did in Wavalha na carne. Since the play has 

only two actors, much of their conversation is characteristic of the 

Brazilian bate-papo. They speak realistically, talking to each other 

in the usual unimportant way that a husband and wife would talk in 

normal life. Most often the bate-papo consists of small talk, but of 

things which reveal their hopes and anxieties. For example, he looks 

for work one day and reports that perhaps he can become a bus driver in 

which case he will need a certain colored shirt and she joyously 

describes how she will make it. We learn that he would like to buy a 

television set, but in the meantime the radio must do. She would like 

him to talk to her the way the lovers talk to their sweethearts in the 

soap operas. And so it goes throughout the play. The bate-papo serves 

an important purpose in revealing how each aspiration, as simple as it 

may be, comes to life but later dies because of the lack of employment 

and lack of dignity. 

Although unemployed, they manage to get by somehow—Brazilian 

.jeito. She takes in sewing to help, and when he needs cigarettes she 

comes up with a pack put away for just that purpose. When the food 

runs out she manages to obtain some. With all the hopelessness of 

their individual lives and the socio-political situation condemning 

them to these circumstances that the author wants us to feel and see, 
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he still endows the characters with the necessary .jeito to somehow make 

do. The husband, typical of young Brazilian males, loves futebol. On 

the wall he has placed a poster of his favorite player and feverishly 

listens to all the games on the radio. In one scene he moves about the 

house with the portable radio held fast to his ear so as not to miss 

any of the plays. His wife, in turn, loves the radio-novela, the very 

popular soap opera. She laughs when the novela is happy and cries when 

the love affair must end or becomes sad. 

The Brazilian fei.joada becomes an important theme in the play. 

Because of his unemployment they cannot afford to eat the fine foods 

they desire and must rely on the traditional Brazilian fei.j&o which 

they enjoy. Quando as maquinas param uses obvious elements of 

brasilidade like Navalha na carne and Dois perdidos. 

The progress of Plinio Marcos' plays shows an obvious increase 

in Brazilian themes as he continues to write. The trend perhaps 

reaches a peak in Balbina de Iansa which opened at the Teatro Sao 

Pedro in Sao Paulo in January, 1971. Balbina de Iansa represents an 

enredo of an escola de samba during Carnaval taken from the streets to 

the stage. Its principal theme involves the rites of the very wide

spread macumba. Plinio Marcos explained that while most Brazilians 

believe that candombles (macumba ceremonies) are a phenomenon of the 

north, Sao Paulo has more than 16,000 macumba centers making it 

widespread enough as to be considered a popular element. Knowing this, 

Plinio wrote Balbina de Iansa desiring to reach the people and yet use 

the dramatic form. Balbina de Iansa gives us a glimpse of the 

fanaticism that can grip the average person through macumba. The 
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confusion of Christianity and macumba, where Christian saints are 

identified with macumba gods, has become widespread in Brazil. It may 

seem unusual to us but is very normal to the Brazilians of African 

origin. During a stay in Rio in 1968 I witnessed macumba ceremonies 

where statues of Catholic saints were used to represent the macumba 

gods. I have come to understand this curious combination as something 

quite natural in Brazil. In Balbina de IansS OXALA, the god of 

creation, is identified with Christ; OGUM, the god of wars, with Saint 

George; XANGO, the god of thunder and lightning, with Saint Jerome; 

IAMSX, the goddess of winds and storms, with Saint Barbara and so on. 

Alfredo Mesquita, the director of the Escola de Arte Dramatica 

in SSo Paulo, gave Plinio the idea of Balbina de IarisS during an 

assignment where Plxnio was asked to rewrite a play by Shakespeare in 

gxria. His choice, Romeo and Juliet, gave him the idea.^ At first, 

though, he wrote the play as a novel published in serial form in the 

newspaper Ultima Hora before he rewrote it for the stage. When asked 

where he would place Balbina de Iarisa in relationship to his other 

works, he admitted that it was an entirely different play from anything 

that he had done before and that he would study its success or failure 

in order to determine any further directions in his works. 

One ingredient singling it out from his other plays, the large 

amount of music, has led some to comment that possibly it is a 

Brazilian musical: "Ha ingredientes: um enredo simplxssimo liga vinte 

musicos tocadas e/ou cantadas, remelexo de cabrochas, disputa de 

23. "Plxnio Marcos: Romeo e Julieta amam num candomble," 
Ye.ja, Sept. 18, 1968, p. 95. 
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sambistas e ate uma porta-estandarte poxando o card&o dos atores no 

2b + final, entre as fileiras do teatro." Este Mes em SSo Paulo also 

agrees that "Balbina e a mais feliz integrasao texto-musica-danga da 

historia do teatro brasileiro."̂  But the author has a different view. 

He feels that its poor reviews come from Brazilian critics, European 

and American trained, who did not understand Balbina de IansS and 

wanted to judge it as a musical—by Broadway standards—which, he 

insists, it is not. Rather than an American style musical, it repre

sents a samba school performing an enredo on stage and must be judged 

in that perspective. Balbina de IansS also may be an answer to the 

sophisticated imports which the povo cannot understand. Balbina de 

IansS, presenting the victory of one powerful human emotion, love, over 

all obstacles, pretends to be theater for the many rather than the few 

as does the theater of ideas. Plinio Marcos, then, has become a leader 

in "um grupo empenhado em lutar contra o que chama de 'invasao 

estrangeira em nosso teatro (Hair, Cemiterio de Automoveis, 0 BalcSo, o 

26 vanguardismo do elenco do Oficina).'" 

In defending Balbina de Iansa as a very Brazilian drama, Plinio 

complains that the majority of Brazilian authors today write as if they 

were in Europe, but his play comes as a result of his preoccupation 

with Brazilian reality. He further explains that "Balbina e uma 

2k. Jose Marcio Penido, "Sarava! Plinio chegou," Veja, 
Jan. 20, 1971j p. 6U. 

25. "Balbina de Iansa," Este Mes em SSo Paulo, VIII, No. 156 
(1971), P- 16. 

26. "Plinio, sem palavrao," Visao, XXXVIII, Wo. 2 (l97l)> 
p. 65. 
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historia de amor contada numa linguagem brasileira. Ela cria urn estilo 

nosso de contar historias. . . . Todos que julgarem o espetaculo por 

padrSes tradicionais de Europa vao quebrar a cara, voce entende? Se 

julgarem esta pega de Plinio como julgariam uma de Ibsen, v&o achar 

muito ruim.,,̂ '', 

Plinio Marcos, from the time of his first drama, has concerned 

himself with the Brazilian national reality, and in Balbina de IansS he 

succeeds in nationalizing the story of Romeo and Juliet in a terreiro 

de macumba. As a work designed for consumption by the povo Plinio 

explained that everything in Balbina de Iansa is very clear, but 

perhaps too clear: "Nao tem nada hermetico. Acho que isso e que causa 

28 estranheza nas pessoas." He explained to me that the play repre

sents, in an unmistakable manner, the destruction of social structures 

through love. The Brazilian vanguard has always been distant from the 

masses and an effort must be made to return to the people, he said. He 

explained that most intellectuals who saw the play confessed later that 

they had never set foot in a macumba ceremony and did not know quite 

how to judge such a play. People are afraid that this type of theater 

will become fashionable in Brazil, and if it does, the cocky Brazilian 

intellectual will be upset, Plinio stated. 

In the play Mae Zefa, the matriarchal head of the "Povo de 

Pedra Branca" macumba cult, exercises a supernatural hold over her 

followers to the extent that they have almost ceased thinking for them-

27. Penido, "Sarava!", p. 65. 

28. Ibid., p. 65. 
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selves. When she and her followers enter the play there is a large 

Christian cross in the background. They pay it homage in a curious 

mixture of macumba and Christianity. As they enter the altar area one 

of her followers, a retarded girl, whose illness Mae Zefa caused by 

having the girl's mother flogged when she was pregnant, accidentally 

drops and breaks the statue of IansS. Mae Zefa, against the pleadings 

of the girl's mother, orders her beaten to remove the evil spirits, but 

another follower, Balbina, intercedes asking for mercy. Balbina is 

successful but must remain at the altar pleading with IansS to take 

possession of her body while the povo leaves. Joao Gico, of the rival 

Povo dos Angois, and his friends arrive, and Joao and Balbina fall in 

love at first sight. As a token of his love he gives Balbina a special 

macumba talisman necklace which, he says, will protect her against all 

evil. His protection from that moment on will be Balbina's smile. A 

desafio between rival samba schools erupts into a fight between 

Expedito, Mae Zefa's lover, and one of Jo&o's friends from the Povo dos 

Angois who dies from knife wounds. Protected by Balbina's smile, Joao 

avenges his friend's death in a spectacular display of strength by 

killing Expedito. Mae Zefa asks for Joao's death and accuses Balbina 

of bringing disgrace to the Povo de Pedra Branca. They flog Balbina to 

drive out all the evil spirits and prepare her to receive Iansa. 

Balbina, beaten and humbled, anxiously waits for Joao to return and 

protect her against any further evil. In disgust for Mae Zefa and her 

followers she smashes the new statue of IansS at the feet of M&e Zefa 

who, in horror, calls for the Povo de Pedra Branca to come witness the 

desecration. Joao arrives, having been summoned by one of Balbina's 
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friends, just as Balbina is about to be taken away for extermination. 

With a burst of anger he destroys the entire altar and all its statues 

while the Povo de Pedra Branca stands paralyzed from fear. Balbina's 

smile and love gave him power. Stripped of her power Mae Zefa weeps as 

Joao and Balbina leave. Joao and Balbina have overcome dependency on 

the rites and superstition of maeumba through their love. At the end 

of the play the entire cast parades through the theater in Carnaval 

style playing the same heavy samba music they played throughout the 

drama. The "Porta-bandeira" carries a flag with the word "AMOR" 

printed on it in block letters. 

The cast, a collection of Carnaval elements, consists of the 

Conjunto Malungo which has participated in numerous plays including 

Dias Gomes' 0 pagador de promessas. They have also toured widely and 

had a run of three years in Rio in a piece titled Maeumba, sexta-feira 

a meia noite, a series of Afro-Brazilian rites. Also as members of the 

cast are the Grupo Barra Funda and the Partido Mais Alto, two escolas 

de samba from Sao Paulo. 

The message of love could hardly be clearer: "Plinio advoga a 

instauragao de um mundo forjado no sentimento puramente humano do 

amor.When Joao and Expedito fight, Balbina tries to separate them 

crying, "ja rolou muito sangue e por cada gota de sangue rolada vai 

rolar muito mais. Para cada nego tombado vai ter vinganga. Mae. 

Gente matando gente e coisa sem jeito. Povo contra povo nao e 

valentia. E atraso de vida. Gente, ja nao chega as miserias deste 

29. "Plinio, sem palavrSo," p. 65. 
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War and bloodshed breed more war and bloodshed which can 

only be overcome by love. JoSo and Balbina point the way by breaking 

with the mSe-de-santo, with religion, with God, and with all else that 

would hold them back and replace it with love and reason. For clari

fication of his ideas, Plinio stated: 

Eu acho o teatro de^vanguarda anarquista. E o anarquismo 
serve ao nazismo. Eles destroem urn valor, mas nao colocam 
outro no lugar, voce entende? Isso apavora o homem comum. 
Ele se sente ameagado por esse destruir-por-destruir, se 
agarra ao tradicional e fica contente quando a repressSo 
baixa o cacete. Na minha pega, a gente destroi um valor, 
mas coloca outro . . . o amor. Acho o final romantico. 
Mas so os romanticos sSo revolucionarios.^"'" 

Few dramas in this work contain more Brazilian elements than 

Balbina de IansS whose most conspicuous are the samba-Carnaval theme. 

The abundance of popular elements and local color has caused at least 

one critic to suggest,that perhaps Plinio overdid it: "Com a presenga 

das escolas de samba, esse ritmo se dilui e o texto parece minguado em 

meio a uma exibig§,o folclorica bastante difusa."-^ The play, an enredo 

much like the ones seen at Carnaval time in the streets, was taken from 

the street and performed on the stage. The special musical cast, the 

parade at the end, and numerous pieces of music, further classify it as 

an enredo. The drama contains twenty-five separate pieces of music 

including one written by Plinio Marcos, all of which are very 

pronounced samba pieces appealing to the public. The audience in the 

30. Plinio Marcos, Balbina de IansS, n.p., n.d., p. 26. 
(Mimeographed.) 

31. Penido, "Sarava!," p. 66. 

32. "Plinio, sem palavrSo," p. 65. 
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theater at the performance I attended kept time with the music. "Canto 

de Oxala" was especially popular: 

Ele e dono da terra 
Ele faz e nSo erra 

'/ E Oxala 
Oxala, meu pai-e 
Ha guerra na frente 
Ha fome na gente 
Queremos paz 
Oxala, meu pai.^3 

Another, which I quote only in part, had such a pronounced rhythm that 

one could not refrain from keeping time by clapping, "E So Sambar": 

Quem canta samba 
Samba canta 
Oi, la, ri, la, ri, la . . . 
Canta samba de terreiro 
Mostra o samba bem brasileiro. 
Eu fui num samba outro dia 
Mas que samba legal, que sambao 
Pra quem canta samba, samba canta 
So entra no samba quando e bom.-5 

Whenever the Povo de Pedra Branca enters or exits they do so dancing to 

samba music. Although theatrical rather than literary, the dances and 

costumes axe important because they become part of the spirit of 

Carnaval the drama encompasses. Animated dances come frequently, and 

the costumes are the actual ones seen on the streets during Carnaval. 

Guitars accompany most of the music but the most popular instruments 

are the atabaques, the large, barrel shaped drums, which beat out the 

loud samba rhythm. The longest music-dance number involves a special 

macumba ceremony of feitura, a series of rites used to prepare the 

33. 

3b. 

Program notes, Balbina de Iansa, p. 22. 

Ibid., p. 23. 
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filhas enter in striking costumes, the atabaques beat out the rhythm 

and the rest of the cast sings. After the MSe performs an authentic 

macumba ceremony, each girl receives IansS and dances in time with the 

atabaques. After the completion of the ceremony MaS Zefa, pleased with 

the results, lets the povo have a samba party. The second act begins 

with another long scene of samba music as the samba groups have a 

desafio creating a lighthearted atmosphere in which everyone 

participates. The final parade through the theater by the entire cast 

is right out of Carnaval. The music, the whistling, the singing, and 

the dancing became so lively that the audience clapped and sang along 

with the cast. Little doubt exists as to why many critics have judged 

the play as a musical because music dominates from beginning to end, 

all being sung and played in samba rhythm. The audience appeal 

reminded me of the Brazilians' reaction to Carnaval. 

Another important theme in Balbina de Iansa is devotion. The 

author stated that he had transplanted a terreiro de macumba to the 

stage in as nearly an authentic way as possible. The opening scene 

sets the tenor of the play when the filhas de Santo enter singing to 

Oxala (Christ) and bowing before a large cross. Statues of familiar 

Christian saints called by macumba names stand on the altar. The 

mother of the mentally retarded girl has great faith in the power of 

her religion to cure her daughter: "Tu vai se fazer filha de Santo. 
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E dai tu melhora dessa bobeira."35 To help her daughter become a filha 

de Santo she tries to teach her the names of each statue on the altar 

in a mixture of macumba and Christianity. One by one she has her 

daughter handle the statues: "Sao Benedito e Bitoto. Agora Santa 

Barbara, que e IansS" (p. 3). Her simple faith, honest and without 

prejudice, contrasts sharply with the pride of Ma? Zefa whose devotion 

is mechanical and fanatical. With great self-righteousness Ma? Zefa 

condemns the retarded girl to a beating when the girl accidentally 

drops the statue of IansS. Ma? Zefa's confusion of Christianity and 

macumba is revealed: "Desfeiteou Iansa. Ofendeu a Santa Barbara" 

(p. 5). Balbina pleads for mercy for the girl and discloses her simple 

sense of devotion and obedience: "M&e, eu que vou ser feita sua filha 

de IansS, num sei de nada. Mas podia sem faltar com respeito por minha 

ma?, pedir maleime em nome de IansS pra menina Boba" (p. 7)• Shortly 

thereafter Balbina becomes a filha de Santo when she receives IanstL 

Dancing violently she releases the hands of the would-be prosecutors 

from the retarded girl in a gesture that all interpret as Ians&'s 

disapproval of the punishment. Ma? Zefa is surprised because Balbina 

has not yet gone through the official rites to become a filha de Santo: 

"Quem e tu pra chamar Santa Barbara? Nem filha feita tu e" (p. 11). 

When the povo leaves, Balbina remains prostrate before the altar 

praying: "iansa, santa guerreira. Santa Barbara de valia. Eparrei! 

Eparrei! Iansa! Sarava!" (p. ll). 

35. Plinio Marcos, Balbina de Iansa, n.p., n.d., p. 2. 
(Mimeographed.) All subsequent citations from Balbina de Iansa are 
from this document. 
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The play shows the extent of the mixture of macumba and 

Christianity in Brazil. An honest, sincere mixture, as we saw in 0_ 

pagador de promessas, it has no intellectual basis but rather simple 

faith. Joao Gico, in answer to Balbina's question as to whether she 

really received Iansa or not, says: "Se tu nSo fez de chaveco, ta 

certo. Sen&o, IansS te arreava no chao, na hora" (p. IT). He has 

great faith in the talisman which he gives to Balbina: "A forga dele 

A 
garante meu corpo fechado contra mandinga ferro e fogo. E rezado e tem 

rai-z na Africa na nagSo Kete" (p. 18). On their first meeting Jo&o, in 

all sincerity, gives Mae Zefa the honor and recognition due the 

position she holds. Expedito, Mae Zefa's lover, has great faith in her 

powers because she has prayed to protect his body against all harm 

which he believes to be real, even though Joao, aided by Balbina's 

smile, later kills him. Joao demonstrates great faith when he fights 

Expedito: "Tenho fe na minha briga, mogo. Ja espliquei. Na minha 

roga sou Oga de valor provado" (p. 23). The men of the Povo dos Angois 

are men of faith who rely on their gods to protect them in battle. 

Tuim, another friend from the Povo dos Angois, prays before a fight: 

"Meu Xango Kao Kabiesile me valei. Meu guia de cabega me de a razSo e 

fecha meu corpo rezado no Angois" (p. 25). Although the people have 

simple faith they rely totally on the protection of the gods and 

attribute victory or defeat to the strength or weakness of the same 

gods. The only sure protection the author permits is the love of 

Balbina and Joao which protects Joao from all evil and triumphs in the 

end. The use of the element of devotion has great appeal to the 

Brazilian public who see something of themselves in the characters. 
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Nowhere does the author exclude healthy, sensible devotion, but the 

play denounces the fanatical dependence on religious principles which 

exclude reason. The sincere devotion in Balbina de IansS reveals the 

Brazilian's innate distrust of authority figures and again their 

tendency to go directly to both Christian and pagan saints. 

We have already discussed the importance to which Plinio Marcos 

gives language in his dramas and Balbina de Iansa is no exception. In 

fact, the author has included a vocabulary list in the program notes to 

assist those people less familiar with the giria. He includes two 

vocabulary lists, one giving popular expressions and the other macumba 

terms. Included in the first are items such as atucanar (preoccupy, 

provoke), bochicho (murmuring), grampear (grab ahold of), dar uma diea 

(offer a way out), enguigo (a bad, awkward, or embarrassing situation), 

segurar o_ apito (stand fast or hold down the fort) and others. The 

second list explains the relationship of the saints in macumba and 

Christianity as well as terms such as Mae de Santo (matriarchal head of 

the cult), feita (a filha de santo or maiden who has passed through the 

rites of receiving a saint), ora ie ie'ou (ritualistic greeting to 

Oxum), axe (the spiritual force of the caridombles which are the macumba 

rituals of Afro-Brazilian origin), and many others. Plinio explained 

that many people have never witnessed nor studied the rites of macumba 

and many things in the play would be meaningless without an explanation. 

I first attended the play with several Brazilian friends none of whom 

were entirely familiar with all the expressions and were thankful for 

the vocabulary list in the program notes. 
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Also familiar to a Brazilian audience is the ostentation of MSe 

Zefa who takes fanatical pride in her position as leader of the povo. 

She enters the first scene to find the retarded girl and her mother 

reciting the names of the saints and cleaning the altar. Mae Zefa had 

previously warned the woman not to bring her daughter to the altar area 

and with indignation says: "Tu nao me respeita? Sou tua M&e de Santo. 

Sou Zefa da Pedra Branca, primeira em toda macumba e achegada aos 

Orixas de valia. Sei dos misterios" (p. U). This ostentatious display 

of arrogance, characteristic of her all through the play, is finally 

"broken when Joao destroys the altar, the saints, and, in turn, Mae 

Zefa's power over the people. 

Humor, of minor importance, exists also. Much of the play has 

a lighthearted spirit. Joao's two friends from the Povo dos Angois 

give Joao a humorous problem to solve. If two men fight and both are 

equally protected against harm by the same saint what would be the out

come? Joao answers, "eu acho que numa demanda dessa acaba quando a 

cana chega e prende os dois" (p. 13). He tells them about two friends, 

Cocada and Pe de Bicho, equally protected by Xango, who fought. The 

story, told with great gusto, brings the question, "e quem ganhou" to 

which Jo&o replies, "nenhum dos dois. A cana baixou e levou eles" 

(p. lU). In the challenge Expedito issues Joao, attempting to provoke 

a fight, he humorously accuses Joao of being such a pantywaist and 

homosexual that "ele e capaz de receber Santa" (p. 2k). Balbina de 

IansS, like the rest of Plinio Marcos' plays, contains little humor but 

much more than in others we have studied. The author, anxious to make 
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a point, seems to have little time for humor. Plinio himself is a 

rather sober individual whose attempts at humor may help to explain its 

absence in his dramas. 

Joao and his friends have poor feelings towards the police. 

Joao explains that the police stopped a fight between two friends and 

comments: "Que coisa. A cana sempre atrapalha tudo" (p. lU). The 

Brazilians enjoy freedom, and the police, as we see here, pose a threat 

to that enjoyment. 

As might be expected in this play inspired by Romeo and Juliet 

the theme of the woman and beauty enters briefly. When they meet, Joao 

says to Balbina, "quando minhas bitucas te flagraram, eu nem sabia se 

tu era Encantada ou gente. Te achei uma gamagao" (p. 15). She 

explains that she does not want to dampen the high spirits of the 

forthcoming rituals, but JoSo tells her, "tu nunca estragaria uma 

festa. Quem estraga festa e bagulho e tu da gosto da gente ver" 

(p. 17). Being a beautiful woman Balbina has captured his heart to 

such an extent that she becomes a power to him: "Daqui pra frente, teu 

sorriso e meu patua de fe e de valia. Sorri Balbina e eu sou mais eu. 

Wo teu sorriso eu sou limpo. . . . Tu e bonita" (p. 18). The 

Brazilian public who appreciate women and beauty can easily identify 

with Joao's love of Balbina and her beauty. Incidentally, Balbina is 

played by Walderez de Barros, Plinio Marcos' lovely wife who may well 

be his good luck charm and source of inspiration. 

Jeito is evident in the Brazilian love of homemade remedies in 

Balbliia de I ansa. After the beating she received to purify her, 

Balbina's back is a raw sore. Zeninha, the mother of the retarded 
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girl, enters to find Balbina in misery, but by .jeito she has made a 

remedy which will help to cure the problem: "Eu e a menina fizemos um 

guento de limbo e coisas do mar. Com a licenga da Mae, a gente pode 

cuidar dela CBalbinaD. Esse guento passa a dor. . . . Esse remedio e 

forte. Faz nao doer e seca as feridas" (p. 31). She tells Balbina 

that the concoction comes from things she found on the beaches. 

Balbina de Iansa is an exciting play because it involves the 

audience more than any of Plinio's other plays. The music, the 

Carnaval atmosphere, and the samba are the conspicuous elements which 

the Brazilian public seems to enjoy most. The carefree atmosphere and 

the strong sense of devotion also assist in making the play as 

appealing to the Brazilian public as possible. Plinio will wait to 

evaluate the success of the play be,fore he decides on the type of play 

he will write in the future. He is obviously very interested in the 

public's reaction to Balbina de IansS. Already other escolas de samba 

have asked if they can present the play when the present run at the 

Teatro Sao Pedro ends. Possibly, just possibly, the mainstream of 

Plinio's plays in the future may be quite different from the violent 

pieces for which he has achieved fame in Brazil. 

Homens de papel, one of Plinio1s most recent plays, has yet to 

be seen or even published for the public for it has run into serious 

problems with the censors. While in Sao Paulo Plinio Marcos gave me 

the copy I have, as he did with Balbina de Iarisa and Dois perdidos, 

from several mimeographed copies he still has. Because of the censor

ship which refuses to permit any public knowledge of it, little has 

been written about the play. In an interview Plinio told me that he 
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felt Homens de papel was his most Brazilian play, followed closely by 

Balbina de IansS, because of the authentic social problem it presents. 

The principal problem of Homens de papel is that of human dignity, 

survival, unemployment, and cruel bosses within a system where the will 

for advancement and improvement has been snuffed out and opportunities 

do not exist. The author feels that he has presented an authentic 

picture of the numerous subhuman, marginal classes in the larger cities 

whose most fundamental desire is to survive. The characters and 

personalities of the people portrayed and their philosophy of life, if 

one can be permitted to use such a sophisticated expression, are molded 

by the extreme poverty to which they have become subjected by an 

unconcerned society and government, Plinio stated. For these people 

whose animal instincts predominate fighting and brawling are 

spontaneous. Their job, the humblest conceivable, consists of 

collecting and selling trash paper for re-cycling. United in their 

hatred for their cruel paper buyer, who represents everything 

repressive, they are suspicious, violent, and lack any form of mutual 

trust. Inaction, their greatest illness, leads them to mechanical 

obedience to the system, and thus they end as badly in need of reform 

as they began. 

Berrao, the heartless paper buyer, and the only man to whom 

they can sell, has complete control over his paper collectors. He not 

only cheats them in weighing their sacks of paper but also humiliates 

them by taking their wives, under the excuse of letting the wives 

confirm the weight at the factory, to sleep with him thus destroying 

marital trust and ultimately the basis of the family. Maria-Vai, the 
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next woman to accompany BerrSo to "check the correct weight," receives 

no objections from her husband Ti&o who refuses to face the real reason 

for her absence. Chicao, one of the more independent thinkers among 

the paper collectors, would like to organize an uprising against 

Berrao but cannot win support because of the fear his friends have for 

the pistol Berr&o carries. The collectors learn that other people, 

whom they do not know, have trespassed on their routes, but when the 

new people try to sell their paper to Berr&o, the others beat and rob 

them of their sacks claiming them as their own. The new collectors, 

Frido, Whanha his wife, and Ga, an epileptic daughter, seek medical 

help for the girl but first must raise the money. They left the 

interior, where money was scarce, and came to the city to find that 

paper collecting was the only job open to them. After vicious disa

greement, the group decides to share a route, but the newcomers soon 

realize that any one of the group would stab any other member in the 

back at the slightest provocation. Mutual trust, even between man and 

wife, does not exist. Frido and his wife finally understand that they 

cannot trust the buyer and that the group only asks for fair treatment 

and an honest weight for their sacks. Nhanha is the only person with 

good feelings towards anyone, her daughter Ga. She refuses to support 

the group's boycott against Berrao which would put him in trouble with 

the factory, because she wants the money for her daughter's medical 

care. She prevails and they call off the boycott permitting her and 

her husband to accompany them on their routes while leaving Ga asleep 

in an alley. Coco, a large, retarded member of the group, has lusted 

for Ga and in the absence of the parents kills her trying to rape her. 
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The group then kills Coco upon their return. Their plans for a revolt 

or even a boycott against Berrao fall through when he out-bluffs them 

in spite of their superior numbers. They remain subhumans as they were 

in the beginning. 

The author's message clearly calls for violence as the only 

means to get results. Nhanha states: "Os que tem a peste pra 

atormentar sabem que papo nSo serve pra nada. Diferenga se tira e de 

pau."̂  Maria Vai, becoming fed up with the group's stagnant attitude 

when they refuse to take action against Berrao, says: "Aqui ninguem e 

de nada" (p. 56). The author directs his message to the Brazilian 

nation's oppressed who yet believe that they will find justice through 

the system, the very one which oppresses them. He despises their 

inaction and shows them, in the play, as marginal citizens committed to 

nothing except continual subhuman suffering, thus perpetuating the 

problem. 

Above all, the drama is a story of jeito, for by their .jeito 

these people manage to make do even if they have to collect paper for a 

living. The unscrupulous Berrao also exhibits .jeito since he can force 

them to sell to him regardless of the disagreeable terms and thus, by 

dishonesty, he makes do very well. Frido, Nhanha, and Ga, the new

comers from the interior, have no other choice in their honest search 

for income but to turn to collecting paper. Regardless of the 

dishonest buyer, they intend to make do although it will take longer 

36. Plinio Marcos, Homens de papel, n.p., n.d., p. 5k. 
(Mimeographed.) All subsequent citations from Homens de papel are 
from this document. 
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than expected to meet their medical expenses. The main group of paper 

collectors offer to find some way--jeito—to cure Ga even if they have 

to use macumba cures. With or without money they will find a way to 

help the epileptic child even though Ga has learned to get "by and 

adjust to the harshness of life. When asked about Ga's diet her mother 

answers: "Ela ja comeu pao. Da pra se aguentar. Ja passou pior, ta 

acostumada" (p. UU). She explains that life has been difficult for the 

three of them, but "a gente ja podia ter se ajeitado na vida" (p. b5)• 

She speaks a truth that transcends their microcosmos applying to all of 

Brazil and the jeito of the nation. Jeito, an essential element in the 

people's survival in Homens de'papel, should appeal to the sense of 

brasilidade of the public. 

Music enters the play only once when, having temporarily decided 

on a boycott, they send for a cachaga and sing, "0 BerrSo caiu do 

burro" (p. U2). Cachaga, an important element, enters the play on 

several occasions. In the first scene Berr&o reprimands them for the 

small amount of paper they have collected. He says they should try to 

eat more for added strength rather than try to live on cachaga alone. 

When they do not gather much paper he accuses them of spending the 

night "em algum boteco enchendo a caveira de pinga" (p. H) rather than 

working, but to these miserable people cachaga is important—it 

momentarily relieves them of their misery. Little excuse is needed for 

them to agree that "esse negocio merece uma cachaga" (p. 20). Cachaga 

also serves as money to pay for the macumba ceremony to restore Ga's 

health. The woman, dona Chica Macumbeira, charges little, "so as velas, 

a cachaga e a comida do Santo" (p. 26). When the cachaga finally 
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arrives for a celebration they become upset that Gilo, the one whom 

they sent, took so long, but spend little time arguing for they want 

cachaga more than anything else. The women complain that the men are 

drinking it all and that they deserve more because "mulher tambem e 

filha de Deus" (p. 27). Once they start drinking, passing the bottles 

from hand to hand, there is little time for talk except for an 

occasional comment on the cachaga: "Eta pinga boa" (p. 27). The 

desired effect comes quickly and they fall into a forgetful sleep far 

from the cares of their world. Later, Maria Vai explains to the new

comers the reason for so much cachaga: "N6s, todas as noites, 

enchemos a cara de cachaga. E o jeito. A vida e uma merda mesmo. So 

com uma cachaga a gente escora" (p. 29). We have seen the message, a 

very Brazilian one, in other plays. Cachaga not only tastes good but 

gives them strength to support their conditions without which life 

would be merda. Few plays state as plain a reason for the large amount 

of pinga consumed in Brazil. Perhaps this is one of the things that 

concerned the censors. 

Berrao introduces the theme of mulher when we understand his 

true intentions in taking a woman to "check" the weight of the paper 

sacks. To Berrao a woman is a woman, even though she serves only one 

purpose, sex, whereas to the paper collectors a woman is also a 

companion. Maria Vai, Noca, Poquinha, and the newcomer's wife Ehanha, 

all women to Berrao, depend on his whim and appetite. The slightly 

retarded paper collector, to whom the age of a woman makes little 

difference, takes a fancy to the young girl Ga. Frido the newcomer 

has the only healthy desire for a woman. In the first scenes he defends 
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his wife against the insults of the others, but toward the end of the 

play has become as insensitive as the rest. 

BerrSo, the only one who shows much Brazilian ostentation, 

enjoys his position of superiority as "master" making the paper 

collectors bend as he wishes. When they complain at his ethics he will 

often say, "sou muito legal. Agora, quando me esquento, viro bicho" 

(p. 5)j reminding them of their inferior rank. He is indeed very 

Brazilian. 

The element of saudade is not lacking. The newcomers, having 

left the interior for the purpose of making money, will leave when they 

have enough: "A gente volta pra nossa terra. Isso aqui e muito bom, 

mas nao presta pra nos" (p. 29). They experience saudades for the more 

tranquil but poor country life they left: "La e que e nosso lugar. . 

. . La que a gente estava bem" (p. ̂ 5)* Through the course of the 

play they also become like the other paper collectors, vicious, 

insensitive, and losing all sense of trust. As they are swallowed in 

the mire of society they even lose this hope of returning to the 

interior. The play has a political theme penetrating it throughout. 

Berrao complains that he cannot offer them more for the paper because 

inflation continues to raise his costs. The Brazilian people know well 

the political-economic problem of inflation in a country where 

inflation has risen as high as ninety per cent per annum. BerrSo 

represents all repressive individuals occupying positions of power who 

move as they wish regardless of whom they crush among the marginal 

classes. The paper collectors do not complain when he takes their 

women to satisfy his own lusts, knowing that he can crush them 
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economically. The migration from the interior to the city for 

employment and money is a well known political problem in Brazil. 

Being the main theme of other dramas such as Morte a vida severina, Se 

ficar o bicho come, etc., it continues as an item needing attention in 

Homens de papel. Frido and his family left the interior not only to 

find employment but also because of the total lack of medical 

facilities and personnel. The play contains a bitter criticism of the 

medical profession in Brazil, a profession which holds great powers 

over the people in a country where the ratio of doctors to patients 

remains low. Forced to scrape together money for a doctor to treat Ga, 

Frido and Nhanha sacrifice food, clothing, shelter, and even dignity. 

Poquinha states the author's criticism: "Doutor e atraso de vida. So 

serve pra comer dinheiro. NOCA. Sao todos uns enganadores" (p. 25). 

Similar sentiments have slowly led this country toward socialized 

medicine. 

Lack of hope and oppression have failed to crush these 

Brazilians' sense of devotion. When Ga goes into an epileptic fit the 

paper collectors, feeling helpless, kneel and pray for her relief. 

Berrao brings her out of it by throwing water in her face, but the 

people praise God for her safety before they thank Berrao. They 

believe their prayers saved the girl, "nossa reza e que valeu pra ela" 

(p. 25). Prayer, Christian or macumba, becomes important when dis

cussing a possible cure for Ga: "0 melhor e mandar benzer. Tu 

acredita em reza? NHANHA. Escutei dizer que e bom. NOCA. A gente 

conhece dona Chica Macumbeira. Ela faz trabalho forte. A gente pode 

mandar ela vir rezar a menina" (p. 26). Nhanha, worried that her 
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husband is becoming.a marginal human like the others, asks for divine 

help in a sincere prayer while making the sign of the cross. After 

Ga's death the collectors kneel beside the young girl's body to pray. 

When all else fails and human efforts have reached their limits the 

paper collectors' sense of devotion comes to the surface. In their 

subhuman conditions little else spiritually comforts them. The play 

shows the Brazilian sense of devotion deeply-rooted in the people but 

like cachaga it relieves them and makes life bearable, thus in one 

sense contributing to their inaction. 

The paper collectors work long hours but like the average 

Brazilian find time to enjoy their lazer. Anxious to collect paper 

early, Nhanha tries to awaken her husband but with little success. The 

paper will eventually be collected, but as for Frido, "deixa eu dormir" 

(p. 28). Repeated efforts only produce another, "vou descansar mais um 

pouco" (p. 28). The rest of the group, feeling much the same way, are 

chastened by Nhanha for their laziness and their conversation helps us 

to understand the attitude to lazer; 

MARIA VAI. Isso la e hora de se virar? . . . Nao ta vendo o 
govo dormindo? So vao acordar na hora de ir. 

FRIDO. E assim? 
NHANHA. Gente mole. 
MARIA VAI. Ninguem esta com a ganancia pega. Nos sabe das 

coisas. Com trabalho ninguem se ajeita nessa 
merda de vida. Pra que dar duro? . . . Descansa 
e deixa o teu homem descansar. . . . 

FRIDO. Acho que a dona tem razao. 
NHANHA. Tu quer passar o dia inteiro como um bicho 

preguiga? (pp. 30-31) 

These marginal members of society have ill feelings towards the 

authority of society and especially the police as instruments of that 

authority. Berrao returns to learn that Ga and Coco are dead and 
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warns the people that the police may soon come. He cautions them that 

a real scuffle will ensue, but they say, "deixa a cana baixar. BERRAO. 

Pra vagabundo tanto faz estar preso ou solto, ne? CHICAO. E." 

(p. 63). By allying himself with the police, Berrao demonstrates that 

he is part of the system they despise: "Se comegam a se assanhar, 

chamo a cana e dedo todos voces. Eles panham um por um e eu apanho os 

sacos de graga" (p. 67). Berr&o, the police, and their kind get fat at 

the expense of justice for the weak. With little wonder the people 

dislike them so. 

As with his other plays, language is important to Plinio in 

Homens de papel. The extensive profanity of Navalha na carne does not 

exist, but the giria of the povo abounds all through the play, being 

essentially the same giria used in other plays. Unique terms include 

mango (one centavo), tutu (money), de lascar (great, tough, O.K.), 

meter a butuca (stick one's nose into Canother's business]), arreparar 

(become angry, offended), engulir (to take, to support, to put up with), 

caguetar (to stool, to tell Cpossibly from the slang caguete, stool 

pigeon]), and others too numerous to mention. A linguistic study of 

the giria used in Plinio's plays would be a study worthy of some 

consideration but outside the scope of the present work. The reader 

must not think that these and other slang expressions belong 

exclusively to the poor and the marginals. Slang in Brazil and the 

Brazilian language as a whole serve as democratic levelers. At any 

given moment, especially when he feels deeply Brazilian, the educated 

and cultured man will use as many slang expressions as the favelado. 
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One hardly knows where Plinio Marcos' theater will go now. 

Until he wrote Homens de papel his theater either presented a problem 

stripped to the essentials without a solution leaving the discussion of 

a solution with the audience, or his solutions were based on means 

provided by the existing political and social structure (Quando as 

maquinas param in the first case and Balbina de Iansa in the second). 

But with Homens de papel Plinio seems to exhibit disillusionment with 

the system and calls, ever so gently, for revolt, padding it with 

numerous Brazilian elements to please the audience. His latest play, 

with the temporary title Requiem para urn pe-de-chinelo, has given the 

author some reason to fear repercussions because of the very sensitive 

37 material it contains. The play presents two marginal members of 

society who have been forced to steal to survive and have been marked 

for extermination by the feared Esquadrao de Morte (although the 

government officially denies any knowledge of a death squad). Plinio 

felt obligated to write the piece exposing a problem which he believes 

is very serious. He disagrees with killing anyone without a fair trial 

and states that he would feel worse had he remained quiet. Like some 

of his other plays Requiem will be short (about one hour) and will have 

a small cast of only two. Because the government is so sensitive to 

charges of torture and the existence of a death squad, the play 

probably will never come out in any form in Brazil. 

As stated before Plinio wants to examine the success of 

Balbina de Iansa in its current run in Sao Paulo before he decides on 

37- See "Esquadrao na mira de Plinio," "Ve.ja, Feb. 12, 1969 5 
p. 51. 
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the course his theater will take in the future. But one thing is 

certain, he will not be easily moved from the course of social 

criticism which has made him Brazil's most discussed author of protest 

drama. If he continues in the same trajectory of the past few years, 

one can expect that his future plays will include an increasing 

abundance of Brazilian themes so dear to the povo with whom he seeks 

to communicate. 



CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSION 

All men are not the same, nor are all Latin Americans, nor are 

all Brazilians, but they all share certain underlying bits of 

personal, but basic, essential qualities which unify them. Men share 

some of the same circumstantial, historical, and political problems, 

although these may vary in degree, but man's little devices for 

confronting them may be unique. 

Brazilians are still in the process of creating their country, 

essentially a new country. Barbara Heliodora commented that the 

embryonic Brazilian culture has not yet evolved to its final form, but 

continues, probing and searching, to establish something singularly 

Brazilian. Some forms of a Brazilian culture are slowly beginning to 

crystallize out of the countless ingredients which make up the sense of 

brasilidade. A partial list of elements includes giria, distinctly 

Brazilian; different attitudes towards life, such as lazer—when one 

goes to Portugal with a Brazilian accent the Portuguese ask, "e 

verdade que brasileiro nao trabalha nao?"; the spirit of Carnaval; the 

samba; the exceptional love of futebol; and many others. These are all 

1. Barbara Heliodora, personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, 
Mar. 6, 1971• 
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facets of brasilidade that this growing, dynamic people are creating as 

part of the Brazilian mystique. 

The singular love of futebol in Brazil, recognized by both 

Brazilians and foreigners, became especially evident in the 1970 World 

Championships in Mexico City where Brazil captured the World Cup for 

the third time, the only nation to do so. Emilio Garrastazu Medici, 

the military president of Brazil, has sensed something uniquely 

Brazilian, as have the protest authors, and has exploited this sense of 

brasilidade. Medici and his public relations staff took full political 

advantage of the Brazilian triumph in Mexico City. He embraced Carlos 

Alberto, the team captain, in Brazilia as a show of gratitude for the 

nation, then declared a national holiday which the entire country 

celebrated with gusto. Many political strategists attribute much of 

Medici's support to the clever, political exploitation of this great 

Brazilian victory. In a similar way, the dramatists of Brazil have 

exploited and continue to exploit the distinct Brazilian values which 

underly the Brazilian character. 

The protest theater in Brazil has followed the footsteps of 

Machado de Assis, the greatest author of Brazilian letters. Machado, 

in the prologue to the third edition of Braz Cubas, made a 

distinction between form and content: the form may be jovial and 

humorous, but the content may be bitter. It seems that the very 

themes which unite Brazilians may give the impression of an easy

going, happy-go-lucky people, unconcerned with the great problems of 

their nation. Nevertheless, if we consider all these unifying 

factors of the different facets of brasilidade from a different angle, 
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they "become just the cup, a sort of "national defense" mechanism if you 

will, to contain and help them bear the bitter liquid, the reality of 

Brazil. Thus, Machado, when he molded his masterpieces into a jovial, 

light, easygoing form in order to portray the bitterness of man's 

inhumanity to man, of man's moral littleness, was no more or less 

Brazilian than the Carioca who invents a piada, a joke, about 

inflation or beats out a samba against the wall when he is hungry and 

has nothing else to do. 

We have elected to concentrate on but a few elements of 

brasilidade choosing the more obvious ones that a person notices when 

he studies the people and their literature on their home soil. 

Interestingly enough, Nivea Parsons, a Brazilian instructing 

Portuguese at the University of Arizona, has composed a list of 

seventeen elements entitled, "As 17 coisas que fazem a Felicidade do 

Brasileiro." Used for a culture and civilization class, the list 

reflects her keen insight, as an educated Brazilian living in the 

United States, into the character of her nation. The list includes 

jeito, Carnaval, mulher, futebol, feijoada, ,j ogo, ostentas&o, saudade, 

cachaga, politica, remedios, cafezinho, aprender, devbgao, papo, 

beleza, and lazer. Many of these elements parallel those we have used 

to examine the various protest dramas; we have included others which 

she did not but which she agrees are very Brazilian: humor, anti-

authority feelings, anticlerical feelings, the samba, and the 

Northeast. It seems that Brazilians have a certain inner logic which 

allows them to weld harmoniously together such seemingly odd bits of 

brasilidade with complete compatibility. The agreement assists to 
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firmly establish the existence and importance of recognizable values 

which, together, establish a picture of brasilidade. 

The protest dramas have blended these devices, jeito, samba, 

etc., into a pleasing form (Machado's "cup"), a sugar-coating if you 

will, to communicate the bitterness (the liquid) of the society and 

politics they protest. The authors have restricted these devices to 

their Brazilian essence to make the message as palatable as possible to 

the Brazilian public. In so doing, they have appealed to the under

lying sense of brasilidade which the nation has acquired in its 

evolution as a unique culture. As has been pointed out in reference to 

the 1970 World Soccer Championships, a sense of unity exists when the 

elements of brasilidade are exploited. It is doubtful that the plays 

studied in this work or those of other socially critical authors were 

written with a checklist of Brazilian elements in hand. Obviously, the 

dramatists recognize elements of brasilidade which they may include as 

a sugar-coating, but I believe that the playwrights' incorporation of 

these elements in their plays was perhaps more unconscious. In so 

doing, the authors have discovered and defined many basic elements of 

the Brazilian character. Plinio Marcos is a good example. He admits 

that his primary concern is the message and as such he concentrates 

his efforts to produce an extremely compact theater which carries great 

force. His use of elements of brasilidade has been very unconscious, 

except for giria. Nevertheless, he has portrayed his characters as 

very Brazilian endowed with devotion, .jeito, saudades, given them 

cachaga, and a love of futebol, to name but a few. With Balbina de 
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IansS he knew full well that the samba-Carnaval theme mixed with 

macumba and the sense of devotion would strike home with the povo. 

Brazil, an evolving country, has a singular spirit or set of 

values which, although undeveloped, indeed, even primitive by some 

standards, are nevertheless Brazilian. One critic speaks of "os 

valores universiais de procedencia estrangeira altamente desenvolvida" 

in contrast to "os valores respresentativos da realidade subdesen-

volvida e, portanto, genuinamente brasileirosThe "Valores" of 

which he speaks are not the sophisticated Greek and French 

abstractions, but the human emotions which spring from Brazilian life, 

from a developing country seeking its place among the cultures of the 

world. The authors of the protest dramas incorporate and exploit 

these "valores" in their works to rally the audience to their cause. 

For this reason, the protest theater in Brazil has been a success with 

the public. 

Brazil today faces a complex series of almost insurmountable 

problems: poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, superstition and 

ignorance, inflation, and the repression of a very military government. 

Nevertheless, my study concludes, paraphrasing one of dtir most sacred 

documents, that a people that can make jokes of its gravest problems; 

that continues to compose hundreds of thousands of sambas and that 

dances through all four days of Carnaval; that can solve every 

2. Program notes from Plinio Marcos, Balbina de IansS, n.p., 
n.d., p. 13. (I received the program notes when I attended the 
Feb. 19, 1971 performance of Balbina de Iansa at the Teatro Sao 
Pedro in S&o Paulo.) 



problem, temporarily at least, with a .jeitinho; that loves mulatos; 

that can win the Jules Rimet soccer cup three times; and that feels 

deep, sincere compassion for the "have nots" while delighting in their 

ostentatious drink of Chivas Regal, shall not soon perish from the 

earth. 
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